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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
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ItTa Ma«*8tat»Pe*mU published everyThurs4*7 morning,at 8*2.00 per annum, In advance; 82.26
if paid within sJk months; and 82.60,if payment be
aalnyed beyond the year.

Hates of Ad.vertisin.jr
in length of column, constitutes

One inch oi space

^liAEK."
81.60 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
alter; three insertions or loss, 81.00; continuing every other d? j after flr.Rt week, 50 cents.
itaii square, three insertions or
le^s, 76 cents; one
we- k, 81.00; 60 cents per week after.
Under head of Amusbxextb, 82.00
per square per
w- ek; three insertions or
less, ¥1,60.
Noth-as, ¥1.76 per square first week,
rv Per square after; three insertions or less, 81.26;
ba f a square, three
insertions, 81.00; one week,
a

8i tft.
Advortiaoments inserted in the Maikb Statb
pAiiiB (which has a large circulation in every part of
tbo state) xor 60 cents per square in addition to the
a-.vvc rates, for ouch insertion.
LBdAL Noticss at usual rates.
Transient advertisements must be paid forin adVsnce
kiL'BiKBSB Notiokb.Iu reading columns, 12 cents
por line for one insertion.
No on&rgo lose than fifty
cents tor each insertion.
3t#**AU communications intended for the
!
should be directed to the “Editor of the Press, and
those of a bu6inee* character to the Publishers.
CJT“Job Fuiktiko ox every description exoouted

are sent away
million bonnets and hats.

The manufacture of straw bonnets is confined to this section of New
England, because it
was here that the American branch of the business originated. Iu 1798, Miss Betsey Metcalf, of Providence, Rhode Island, now Mrs.
Baker of West Dedham, Massachusetts, saw
an imported Dunstable bonnet in a Providence
store, and straightway wished one like it.—
Taking some oat stubble from a field where
her father’s laborer’s had been reaping, she
split the Btraw with her thumb-nail and made
her first attempts at plaiting. Alter several
failures she succeeded in imitating the braid
of the admired affair iu the shop, aud made

published et N«. 84* EXCHANGE STREET,by
A. FOSTKK& CO.
I'hb Pobtlabb Dailt FressU
Icrvtar.

EDUCATIONAL.

from these

annually nearly eight

JOHN T.OILMAN. Editor,

schools and families, lcctnres
LE880NS
schools, explanation in Frencn Idioms A
in

i{V.n,?. w!.r,aUC(i’

a

^

Hon. W. H. Seward, Secretary of State.
Rev. Bishop W. B. Stevens,D !>., of
Philadelptia.
Rev. A. Cleveland Coxe, of Baltimore.
Prof. C. D. Cleveland, of Philadelphia.
Prof. H.Coppie, ol Penna University.
Geo. B. Emerson, Esq of Boston.
R. H. Dana, E»q., of Boston.
Epos Sargent, Esq., of Boston.
Rt. Rev. Bishop T. C Brownell, D. D., Hartford,

Bopt 5.

ISTo. 98

A

with

Commercial

Wanted.
immediately, a first-class Machinist to
take charge of a
shop where marine work is
being done. One who has had experience as foreman preferred; to a
superior man compensation literal—none other need apply.

College,

WANTED

Concord, IT- H.
and

extensive Commeroia
thorough
THE
College in New England, presents unequalled
facilities
to

Address box No. 78 East Boston Post Office, Mass.
Sept 24—dlw

imparting

young men and ladies a
complete business education.
Send for a circular containing fall information—
address
WORTHINGTON k WARNER,
lor

Board Wanted.
a private family, where there are no other
boarders, for the w’ife and chiJd of an officer in
Bevenue Service,
Or a Small Rent Wanted

IN

the

a

a

and Well Select ttiStock

looation. Part of a house preferred.
STEPHEN BEBBY, 1724 Fore St.

convenient

Address
Sept 21—dtf

—---—--

—OF—

Found.

Cloths, Cassimeres
Embracing

all

and

at

the most

FASHIONABLE

BEST

well said by Dr. Dana in Ms valuable
treatise upon muck, that “Nature never bestowed upon man soil of greater capability of
was

a

link in

QUALITY.

mercial

oept l&—dtt

being
sandy

and VESTS,

Nos, 141 & 143 Middle Street,
Formerly Occupied by
Burleigh.

Having leased

the above store at
propose to open

First Class

FINE

a

very low rent,we

Tailoring,

Bank

3d,

3 o’clock P. M. for

are

suing year.

en-

In this

liberal sup-

City

or

FOR

Bought

Casco

State.

Bank.

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of this
Bank lor the choice of Directors, and tho transaction of other business, will be held at their Banking House, on Monday, the 81 day of October next,
at 3 o’ciock P. M.
Per Order.

THE

have

CUSTOM-DEPARTMENT

00R

Portland, Aug. 1,1864.—dtf

(no small children)

a nioe
In the centre ot the
Address Box 110 Port-

house,

“‘h10*1.
SpLmus'
ost, Offioe.

500 BBLS APPLES,

Central wharf, or around the Grand Trunk
Depot and yard; a Calf Skin Wallet contain-

mg a congidrable sum of money, and
papers of n«
value to any one but the looker. The tinder
will be
rewarded as above on
the game to No
returning
8 Central Wharf, or 72 Brackett street.

311864._aug81 dtf

House Wanted,
Wan ted by the advertiser, a
convenient,
centrally looated, and ple&gant house for a |
small family, without children—possession to
be had as early aa the middle of October, sooner if >
possible. It must have good water conveniences,

&

j

Bleachery,

Army

NOTICE

Straw,

U. S. Christian Commission.

Leghorn Bonnets
HATS,
Shortest

25
TUBS FAMILY
1000

1864,

fjyjyj

New Bedford
THE

Copper Oomp’y.

R. J. D. LARRABEE &

Copper Sheathing,

C0.7

IS

FRAMES
—

New Hat

Cap and

—

Paintings, Engravings,

Fur Store!

TJ LID

WOULD

O-S

in

Caps.

BBLS. Apples.
For sale by

Fur

Harper'll Magazine for October:

iu

Great

Variety.

UMBRELLAS 1!

iy Particular attention given to Repaibibg
Kune, by our Mr. Coe, reoentiy in charge of that
department at J. P. Shaw's.
Our numerous friends will please call and see ns
at 95 Middle street.
J.F. McCallar.
Alfred JI. Coe
Portland, Sept 15,1864.—dim

Writing,
Commercial Arithmetic, Correspondence, Card
Marking, (and teaching (rom printed oopies and
Text Books will be avendod please Gall, or addrese
the Principal.
R. N .BROWN.
oc29 eodfceowly
Portland. Got.2,1868.
wuttUKUN
^

Sewall C. Strrut,
Of

the late Arm of Uoward

'■

Strout,

and Counsellor at Law,

Attorney

105 Middle Street-

Opposite International Bank,.Portland.
Aug 12—d&w8m

Poard,
jjjfdjoal U«•

wnfl.m s' J,ripl<?(
In ns

A

T?nEg?n«anhratrhePSmunJr
OP EVEBY

DBSCBIPTroB,
AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR
PRICES,
So that Honey
1

Aug 27—dtf

can

be Saved in

theee War Timet.
J. B. 8T0BY, No. 28
Exchange Bt.

to consist ol

Surgeon

A- President; Surgeon

pre-requbite
are now

sept26 3tawlm

to

appointment

five vacancies on the Medical Stafl.
JOS K. BARNES,
Surgeon Gen. U. 8. A.

To Merchant Tailors and Cntters.
HAVE left with Mr. W. D. James, Ko. 62 Middie street, Portland, copies of the true science ol
drafting gai men ts. Mr. J. fully understands tho
theory and practice as well as 1 do. and can oommunicat as well to others.
OTIS MaDISON.
Portland, Sept 16.1864.

I

Having received authority from Mr. Madison, I
am prepared to fnrnish all th«
necessary informa
tion, and supply those who may wish with the rules,
at Mr. N. 8 Gardiner's, No. 68 Middle street.
W. D. JAMES.
Sept 16—3m

seplOdtf

STATE OF MAINE.
Executive Dkpabtmkxt
I
Augusta, Sept. 20, 1854. j
An adjourned session of the Executive Council,
wiil be held at the Council Chamber, in
Augnsta, on
Monday, the third day of October next.
Attest:
El'UKAIM FLINT JR..
sep21dtd
Se.cre.taru of State..

C. W. SMITH,
6 ai.d 8 Silver st.

36
41
10
6
6
2
2
6
6
10
£0

600
000
000
000

000

600
600
000
000
00O
000
32 300
26 300
7 400
33 000

A R€ Til

Real

268 000
ISAAC EMERY, Head Long Whf.

'VJ

BOLTS of “David Corsar & Son’s” Leith,
a
sail-cloth of superior quality, just re-

ceived direct

Liverpool. aT d for sale by
McjlLVERY,RYAN & DAVIS,

irem

Sept 2ith—dtf

1G1

Commercial St.

Treouuils.
Tfi“NAILS-f0'
100,0000AK
SIMONTON
KNIGHT,
&

Commercial Wharf.
junelodtf

48

Portland, June 13,1864.

Sugar and Molasaea.
CHOICE MUSCOVADO

300 ““M-j

j

CO.j

*2

MIDDLE
Fox Block,

near

STREET,
the Post Office,

Portland,.Maine.

Chemicals,

Puie Drugs, Genuine Medicines,
Euglish,French & American Perfumery,
AND

FANCY GOODS,

Trusse8, iupporters, Vraces,

Scotch

Rubber, Goods, 6c.

ALL

OF

THK

CELEBRATED

Wood Goods,

MINERAL

WATERS!

Kissingen, Vicboy, Congress, Saratoga, and
Empire Spring.
Fine Turkey and Venice Sponges.
PURE
WINES AND LIQUORS,

growth and luxurisept9dlm

Quarter Mabtsr’s Office,
)
Forage Dparlmentt
No. 66 Cedar .Street. N. Y .Sept. 12,1864. )
uE
T Government will require in all purchases of
AsbT

Hav on its account in the State of Maine, a
Btnct auherance to .Sectiong 36, 30 and 37.
Chapter
88 of the Kevis.d
Statutes of Maine of 1858.

and ptoper for the prevention and
ochou of fraud, and must be
strictly complied
BROWN. Capt and A. Q M.
a-..
^ M* AB°nt» No. 90 Commercial 8t.
BeptAO—dim
Portland, Maine.

ihn

S\f

Billiard Table for Sale.

eWi.7Le^dPoe7.Vbne1^tl0rma.WI1ip^,Do8hCd
sept21Id°t'fla6

Fed6ral

Carriages

And all other elaims

against the Government, h ring been duly licensed therefor.
All
advice
free.
Terms as low as at any oth
CV
or
Agency, and no pay required until the olalmsare
obtained.
Olhce 88 Exchange street, Jose Block.
F. BRADFORD,
z- K- uakmon.
Juno 21.—dtf

Attorneys

R.

A

PAINT

respectfully announce to those interWOULD
ested in Mu-ic, in Portland and vicinity, that

he is

Terms, $12,00

per

Quarter,

(24 lessons, each lesson occupying one hour.)
Slate at PAINE'S Masic Store, No. 163 Middie St.
Any information wanted concerning me, can be
at Paine’s Music Store.

Kotzschmab.
?efr,e“oe>
Sept 13—eod2m*
H.

New

Steam

Mill,

Ubl#

SAUotel.

DOTEN & CO.,

inform their former customers and the
WOULD
public generally, that they have fitted up their
New
Mill

with New Machinery, aod are now ready
t0 *7°
f^an,n/7. Matching and Jointing, also Sweep
andCircular Sawing, Wood Turning, fc.
Wo have in
operation one of Messrs. Gray &
Wood's new improved Planers, for

PLANING

OUT OF WIND.

It will plane with the
greatest accuracy from i inch
in thickness to 12 inchos
square. Also
AN JSDGBR FIFTY FEET LONG,

For sawing heavy
plank and edging boards.
..,^a?icu^ar Mention given to planing Ship Knees,
Clapboards, and heavy Timber.
For the accommodation of dealers and others having large loti* of boards to plane, we have in connee17,000 square reel of yard room.
“V11** *5 tli0
JylOeodtf

Panuership.

& Counsellors at

Law, j

Bank,

NATHAN OLEAVES.

HOWARD.

Perfect Substitute for Linseed Oil,

ADD MAKOFAOTUKBE

SILVER

is used in the same manner as L'nsced
Oil,
dries quickly and very hard, can bo used with
all colors, and possesses decided advantages lor all
work on manufacturing establishments, depots,
cars, engines, ail kinds oi ixon work, for roots, and
wherevera watter proof paint is reqnirod. For all
kinds of ship work, exposed to salt water, it is superior to any other.
Address orders to

Portland, Me.

OF

WARE,

Congress St., Opp. Court House, Portland, Me.
ST All kinds of Ware, such as Knives, Forks,
Spoons, Cake Baskets, Casters, ko., plated in the
2.18

best manner.
Also, Repairing and
Ware.

EDWARD

H.BUHGIN,

WHOLESALE DIALER

Corn, Meal

Re-finishing Old Silver
auirGdGm

A. & S. SHURTLEFF &

6 ft 8 Commercial Wharf, Bostoh.
Boston, Aug. 27,1804.
aug8eod3m.

of approved
invited to call at

ALL

owner,

Sewing Machines

and

PORTLAND,
Ken'*

are

II CLAPP’S BLOCK,
and see the operation of two of the most
important
improvements of the day—

Hyde’s

Mercliant
axd

The former placep the control of the machine enunder t o control of the feet of the operator,
all backward motion of the wheel, alowing the freedom of both hands to handle the
work, and saving the breaking of needles and the
entangling of the thread.
The latter will allow the free use of linen thread
or of inferior cotton, and entirely does
away with
the soaping of the doth.
Call and see and vou will not fail to have them applied to your machines. JOHN PORTER, Agent.
Mr. Porter will put machines in order and teach
the operators how to use them, so that they will
have no trouble.
Portland, Aug. 10.1864.
<jtf

Boys’

and Youth’s Thick, Kip
and Calf Boots.

Portland Company,
the New Stock may make
Company on Fore
Street, or
Bank.
On all payments made alter the 16th inst, interest
will be charged. Payment must be made, or secured
by Oct. 1st
The certificates of stock of the present Shareholders
will be received at fifty dollars per share.
ED WASH H. DAVEIS, Clerk
d2w
Portland, Sert 14,1864
to

SUBSCRIBERS
payment at the office of the
at the Merchants’

R°°ms

business, w «
able to sell as low as in Boston or elsewhere.
Dealers are respectfully invited to call and examine our stock before purchasing.
Kl^Orders by mail promptly attended to.
Portland. April 23.1KH4
dftm

we are

The Cheapest

Agency

collecting all classes of olaims arising from
the war is that of the

110R

“MAINE WAR CLAIM

|

ASSOCIATION,’

lu which the expenses are controlled bv
. disinter,
estod r.xeouLive Committee,
in person, or by letters to GRnunic f

Apply
EVlSSY.

over

_

the Portland

P.«TOreeoTw sl^.

.__

Oarriages,
Firmly Bui

Tailor

and Oats.
In

Sc

Draper,
ST.j

Manufactures to order and in the best manner, Mil,
itary and Navy Uniforms, and B<}t Garments.

JOHN F.

Surveyor

*ept3dtf

ANDERSON,

and Civil

OFFICE,

Engineer,

CULLMAN

moh!7 dfcwtf

BLOCK,

Temple Strum.

Ncotch

Canvas,
BY-

JAMES T. PATTEN A
■20( I 300
5S^T8
s“f«lor bleached
<So All
flax

Long

O

anil

"Uov-

AI
*

CO.,
w

rtl

,£**•
Arbroath

eminent contract,”
800 do Extra Ail Long Sax
800 do Navy Fine
Delivered la Portland or Boston.
Bath, AprlHO.lMI.

ettlfdlt

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,
PLUMBER!
OF

Force Pumps and Water
NO. 1*4EXCHANGE

Warm, Cold and Shower

Bowls,

Closets,

STREET,

d«»1»

arriages!

Neatly Finished.

LIBBEY, No. 20 Preble St.,
for sale, at his establishment, ’"‘eg
OFFERS
of Carriages made In the neatest and
aJUthe
a

stantial manner. The assortment eomprisjs
M
different styles of Light Carriages,
sold on tho moat favorable terms- I
it for their inter
And
will
to
Carriages
log
purohase
est to call and examino befere buying els-whar*.

fndnej

eJL°RfLi*“A^J'

Baths,

Wash

Brass A Silver Plated
Cocks,

TNVEHY description of Water Fix*nrr* for DwelJ-J ling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildirgs, Shops.
eo., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or
A!t
country faithfully executed.
kinds of Jobbingpromptiy attended to. ConstamtJv
on hand LEAD
and
PIPES, SHEET LEAD
d**
PUMPS of all descriptions.

BjXR

Co.,

J. T. Lewis

and Wholeeale Dealer* in

READY-MADE CLOTHING
A>p fcknishinu goods,
AToe. 1 and 3

Ohambers

Fret Strut Blech,

(Over H. J. Ubby A Co.,)

5.1

PORTLAND, MB.

Lewis.

Jylldtf

Lewis,

Hollins &

Boitil,

J0BBBU9 OF

J. F.

JuneSSdtf

or

___Juneleod6m
Alexander V. lieeves,

Mannlhctnrer*

to Let.
XiUHNlSBED or not, very dosirab eand convenHouse and Store Lots to Lease*
X
lent suits of rooms on first or eeoond floor, two
Congresss, North and Cumberland, above
or more rooms conm-c'ed if detired.
Also single
Washington street, including the desirable lot
rooms, with or without board, at 203
I corner of Congress and North street*. ApDlvto
Congress,
oornorof Wilmot Street*.
i«pt24 dlw i Sepl0d3m A, P, FULLER, 280 Congress street. 1

ON

manufacturing,

our superior facilities for
a large experience in the

WITH
and

tirely

salb

PORTLAND, ME.

Woman’s Misses and Children’s Goat, Kid
and Calf Balmorals, Rubbers. Shoe
Stock, Findings, &o.

Attachment.’

Flour,

bulk free of charge.
Warehouse No. 120 Commercial Street,
And Uitt Mills, Deeriug Bridge.

Manufacturers and Dealers in

NO.

William’s Patent Crank Motion, ami

CO.,

IVOS. 54 & 56 MIDDI-E STREET,

Sewing Machine Improvements.

IN

Also, Ground Rock Salt.

MAKXB

CRAFTS & WILLIAMS,

teMtf

Bath, He.

M. PEARSON.
Oliver Plater,

OIL.

OF MERRILL'S WHARF,

-FOE SALE

AND MUCH CHBAFKK.

this

giving instruction on the Piano Forte,
city, and respectfully solicits a liberal patronage.
lu

HEAD

C*H»ralal Street.

PORTLAND, MB.
JOSEPH

,

Corn, Flour and Grain,

__

JylSd&w3m

PATENT

PAINE,

STREET,

Office 91 Middle St., over Casco

IT

G.

CO.,

HOWARD & CLEAVES.

MI LLOOHAIJ’S

Instruction in Music1.

MR.

&

Hard-Ware Dealers,

Law

ALBERT WEBB A CO

98 EXCHANGE

AT

PORTLAND,.MB.
Jyl*.l8ni

and

Ho. 16 Union Street.

Bye
Sleighs, Bariev,
IT“Cars loaded with Corn

BAILEY

MIDDLE

Rooflns

FLAT ROOFS.

fob PcocHAen

Safes \ \

FOB BALB

162

COMPOSITION,

O-ravoI

OF

and

Safes \

IMFOHVED

WATER-PROOP

Commission

PORTLAND, ME.

Saddlery

FELT

jnnel6dtf

Sale Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.
juneltf

STILL

Pay

hand and made to

on

Preble street, (Near Preble Mouse,)

(Established in 1851.)
continue to devote their special and exclusive attention to the prosecution of Claims for
of

Portland, Me.

KI1IBALL,

JAMES

AND

___

Manufacturer,

MA JiUFAOTURKE

BRADFORD & HARMON,
Pension and Claim Agents,

For Medicinal Use.

sept23dlw

LEMONT,

cy Carriages and Sleight

aprlSdtt

FIRE

-CBALXKS ih-

PRODUCE,

order.

St.

WARREN'S

<an26 dtf

PORTLAND, MR.
JuneldGm

Carriage

EDWARDS,

feblSdly

MERCHANTS,

K.

WOCD,

Pj- HERSEY, Agent,

MOODY,

}

SOFT

delivered to any part of the oity.
Ovrica Comhukolal Sr., head of Franklin Wharf.
8. ROIIJ Tta Ai SON.

holesale Dealers in

FrankhuCoody,

P.

!

FOB

No. 5 Galt Block, Commerc'al St,

C.

Alio tor aale beat of

-A HD-

PORTLAND, MB.

Jnneldtf

FLOUR, CORN AND

Organs

Pensions, Bounties, Arrears
Prize Money,

street,

Commercial

And W

others—as well as in the ^o iras in the principal cities, whenever such instruments are required. Price
$35 to $500 each. These instruments may be found
at the Music Rooms of the subscriber, where they
will be sold at the manufacturers' prices.

Dealers in

MOUNTAIN, LEHIGH, OEZILTON.
SUGAR LOAF, OLD COM PAN V LEHIGH, LOCUST MOUNTAIN. JOHNS, DIAMOND, WKBbTER and BLACK HEATH. These Coale arc of the
very beat quality, well screened and picked, and
warranted to give sattathetion.

Widgery Wharf,)

head

Preble Stieet,

No.3491 Stewart’s Blook, Congress

C(>~

Grocers,

COMMISSION

Are the best instruments of their class in the world.
Nearly all the most prominent artists in the country
have given written testimony to this effect, and these
instruments are in constant use in the concerts ol
the most distinguished artists—as Gottschalk and

H. S.

DRUGGISTS,

jnneldtf

GENERAL

EXCLUSIVELY BY

Successors to Croc man ft Poor,

PORTLAND.

DOLE Ac

berry,

MASON 3c HAMLIN

CROSMAN 8r

Peleg Barker, J
Thee. Lynch )

E.

Sierra Morenu Molasses.
OOKHHDS

Ouw
l CHOICE SIERRA MORENA
80 TIERCES
MOLABSES,
>
10 BBLS
Now landing from Brig "C. H. Kennedy"
THOS. ASENCIO A CO.,
Mays.—tf
c. H. Wharf.

J
)

(Opposite
Lynch, )

John

No. 96 Exchange Street.

MADE

Custom House Wharf.

CHEAP FOR ( AMI !
SPRING

HARD AND

the old stand of M. Mc-

The Cabinet

WOOD AMI COAL.

Block.

AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Buckie Boots.

McCarthy &

Granite

...

j

Granite B tor es,

Have you seen the new style CRIMPED-FItONl
BUCKLE BOOT, now made by McCarthy & Berry? For neatness, comiort and beauty, it surpoeses
anything ever got up in this city. Call and see it;

8U

nv

of

vers

Wholesale

Selected from New York and Boston markets
Our Ladies' work is from the celebrated Burts
Manufactory of New York.
For Gentlemen’s wear we have the host assortment
ever offered for sale in this city; such a* line French
Patent Leather Boots; Glove Calf and Calf Congress lor gentlemen's wear; Patent Leather Congress, and Calf Congress Balmoral, and tew French

Carthy.

HAVING

adiau Produce.

JOHN LYNCH &

penect

samples always on hand at

disposed of his entire interest in his
Office to Dr. 8.C FEKNALD, '»ouid cheer fully
reooommend him to his former patio ata and the
pul>lio. Dr. Fhrnald, from long expo*
fence, Is prepar*
ed to insert Artificial Teeth on the “Vulcanite
Base,"
and all other methods known to the profession.
Portland. May 26.1M8
tf

CO.,

v

jnneldtl

WINSLOW,

Canadian Bears’ Qrease!

THE

Berry,

10 TCS.
GAK.
)
871 HHDS buperior Muscovado, and
87 TCS Clayed Molasses,
ll BBLS from bierra Morena,
Now landing and lor Bale by
THOMAS ASENCIO ft CO.,

may9tf

Charles Blake,
llenry A. Jones,
R. W. Gage.

Ladies, Gentlemen, and Children’s Wea

Scotch Canvass.

JOiV ESA

137 Commercial Street,

In all its branches, and haring all the facilities for
getting up first class work for gentlemen and ladies,
wear, are now ready to execute all orders with neatness and dispatch.
Our work will be made of the
best ol
&tock, by the best of workmen, and
warranted to give
satisfaction. It is our aim
that our work shall not be second to any in the United States.
We have also completed a stock of ready-made
work of the lirst quality, lor

imported

Dr. J. H. UFA) D

Varnishes.

dadvi ivn

And Se

BOOT AHD SHOE BUSINESS

Londres Port Mahons.

170 Midd.1
£ treet.
SnumoM ..•..Dn.Baoo tMd Bbulu,
Portland, May 25.1&«8.
U

rUftTLAillI, Rfl.
may!8dtf

Western and C

name

the

DENTIST,

Munjoy St.,

29

FERHALD,

No.

FE0UR&GRAIN DEALERS,

on

on

DR. S. C.

IB

Factory, No.

BLAKE,

subscribers having
the 7th day of May
THE
formed
of
copartnership under the

the purpose of carrying

A CARD.

OF

Henry H. Burgess,
Charles 8. Fobes.

BUSINESS ADVERTISEMENT

For

Trimaungdiway ouhaad.

■oittr

Office Si. Salesroom*, 80 Commercial 8t«,
(Thomas Block.)

-AHD-

McCarthy

No-.dicsand

Painter,

Japan. White Lead, Zinc, Paints,
And Ground Colors,

The former customers of Messrs. Sawyer St Whitare respectihlly invited to give us a call.
uandall. moallister t eo.
Portland. June 13.dlv

&

WOODMAN, TUIIE * CO„
AGENTS,
(M •#.B Min Street,

BURGESS, FOBES, & CO.,

AID DBALB88

S

SEWING MAGJE-TNESI

juneldtl

MABOFAOTCBBBB

Patterns and
ooki tl

•

S I N 6 E K

OF

KfT Work executed in every part of the State.
juneltf

Wood,

a

^■Orders for Maoblne Jobbing
Forgings, promptly executed.

No. 144 Middle Street,
PORTLAND, MR.

fircveuting

SINE,

best preparation for the
ance of the hair.
For gale by the Druggists.

j

Millwrights,and

VIS,

Fresco and Banner

Copartnership Notice,

2d
3d
Angelitas.
11
1st
Prinsados.
2d Reg Britanicas.
2d Britanicas
Eutriietus Galenas 1st.
2d.
Angelitas 3d Londres Prinsados.
A u 2d llrevH8.
A C 3d Londres.
A M London FJor.
A M Flor Prinsados.
A M London Cortes.
A M London Fino.

ID

Coal ! Drugs Medicines, Faints, Oils &

Holt

In connection with the above is be Iron
Foundry
with a largo assortment of Patterns, to which the
attention of Machinists,
Shlp-llutld.
ere is invited—end all kinds
olCae'mgs furnished
at short notica.

CH A S. J. S C HU M ACHE E,

Blacksmiths.

und

Houses, Stores, and other Islldings, fitted with
Oas and Steam in the best manner.

___

Paint and Color

bulldiug

PORTLAND, MK.

ney

the following choice

of

Deeignio 1st Londres

Sept 12—lm

Superior
Hard

Coal for

in

Street,

PAPER HANGINGS.
No, 53 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

Delivered to order in any part of the city.

For Sale.
CIGARS

Foot ol Cross, between Fore & Commercial Sts.

[BT BOTAL LET-TEES.]

SfiJSuS/Sfoi
AssTs «nM^ur
aid

There

large variety.

A •»“<! Surgeon o lover Permeet at Cincinnati Ohio,
Octoier next, lor tlifi ftxnmin&tinn
nl

I!.*’

candidates for admission Into the
the United States Army, aua of suCb
geons lor promotion as may bo brought before it
Applicants must be betwoen twenty-oue aU“ tWr
thirty years of age, and physically sound
Applications must be addressed to’the Sicretarv
of war, or the surgeon General. stating the rest
den' e of the applicant, and the date and place ot
h s birth; they must also be accompanied by respec*
table testimonials of moral character.
No allowance is made for tho expenses o 1 persons
undergoing the examination, as it is an indispensa-

inf0rm* hiS lri0Dd8

Repair Gentlemens’Garments

Business

t<h«Slsth’nfervo?>r’Wl11

ble

economyjs wealth.

Native

GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington City, D. C.,
Septem’ r 8lst, 1864.

on tne lotn ol

bonnets—although

lages. Twelve thousand persons would be a
fair estimate ot the number employed by these

Goods

UMBRELLAS!

There was a time when the manufacture of
bonnets was a purely domestic affair. Tbe
straw was grown, prepared, braided and Bowed by the same family, and the bonnet stiffened with common starch and ironed with a
ifut as the days ot
common flat,
homespun
have passed away, so have these days ot homemade bonnets. Although no great invention
has been produced to mark a progressive
leap
in the manufacture of straw
the machinery now used is simple and m,t
large in quantity, yet improvements have been
gradually taking place, until now every operation has been so systematized that we have
bonnet factories as truly as cotton factories—
factories containing a great living machine,
each portion of which has peculiar functions
and is fitted for certain parts of the work.—
These factoties have particular localites where
they are most fully developed, or perhaps it
would be better to say, have a paiticular locality : for, aside from two establishments in
Connecticut and two or three in New York
city, they are all confined to Southeastern
Massachusetts. Here we find a dozen towns,
relying upon not quite a score of bonnet factories lor their principle means of support; towns
in which straw is queen as truly as cotton is
king in many other of our manufacturing vil-

Tubs choice Butter,

Looking

gineering, Surveying,

Also,

anil Butter.

sept26dlm

po.eno&C?FiegdoX0lUn*

Manufacture of Straw Bonnets.
following is an extract from an article

by
F. A. 8MITH,
10 & 21 Silver Street.

—

Middle Street,

TUe

A

required

FosTirioATioas.

Premium Paged Account Books.

Lorbcrry,

rilleji,i*

Ironstaira and other Archltectnrol Work.

AND MANUFACTURER

best quality of

with the

Cumberland

For sale

aept2, dlw

Congress

Bleaohery,

Together

BUTTER,

NICE CHEESE.

THE

Blocking

F A- SMITH,
& 21 Silver Street.

Butter and Cheese.

THE

SUITS

White and Red Ash,
Diamond uud

by

kinds of work

Bookseller, Stationer,

Junel3d3w

patterns,

IdHHT Hours Work of all descriptions, and ull

'Wholesale and Retail.

Sugar Loat Lehigh,
Hazelton Lehigh,
Locust Mountain.

100 BBLS CHOICE JACKSON POTATOES.

of various sizes aud

Stnai Pipe isd IfntitiM, Mitt Gmiiair.
ShAfting,

Juneld6m

L.

prepared to furnish

STEAM ENGINES and B0IL2EB,

Merchants,

No. 61 Commercial

WELL PICKED AND SCREENED

John’s,

1«

Flour, Provisions & Groceries,

Company Lehigh,

Old

Maine.

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

1IHE

Potatoes.

IRA WINN, Agent,
11 Union St,.,

No.

JOHN T. JKOGLRS A GO.,

Wood to

Henry,
klgi,
Oaten,
leUtco,
Cigars,
all description,

oote dtf

Salt,

icnas.U. Began, j

Lozenges
Uudlsa,

Lemon Syrup,
Cocoa Nutn,
Note, all kind a.
Satalaa,

Sardines,
Fancy Candles ef

PortlftDd,

Commission

Domestic Fruit l

Sprnre Ohio,
Canary Seed,

Llmen,
Prunes,
Cltroa,
Olives,

1_Inneldtf_

subscriber having purchased the Stock of
Coal and Wood, and taken the stand recently
occupied by Messrs. Sawyer $ Whitney, head of
Maine iVharf, are now prepared to
supply their
former patrons and tho public generally, with s
fine assortment of

and Potatoes.

sept27 d4w_19

Oranges.

Lemons,

Co.

and

Dana,
)
Woodbury Dana, {
John A. 8. Dana. )

cheertully

Portland, Jnno 6,1864.

BBLS. ONIONS.
10J BBLS. SWEET POTATOES.
For sale by
F. A. SMITH,
19 and 21 Silver Street.
83p28d4w

HAVANA
brands:
27 400

Si## REWARD.
Portland, Aug.

if \Co.t

&

Lather

our Stock of
Messrs. Randall, McAlisrecommend them to our
former customers.
All persons having demands
against us are requested to present them tor settlement, and all persons indebted to us are requested
to make immediate payment at the old etand where
one ol the undersigned may bo found for the
present.
SAWYEH & WHITNEY.

MERCHANDISE.

STHAY&D

Maine Bonnet

Coal and
WE,
do

ter

W. E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, July 80,1864.—eodtf

sept9dtf

LOST.

ON

Fish

NOTICE.
the undersigned, having sold

This Bank will convert the
seven-thirty not< s maturing Aug. 19, and Oct. 1, into six per c6Ht. bonds
of 1881, in all the denominations in which
the note
were issued, viz:—*60,
#100, *600, and *l,000-at a
commission of f per cent.

Apples

of manures farming is a most uncommendand be well flubbed.
able method of wasting a life time in bard
The advertiser would lease such a house for a term
work. Manure is the great and paramount
of years, or purchase if terma suited. A two-story
Our domestic aniwant of every cultivator.
E. P. GERR1SH, Cashier.
oottage, small lot, preferred.
Address O. P. Q., at the Press Office,
Sept 13—dtd
mals alone cannot furnish all that we need upstating location, general terms, &o confidentially.
on our rugged New England farms. Our sandy
Is under the direction of Mr. Boh D, well known to i
Portland,
1,1864.—dtf
Aug.
Mechanics9
Bank.
lands must be supplied more abundantly with
the public as a
Annual Meeting of stockholders of the Me- j
rpHE
vegetable matter than our barn yards will supI<QSt.
A chanicB Bank, for the coice of Directors, and any
ply, and clay soils must be rendered more light
FIRST CLASS CUTTER.
other business which may come before them, will be !
from the pasture of Mr. Francis Roband porous by the admixture of such substanheld at their Banking Room on Monday, 3d Oct.
erta, Westbrook, last month, a three year old
Per Order,
ces as wili, in addition to their fertilizing pronext, at 8 r. m.
gray Colt, small size; whoever will return him or
W. H. STEPHENSON. Cashier.
give information where he may be found, will be
perties, have this beneficial effect. Most forPortland, Sept 16,1864.—dtd
suitably
rewarded, by calling at No. 89 Spring St.
there
are
few
who
have
not
the
abilitunately
Grateful to onr friends and the publio for their
FEAN CIS E. EMERY.
ty to meet all the requirements of this situa- libera] patronage at our former places of
Portland,
July 18,1864.—dtf
Bank.
Canal
business,
the
farmers
of
which
this
section
places
tion,
we still solicit their favors, and we
Annual Meeting cf the stockholders of this
pledge to deal
at so great a comparative disadvantage with
Board.
with them on the square.
Bank, for the choice of Directors, will be held
the farmers of the West. Iu lUe peat mead- j
at
their
T. C. LEWIS.
banking house on 31 onday Oct 3 at 11 o’cl’k
of Rooms, with Board, can be obtained by
▲. M.
ows and muck swamps of Massachusetts alone i
N. C. ROLLINS,
applying immediately at 80 Danforth street.
Also to consider the subject of adopting the Na»
W. M. BOND.
Mav 11th.
maylSdtf
there are undeveloped elements of lertility suftional Bank System, and for the transaction of any
6—dim
Sept
ficient lo make every farm iu their vicinity as
other business.
Per Order,
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
Sept 16—dtd
productive as a garden. Ail that is needed is
j
Portland
the skill to manipulate, and the energy and
Committee
Bank ot Cumberland.
OF THIS
enterprise to apply them*
308
Oongres Street,
is hereby given that the annual meeting
It is not fiction, but a well demonstrated !
of tho stockholders of tho Bank of Cumberland
fact, based upon the soundest deductions of PORTLAND
for tho choice of Directors for the ensuiug year,and
MAINE.
and
sustained
chemical science,
by repeated,
_.
the transaction of any other business that may come
carelul experiments of practical cultivators,
before them, will he held at their Banking Room on
Chairman, T. E. Hayes, receives Stores at 110 Midthat a cord of barn manure composted with
dle street.
Lace &
Monday the 3d of October next, at 3 o c ock p. m.
Per Order of the Directors
Treasurer. Cyrus Sturdivant, reeei-es Money at 75
two cords of the black mould from tne peat
SAM'L SMALL, Cashier.
-ANDCommercial street.
meadow, will form three cords of compost
Portland, Sept 15.1864.
seplBdtd
Secretary, Henry H. Burgess, rece*ves Letters at
of
stable
cord
manure.
to
the
value
in
80 Commercial street.
equal
GENTLEMEN’S
Andrew J. Chase,
It is a fact equally well established, that the
Dr. W.
Johnson.
Porilaiul mutual Fire Insurance JunelSdtl
liquid voldings of a cow or an ox are of equal Bleached & Pressed at the
Notice
Company.
value to the solids. And yet Uow many farmAnnual Meeting of this Company will be
TRANSIENT PRICE LIST
ers there are, even at this time, who sufibr
held on Monday, October 8, at 7£ o'clock p. *.
such valuable means of fertility to run to
FOR
EDWARD SHAW.
Per Order.
HATS & BONNETS DYED.
waste, from neglect to supply the beat of all
8eptl8—d8w
Secretary.
Felt Hats for
of absorbents which the peat meadows will
AT
afford. But the limits of utility to be found
Every exertic n will bo made to have &U orders
PROMPTLY
to.
and
attended
these
of
iu
vegelarge
frequent deposits
Sweet sir’s
St.
312
table matter, are cot exhausted even when
JAMES B. RACKLYFT.
On Saratoga, ChiLtiana and Eugenia shape, 60
the
and
been
absorbed
all
have
urine,
they
cents.
aug313m.
composted with all the solid excrements of
OnJocky Crown and English shape, 50 cents.
swine.
and
Composted
Blocking Felt Bonnets, 60 cents.
horses, cattle, sheep
For coloring, 20 cents additional to the above
with wood ashes, or with a mixture of salt
prices.
and lime, such chemical changes are wrought
Milliners prices in proport ion.
sept22 dtf
undersigned, agents of the above Company,
in the course of a lew weeks in the cold, black
are prepared to furnish suite of
inert mass of decayed vegetation, as to fit it
speedily to become food for plants; and a Yellow Metal A
most excellent fertilizer is the result, at a
No. 69 Exchange St.,
cost very slight in comparison to its real
Bolt Copper, Bolt Yellow Metal,
open Day and Evening, lor a Thorough Bus! net a
value.
Manufacturers
of all kinds of
1850.
Education. Located
Spikes, Nails, Jc.,
The present dry time affords a most favorand
delivered
at
notice
short
at
Hanson
middle
No.
161.
lor
any
able opportunity
port required.
Block,
St.,
throwing up a supply of
muck for next season’s use. If dug thus earMcGILVERY, RYAN ft DAVIS.
Scholarships good in any part of the United States
FOR
a large portion of its
the
season
has
iu
had
20
^ne Principal
years experience; is always
ly
superSept 6.—dtf
on the spot, and attends to his business, and promOil
abundant moisture wili be evaporated even
ises, as during the past 12 years, no pains shall be
while lying in heaps upon the meadow, and
in the future. Five hundred references of
spared
Photographs, A Looking Glasses.
if the distance to the barn is great the saving
the first olass business men, with many others of this
iu cartage will be no inconsiderable item. Let
city, will testily to the practical utility, capacious- j
Manufacturers of all kinds ol
ness
and
of
completeness
my systomg and manner |
the hogs have a plentiful supply at all times.
of teaching, aud citizens Qi other cities have testified
COE 6r MoCALLAR
Let the barn yard be covered wtib it to the
to the same. Diplomas will be awarded for thor- |
3yc O
11ST
the citizens Of Portough courses. Able Assiatants seen red. Bartlett’s
depth of several inches, and let there be a suprespectfully inform
land and
that they have this day
—FOR
Plan, the founder of Commercial Colleges, striotly
ply of it under cover iu some convenient taken the store vicinity,
adhered to as regards not copying. Certain times
place, to be blended with the manure heap in
Picture Frames aud
will be devoted to Commercial Law elucidations.Glasses.
the barn cellar as often as occasion may reNo. 95
Come all who have failed to he taught a business
be
The Trade supplied with Black Walnut, Imitation
will
labor
such
of
returns
I
will
to
and
guarantee
hand-writing
you suooesg.
quire, and the
‘ BODd’f°r th6 PWRosewood aud Ebony, and Gilt Oval Framea, Our
sure to come in, in increasing annual crops,
Applications solicited for Accountants. Separate in
etruotion given. Students can enter any time. Sepand such improvement of the soil as no other
manufacturing facilities enable us to furnish all arTuition
for
reasonable.
rooms
Ladies.
Intriarate
Fur, Sat and Cap Business,
ticles in this line as low in prices as cm bo found
material which farmers can afford to purchase
cate accounts adjusted. Ladies and Gentlemen that
will supply. | Massachusetts Ploughman.
in all its varieties. Our stock will embrace
elsewhere. We invite purchasers to call and examdesire to take lessons, or a full, or a separate course,
all the
latest and most Fasuiobabcu Paris, Loudon and
In either Book-Keeping, Navigation, Commercial
ine our very floe
Engravings of which we have a
Now York Styles, of plain and
Civil
EnMathematics,
Uaw, Phonography, Higner
fancy Hats ^d

ply

Ba nk..

Dana

and

larae
“a well
w#
** sad

a

Wholesale and Retail

Sept 12—d3m

This Bank is propared to reoeive
-ubacriptions to I Weed Machine.
A limited number of Weed Machine s to let by the
the new 7 3-10 loan in sums of *60 and
upwards,
paying interest from date of subscription to August month or year.
Machine Findings of every description constantly
16th, the date of the new loan.
on hand.
The notes are convertable at the end of
three
Orders from the oountry should be addressed,
years into specie
paying 6 per cent 6-20 bonds.
One-eighth per cent will be allowed on allamounts Weed Sewing Machine Co. No., 137] Middle St.
of *1000 and over,
C. W. ROBINSON, Agent.
B. C. SOMEBBY,
Portland, Sept. 6—eodtf
Cashier.

Stolen.

land I

Manufacturers and Trailers Bank,

enabled to ofier to the publio

Can be

family of four
genteel two stonod

CHA8. PAY30N, Cashier.

Stockholders of the Manufacturers and Traders Bank are hereby notified that their Annual
Meeting will be held at their Banking room on Monday, the 3d day of October next, at 3 o’clock P. M.,
for the choice of Directors for the ensuing year, and
tho transaction of such other business as may legally come before them.
By order of the Directors,
EDWARD COULD, Cashier.
geptl4 dtd

Have established an office for the sale of their Machines at No. 187] Middle St., opposite Free St.,
which will be open to the public on Wednesday,
Sept 7.
Wherever this Machine has been introduced it has

8AWYER,
Street,

Uicbauge

Foreign

Tailor,

good assortment of Cloths and Trimmings
oonstan ly on hand.
W Particular attention given to cutting for
others to make.

The Weed Sewing Machine Oo.

the Fruit Utoru
lormeriy cccuned D

Are prepared to offer to the trade
•elected a Lock of

removed to No. 131 Midd.'o street, where he
will be plea-ed to meet his liriends and customHAS
A

to a great extent superseeded all others. Having engaged the services of Mr. J. Bradford of Boston, a
practical machinist, who has had over ten years experience as a manufacturer and repairer of Sewing
Machines, they are pi epared to repair and put in
perfect running order every kind oi Sewing Machine. For the purpose of introducing them more
extensively they will fora short time allow the value
of cheap and inferior machines In exchange for the

en

1K0. &

ers.

Government 7 3-10 Loan.

For sale

IS

GOULD,

Merchant

NOTICE.

W. E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, July 80th, 186*.—d&wtf

a

a

"NET CASH.”

maySdtf

-.y• wTcaRU &~oaT

REMOVAL!
NATHAN

1

ICUUKU8.

---

BOptSdtf

Portland, Aug 10,1364.—dtf

and over.

Wanted.

I

Portland, Sept 16,1864.—dtd

We Buy and Sell for Cash and Attend to Onr own Business.

Box 43 Portland
tf

sepl3dtf

Monday,

2nd—To consider the subject of adopting the National Bank System, and act thereon.
8d—For the transaction of any other business that
may legally come before them.
By order of the Directors,

Goods

or

J. D

the following purpos-

1st—For the choice of seven Directors for the

THE

as

by addresing L.
O., stating location, &o.

been
lost to gentlemens’ walk at O. T. K.
Depot. When
ever restores the above will be
rewarded by
suitably
it
at
D F. Corser’s oflice G. T. R.
leaving
Depot, or
the owner
N. S. GRANT
Portland, Sept 13.

!

Meeting

Notes for Sale.

Interest semi-annually, payable in
paper at the
and three tenths per cent, per annum.
Bonds convertable in three years Into six
per cent
five-twenty bonds, upon whioh the Interest is payable in ooin.
The notes will he delivered here free of
expense.
The purchaser will receive the interest to
August 15
if subscriptions are made before that
time.
One-eighth per cent. commission will be allowed
subscribers at this Bank upon all amounts
qf *1,000

Apples

Goods,

our

season,

TEEMS

rate of seven

paying

seal—supposed

es

CLOTHING,

Low

r.

t°

a

on

ES TABLISHMENT.

as

number
the same,

a

stockholders of the Merchants’
THE
hereby notified to meet at the Bank
Oct.
at

-AND-

Goods

lamily

& GRAY,

a
only two persons, buoh a tenement ean
a*ood
tenant, and leased for a
of years to one who will take
good care of

of

open Owe, gold oolored diaf,
attached to
blaek ribbon, with gold buckle
MEETINGS. AS.9JP
? gold quartz rook
to®

Annual

the Novelties of the

200

near

Commercial (treat, Thomas Block,
BOBXRT BRALEY,
)
*•*
uoultoe,
PORTLAND, ME.
O.

site the Poet Office,

customers', with
promptness, fidelity and despatch are unexcelled.
Our Stock is large and desirable, presenting all

^Portland, July 28.18* GKERISH«f
FIRST AATIOAAL BAi\K.

Onions and Sweet

88

PORTLAND,.Maim.
Our facilities for supplying

in

Grain and Provisions,

Flour,

62 Middle St.,'comer of Lime Street, oppo-

No. 87 Middle Street.

Bank”*

Oa nal

Furnishing

Gen s’

Aud

ROGERS

A

Wholesale Dealers

Ready-Made ClotniDg,

Dealers in

No.

are eonvertible at the end of three
yearn
into specie, paying 6
per cent. 5-20 bonds.
taken on “ mvorabe terms as at
any other

aPP'yio* at
Boston, or at

Wanted.
or

Maine.

ANNUAL

having *60 and upwards now have a
u‘ lending a
helping band to their
Pnv ,.CLP['ort.uility
Government
by subscribing liberally to this loan.

BRAULEV, MOULTON

-AND DEALER IN—-

Furnishing; Goods,

Gent’s

Persons

Seven-Thirty

GVardlnoi*,
Merchant Tailor,

Coal and WoodJ

and convenient tenement of four
A PLEASANT
Hve rooms,
the centre of the city, for

Lost

Josiah

a

Furnishing

Kh„ct°J1,gb?Bt,I’rlceB’
b?
Sbook Manulactory, South

hisotbce No. 9iudia Wharf, Boston
Sept 18—dim

.,

KST* For further informations please call at the

Portland,
aug31 d&w3m

notes11

FE® (food workmen will find
steady employfc

College, or send for Circular and College Monthly,
inclosing letter stamp. Address
BRYANT STRATTON

And

Shook Makers Wanted.

A

an

»

A. M
RESIDENT PRINCIPAL.

LEWIS, ROLLINS S BOND,

are

sepl6d3w*

Lectures and Practi-

L. A. OKAY.

the lowest figure of which the times will admit,
and iu the latest style.
Just received a NEW STYLE of Cloths lor
LADIES' CLOAKS.
septlfidlm
At

We

Boarders Wanted.
YEW
with their wives can obtain
A board; gentlemen
also a few single boarders, at 13 Atlantio
street. Enquire of MRb. BUTLER, on the
premi8e“-

Law, Commercial Calculations, Spencerian

Penmanship, Correspondence,

cal Exercises, is good throughout the chain for
unlimited period.

IXISi

First National Bank.
ex-

Bryant, Stratton &

thorough Business Education.
Scholarships for full course of Bork-keeping, Com-

PARTS,

Gents’

one or

Co.’s chain of International Business and Commercial Colleges,
established in twenty-two of the leading commercial cities in the United States and Canadas.
The object of these Colleges is to furnish young
men and ladies the best facilities for
obtaining a

IS

sums
*60 and
18>P«y«o« interest on same from date of subt0 Auguat lfith. the date of the
Government
new

BUSINESS UAKJbb.

AT. S.

Merchant Tailors,

Casco Cank is prepared to received
rpHEtionB
sabscripto the
7 8-10 loan In
of
JL

BUSINESS CARDS.

J. E. FERNALO & SON,

GOVERNMENT 7 3-10 LOAN.

Drug Clerk Wanted.
prefered that has had
two years
ONE
perienoe. Apply at 145 Congress street,

Clapp’s Block, Congress Street,

COATS,

Store

COLLEGE,

Located in

He is prepared to make up to order

sou.

PORTLAND

STYLES,

—AND OF—

THE

BOLL of bills. The owner can have tin same
by proving property and paying charges. Call
A. LttIGHTON,
sept.7 d&w2w
No. 2 Warren Market.

A

Vestings,
THE

farmers;
deploring
their inability to cultivate more land, and raise
larger crops, whose farms are capable of supplying nearly all the elements of the most
abundant fertilization which is needed by any

a

Rent

8ept27dtf

In

large

to

a

New York aud Boston

from

Wanted to Bent
FEW pleasant Rooms for a family of three persons. Address, D Press Office.
sep27dlw*

Wanted

Exchange St.,

Having just returned

GREENOUGH fc MOR8E,
20 Market Square.

or

Sept 6—d & wtf

d2m

most

to find men

his ground.
We say abundant, for without

TH

Windham,

a A A K.

P‘

Cherries.
E highest price paid for ripe Elderberries,pick
clean, and also Black Cherries, by W. 8. Mains,
and

in desirable locat’on. Rent from 8209
to #500. Address, Box 1999, Portland Poat Office.
AHOUSE

Alexander D. Beeves,

those who claim to be

made lastingly fertile than the light
soil of New England.” And he might
have added that Nature never disposed more
abundantly the raw materials for the improvement of all soils than she has done in this portion of the globe. For in our peat meadowB
and muck beds we have an inexhaustible supply of decomposed vegetable matter, which is
the most essential element of all soils, and upon the existence oi which, in greater or less
quantity and in proper conditions, all crops
are dependent for their nutriment and growth.
But it is very hard to induce many persons I
to realize this lact. Perhaps some careless experimenters have failed to realize their expectations, or a homeopathic dressing of untermented mould has not seemed to stimulate the
crop to which it was applied to any perceptible degree; and for no other or better reasons
they will run in debt for guano, bone dust and
superphosphates, to the neglect of the more
precious, because more lasting, products of
their own farms.
in sayiug this we do not wish to be understood as condemning the use of those stimulating fertilizers; but after all they are but
stimulants, and it is iu vaiu to rely upou them
as the foundation of that permanent amelioration of a soil naturally deficient in lertility,
which will maintain it in good heart for the j
production of large crops of every description,
and make the business profitable in the long
ruu.
At the prices charged for the artificial
fertilizers, and of guano, those substances cannot he profitably employed to any considerable extent in general farming; and the farmer I
Who means to succeed by the economical pro- i
due.ion of the staple crops must rely upon bis i
own resources for the abundant lertilization of

'W' anted. I
Elderberries

Dr. E. P. BeProhon, Portland.

Central Hall,

and peat which abound even in the most sterile parts of New England, notwithstanding all
that has been said and written in their favor,
do no receive from many farmers the consideration which they merit. Although scientific
investigation and practical experience have
demonstrated again and again the economic
value of these numerous and extensive storehouses of fertilizing material, they are often

It

PARTIES

REFERENCES.

CUSTOM TAILOR!

Muck Compost.—The rich deposits of muck

uncommon

of the

NEW HAMPSHIRE

"^AGRICULTURAL.

and it is not

Wanted.
seeMngbuaineps, and having a large or
small capital at their command, will find a rare
opportunity ter investment by calling at 229 Congress street.
E. CHAPMAN, JB.
sep2V d&wlw

Society for the encouragement of domestic industry.

ithdispatch.
!*'• Tracy* Traveling Agent.

neglected by

In

instructor of Rhetoric and

Ch&rlesmagne College, one
Paris.

CASCO

WHOLE NO. 606

MISCELLANEOUS.

the Post

n

na-

For farther paaticulars,
apply at Messrs. Bailey k
Noyes between 11 and 12
M.. where information
astoterm, &c, will be given.

PaPej'

*

L08T,

Reward !

Wednssday the 28ib, betwe

on

Office and Mechanic's Hall, in this city, in Middle orfCongross streets, a Jbt Bkacblbt, lined with
gold inside, and chastrd with gold at the ends. The
above reward will bp paid to the finder, on leaving
the same at the Preble ilouee.
3rd
Sept. 28,1864.

Instructor in the French
and Latin Languages.

bonnet. Thus the ingenious girl, only twelve years of age, acquired the honor ol
being the first American manufacturer of straw
bonnets, the is now an old lady of seventyeight, and still braids, having presented us
with a specimen of her handiwork, a beautiful
straw ornament, on a late visit to her.
Many
persons urged her to get a patent on her process of braiding; but being then as now, quite
tenacious of her reputation as a Christian, she
said her name should never go to Congress._
A fae umile of Mrs. Baker’s first bonnet is
preserved in the rooms cf the Rhode Island
herself

$5

Recently of Phi'adelpMx,

30, 1864.

FINANCIAL.

WANTS, LOST,FOUND

Prof. Maose.A.M.

Belles letters in
first institutions In

SEPTEMBER

Cloths,

Tailors'

Clothing

and

Komddi atrJ43\

Trimmings,

Famishing Goods,
ro>TL*.n. m*
uplSUwtM

With them neither shelter nor rations, and yet
the commanding General allows tbiDg to wag
In their own way, not sending a single order,

THE DAILY PRESS.
XA1XB.

V OUTI. AND,
_——-.-..

»

communication, while he remains
ease in the garrison left
behind, enjoying hi*
There he is found at
by the pursuing army!
1 30 o’clock the next day, informed of the severe contest goingon only seven miles ahead,
courier or

■

Friday Morning, Sept 30, 1864.
The circulation of the Daily Press is larger
than any other Daily paper in the State, and
double that of any other in Portland.

where thousands of the flower of the army are
failing, and advised of the terrible necessity Of
hi* immediate presence, and he

replies—mark

rtMMB—»3,00 per year in advance.

0* Rending Matter

on

that reply—that he should think that “small
matter” could be taken care of without exposing him to the rain! Two hours before, according to Gen. Hooker’s testimony, he must
have been similarly informed, and similarly
urged by the Prince de Joiuville, but without
effect. Now that a second messenger come
in the name of the brave men at the tront,wbo
have plenty ol lighting but neither shelter nor

nil Fenr Pe*e».

food and but a scanty supply of ammunition,
the general in-chief promises to 9tart at once,

but the facts show that it was three and a halt
hours before he was on the ground, distant onseven miles, and then the battle was ovei

ly

the fortunes of the day had been decided, and
the enemy were in full retreat. The generalin-cbief was only in season to congratulate

|
I

UNION NOMINATIONS.

the victors, and to authorize a few

I

to

regiments

inscribe “Williamsburg” upon their ban! Will the Argus please copy ?

ners

ELECTION TUESDAY, NOV. 8th.

VesuviusTo the Editor Qf the Press :
We left our hotel la Naples about 11 o’clock
A. M., bound to the top of this famous vol-

PRESIDENT,

FOB

ABRAHAM LINCOLN,

canic mountain. I say toe—i. e.( Col. Huish
and wife of the English Bengal army, one
German of Berlin, two Frenchmen and myself. All could use the French language more
or less, and four of us were quite at home in
English. We went first by coach to Resinat
which Btands on the lava that covers Herculaneum.
Having walked through the streets

ILLINOIS.

OF

FOB VICfl-PREBIDEHT,

ANDREW JOHNSON,
OF

TENNESSEE.

of this subterranean

city, 80 feet or more be
low the present surface, each of us mounted
a horse, mule, or donkey and started for the
summit of Vesuvius. After riding, perhaps
an hour, we came to a place high up the
mountain called the Hermitage, where we

For Electors.

JOHN B. BROWN, of Portland,
ABNER STETSON, of Damariscotta.
1st Dist.—RICHARD M. CHAPMAN ol'Biddelbrd
2(t Dist —I'uOMAS A. L> KEsBENDEN ot Auburn
3d Dist —GOING HAIHOKN of Pittefleld.
tth Dist.—BKSJ. F. OIL tl AS, of Orono.

rested a few moments and tbeu rode on to the

btk Out.—JOHNS. bWAZtf of Bucxsport.

grand peak

foot of the
the crater.

Gan. McOlelWs Failure—Battle of Williamsburg—Testimony of Gov. Sprague-

horses;

mules and

the top of which is
too steep for

on

Here the ascent is

take the

long sticks
guide, aud slowly

so we

by our
climb up the rough lava which once rolled
down here in about the consistency of melted
The distance from the place where we
wax.
or

In the testimony of Gen. Hooker which we
gave yesterday, in relation to the battle of
Williamsburg, he relerred to Gov. Sprague,
and his going to Yorktown to urge McClellan
to go to the theatre of conflict, aud lend the
Influence of his presence, judgment and authority to decide the fortunes of the day in favor of the army of the Union.
In the present article we proposa to give the
reader the benefit of Gov. Sprague’s testimony

furnished

poles

leave our mules and horses is

liitle over s

a

rode.

Stopping often to rest, we at length
reach the summit without much fatigue.—
Here
is

the rim of the crater, which
a great cup or bowl, and may be a

we are on

simply

quarter of a mile, more or less, in diameter.
We walked along the edge of this great bowl

touching this matter, as well as his views ot
the peninsula campaign generally.
Gov. Sprague’s testimony was given before the committee on the 10th of March, 1863,
and is recorded in the Report of the Committee on the Conduct of the War. Part 1, pages

distance, surveying the scene around
us.
This gigantic cup is about half full ol
stiffened lava, still warm in most places, and

666 to 670.

the volcano may be said to breathe. The lava
and other matter thrown up at this opening

Sprague was on
Chief of Artillery.

Gov.
ney,

for some

in a few spots

joined

the head-

has

quarters of Gen. McClellan in March, 1862. In
answer to

the

Near the centre of

opening in the lava, perhaps
diameter, through which

ten or fifteen feet in

the staff of Gen. BirHe

red hot.

the crater is an

lodged round

it, until quite

about

chim-

led, so

far as he

to the failure of the

peninsula

were

question,

could judge,
campaign, he said,

what

page 666:

able to ascend and

It was at the time

There were a great many causes which
tended to produce a failure. The first, ot
course, was, lu my opinion, the incompetency
of the < ommanding General. * * * Gen.
McClellan, jealous of any interference, whenever auy thing was done contrary to his advice or desire, became at once inefficient, and
disposed to shirk the resposibility of whatever
might take place. There was, thus, from the
very commencement., a want of hearty co operationjbetween the Gen'l and the Governmtnt.
•
*
*
Then there was the tavortiisin which
he exercised towards the otflcers under him,
which created a bad state of leeliug lrom the
beginning. A tew officers were constantly
with him. The major portion, however, even
when calling upou duties connected with I heir
positions, were obliged to wait, even for days,
*
*
without an interview. *
There was
very little personal attention paid by the General to the various departments of his army.—
*
*
*
The time which it took to prepare
h'S batteries was one great cause of failure; in
dispiriting tbe men; and in producing bad habits of caution. Tbe place where each regiment was posted, for the time durmg the seige,
was most generally in a situation that it was
difficult to drain, and tbe men were made to
sleep in tbe mud and water most of tbe time.
After digging ditches and building entreucbrnenis tor a time, you would see regiment*
drawn up behind the batteries, instead of standing up and receiving whatever might come,
constantly dodging and trying to hide themselves. The men, naturally brave, were edu
cated rather to dodge and shrink danger than
to face it.”
Question. What necessity did you perceive
for heavy seige guns and a seige in form before
Yorktown ?
Answer. All I can say is that the principal
frebel] defences at that point were made to a
great extent after our army sat down before
the place.
Question. The enemy made his principal
works alter our army appeared before Yorktown ?
Answer. Yes, sir.

look in at the top.

throwing

pursued In attacking the enemy’s works. But
information, which had been gathered by
Gen. Stoneman’s advance, and which,” says
Gov. Sprague, “1 was anxious to communicate
to Gen. Sumner, could not be communicated
ail that night, because there was no one exercising command there. Gen. Sumner and his
staff, in going too far down, had got into the
woods, and almost surrounded by the enemy,
and the only way they could get off safely was
by remaining still all the night in the woods.
We slept there iu the mud and raiu that night
cover.

We had started Crom York-

Mediterranean, and the stars had come
out. Then was presented to our view a mingled scene of beauty and awful grandeur noi
the

to

be described.
which

over

we

The lava in the great bowl,
had walked, assumed in many

places a reddish appearance, and it was a:frightful to think we had walked on
such a fiery surface; and then the thundering
explosions and red-hot stones and junks ol
lava hurled up from the abyss below, through
the central chimney of which I have spoken,
was truly terrific.
No wonder that the boots
most

and shoes worn on that occasion were of very
little service after that day. In some places
the forces underneath had pushed up the stifi
ened lava and caused small quantities of melted lava to appear. These fearful revelatiom
were the result of darkness.
Meanwhile the

starry sky

beauty

above and around

and

brilliancy

had put on

us

t>

easily imaginec

more

than described.

After surveying this thrilling scene for at
hour perhaps, we descended by a differed
route from that

by

which we had ascended:

lava but in soft sand, whicl
gave way under our feet in such a mannei
that we could not well avoid a very rapid descent to the place where we left our mules
not over

rough

1 tie summit

above the sea.

of Vesuvius

is

Far below its

about 3000 feel

foundations, and

roots, there is without doubt

liquid Are, extending,

|

we

aea

he? As we shall soou see he was at York-

town, comfortably sheltered with Filz John
Porter aud Gen. Franklin, unwilling to move
when urgently requested to do so, and when
he did

come out of his comfortable quarters
into the raiu
doing it with grumbling because
“that little matter”—in which 1700 brave

boys
fell iu a single division—could not be
managed
without requiring him to
get wet! But we will
not anticipate. Gov.
Sprague shall tell the
the story. Says he, page 569—70:
“My aid was shot the night before. With
one orderly 1 left the advauce at 12
o’clock to

go to Yorktown and commuuicaie the condition of affairs to Gen. Mc(JleU&u,who was
supposed to be at Yorktown, though no commureceived
been
nication had
from him. since
early the day before. 1 reached Yorktown
iu about an hour aud a half and fouud Gen.

McClellan with Gen. Filz John Porter anil
Gen. Franklin. I commuuicated to him the
condition of affairs at the front, and urged him

to go up there at once. His
reply was that
he thought they could take care
of that little
matter, but said he would immediately leave
for the front. I joined him in a boat to old
camp Scott. He informed me he would let
me know wheu he was
ready to start. I laid
down and went to sleep. I did uot wake
up
until late in the night, as 1 had been up for
three nights previously. I afterwards ascertained that Gen. McClellan arrived at the

front about five o’clock.”

Here we stop to-day. The foregoing affords
much food for reflection. Yorktown, so formidable in Gen. McClellan’s estimation that,
with more than 100,000 of the best troops on
the

continent, he commences a regular Beige,
suddenly evacuated by all Us forces, and
the Union army is put in hot pursuit, taking

is

style picture of Lincoln,
adjoining room, and, taking
the picture of the tough, sinewy old “Kailsplitter,” Bailey demanded an offer. The
contest was brief but sharp, and the picture
was knocked off for “three and five eighths”
dollars, leaviug “Little McClellan” where he
always has been, where he will be in November, a long dlstauce behind! It was Bailey’s
turn to laugh now, aud doubtless he did it.
McClellan was fairly beaten in the house of

holding up a
came

similar

in from an

through
burning lake,

instantly converted into steam, whicl
find vent somewhere. Hence earth
quakes and volcanic eruptions.
No one, I think, can visit this mountain
without perceiving that, at some remote period, the crater was immensely larger than it
are

must

now

There

is.

are

the walls of that ancient

crater, forming a semi-circle on the north, east
and south. The present crater is nearly in
the centre of what was the ancient one. M >
theory is, that when the western side of that
great original crater gave way ,the citii s of Ht rculaneum, Pompeii, Stabia and ail the regions
about them were buried under the overwLelm-

buried cities at another time.
Sept. 23d 1804.

Agamkmxox.
_

Vote for Governor.
Returns from 475 cities, towns and plantations, comprising nearly the whole State, give
an aggregate vote of 108,865
against 118,032
in the tame towns last year. The vote this
year stands as follows:

Cony’s

majority..751U3

towns last year the vote stood:
Samuel Cony.67 839

In the

same

Bion

Bradbury.60

233

Cony’s majority.17,6t6
the amendment to the Constitution, allowing soldiers to vote, is:—Ye. at
04,430; Nays, 19.127. Majority in favor of lhe
The vote

on

amendment, 45,303.

The Union loss and
gain9 in the several
counties, compared with the vote of last year,
are as follows:

vvpttjMi.KSS-iV
e’-'is-c o“0<S|inK2i; V’08'

iin

PenoOsoot.04-8;

Somerset, 297; Waldo,

L,DC‘,,n' "s

°k’ 892: FrankOx.ord, 119;
211

272—iouV, 264oaJlb°0'

The Union majority in these towns is
1693
less than it was last year, on a decrease of
9167 in the aggregate vote. The vote ot the
soldiers will make up this loss, and swell the
majority for Gov. Cony far above any majority ever given at a gubernatorial election in
this State.
We shall give the returns in detail to-morrow.

SELECTED.

J

gy J. C. Mj ers is about to assume the management of the Royal Lyceum at Toronto.
gy English papers contradiot the statement
that Semmes is to have a new vessel.
gy Two schooners and a bark are being built
at Columbia Falls, all to be launched this fall.
gy Gen. Hooker has been ordered to Wash-

ington.
By Hon. Montgomery Blair has taken the
stump for Lincoln and Johnson.
gy Lieut. M. C. Wadsworth, of the 16th Me.,
is a prisoner at Savannah, Ga.
gy A dangerous counterfeit $20 bill on the
City bank, New Haven, was detected last week
at Detroit, Mich.
yA Cattle Show and Fair will be held in
Pembroke on the the 12th and 13th of October.

gy‘‘You have a very striking countenance,”
as the donkey said to the elephant when he hit
him over the back with his trunk.

gy The Bostonians
dan as

dispute

will

are

claiming Gen. SheriThe people of Ohio

native of that oity.

a

the claim.

gy There is no truth in the report that Minister Adams is about to retire from his diplomatic

position.

gy Heavy bets are being made that Grant
will be in possession of Richmond within three
months. Betting won’t be so likely to accomplish that object as enlisting.
BP" The London Post thinks that as McClellan
has been distinguished by moderation, if he is

installed president unfettered by pledges, he will
assent to any arrangement for peace.
y A Methodist meeting house in Brookfield,
Mass., having been raised to put a vestry under
it, was blown over by a high wind, on Sunday
last, and entirely ruined.
jy James Dunn, an English prize-fighter, has
to this country and wants to fight for
lie can find an opportunity by apply-

$1000.

Cumberland Co. Temperance Convention.
By the request of the good people of West
Scarboro this convention met at Dunstan Cor-

Wednesday 28th inst. At 10 12 o’clock
the meeting was organized by the choice ol
Capt. Isaac F. Quinby, of Westbrook, Presipent, and Geo. E- Kimball, Secretary. Prayer was offered by the Kev. John S. Cushman
of this city. Rev. W. Critchett then gave account of what has been, and what is now
being done in Scarboro, endeavoring to Bhow
ner

that no backward step had been taken in this
good cause. C. A. Stackpole Esq., followed,

riving

his views of what constitutes real in-

Remarks were then
made by Mr. W. H. Neal of Westbrook, and
Rev. Mr. Nichols of Saco. Adjourned till afrfternoon. The convention came together at
2 1 2 o’clock. Prayer, Rev. Mr. Nichols. T.
Eames Esq., of Standish gave his experience

terest in any

good

cause.

of twenty live years as a worker in the cause
ind what had been accomplished ( in his

town.)
He was followed

by J. T. Walton the TemIt is enough to say
perance War Horse.
•.bat he was in his usual good spirits. Gen.
Dow followed in

an

address

on

the so called

"Minor Morals” and

personal responsibility.
then made by Revs.
Tuckerman and Cushman, and O. S. Beale.
Evening prayer by Rev. Mr. Tuckerman.
Remarks were made by Messrs. Walton, Dow,
Stackpole, Beale and Critchett. On motion
addresses

Short

of O. S. Beale

were

committee of three was appointed to take immediate steps for the fornation of a

a

Temperance Society.
Stackpole, the thanks

On mo.
of Ctn-

tendered to the citizens for their
hospitality in entertaining those

were

the

The audience

speakers

and

passed a vote,
presiding officers
Adjourned.

for their attendance.

William Knowlton.
The Lewiston Journal gives the following
notice of Maj. William Knowlton, of the 29th
vlaioe regiment, who fell at the battle of Winchester on Monday, 19th inst.
Major Knowlton eutered the service as 1st
iffeui. of the 1st Maine regiment. He served
•vith that regiment three months, till its term
ol service expired.
He soon re entered the

Major

service in the 10th Maine, iu which he served
till that regiment completed its second years’
He was with that regiment
.erm of service.
iu all its Held service, always ready and wiling to lead his men wherever duty called.—
iVhen the 29.h Maine was formed he re-entered the set vice as Major of that regiment. Since
the 29th left Morgauzia, Miss., he has been in
command of the regiment, aud bravely leadug it to battle for the Union, he met his fate.
Thus with only slight intermissions Major
tfnowlton has been iu the service ever since
the war began. Himself with Gen. Jackson
promptly at the outbreak of the war proffered
heir services to the government, with those
>f the Lewiston Light Infantry, with which
10th were connected as officers. During Maor K.’s whole term of service, he has been absent but three days from duty, on leave. The
mauimous voice of the men who served under
lim was that he possessed in rare combination
ue characteristics of a brave and successful
itficer and a noble mm.
Major Knowlton was born in New Portland,
somerset County.
He has resided 10 years in
Lewiston. He etves a wi e and four children
o mourn his loss—nay more,he leaves a whole
lost who unite in bewailing the loss of the
rue aud the brav9 and the glorified ones, ofered up on the sluiue of home and country
md liberty. God shield the widowed and fartherleas aud comfort them ! And heaven spare
is from the shame of giving
up the glorious
struggle now so near its ultimate success; a
success wrung from the best heart’s blood of
the Nation.

ing

The

go Journal write.-:
I had the plea-ure, yesterday,oi taking Geneal Sheridan—little Phil.—by the hand, whom
1 had not seen since the morniug alter he went
ip to Mission Ridge. He looks as brown as a
iur and as tough as hickory, and not a degree
f Fahrenheit cooler than he looked when he
was hob-nobaing with Bragg’s battery, and the y
et lly at him the whole six guns,
showering
Win with earth. But no matter for that, he has
'illy made his record, and the rascals were
binding it There is no waste timber about
Sheridan—not much of him, physically, but
uugly put to gether. A square face, a warm,
) ack eye, a
pleasant smile, a reach of under
jaw, showing that “when he will, he will, you
nay depend on’t;” black hair tiimmed round
ike a garden border; no Hyperion curl about
lira any more than there was about Crom well’s
roopers; and altogether impressing you with
he truth that there is about as much energy
■acked away in about l he smallest space that
you ever saw iu your life. Men ranging down
coin medium size to little, with exceptions
mough to pr ve the rule, seem tocarry the day
amoug the heroes. Moses was something of
general, but no Falstaff; Alexander the
Great and Peter the Great were little; Cromwell was no giant, and as for Napoleon—why,
what was he but “the little corporal ?” Sheridan is a capital executive officer; perhaps
ie would be hardly equal to planning a great
campaign, but Jehu! wouldn’t he drive it!
With a good piece of his head behind his ears,
tnd hardly reverence enough for a Mandarin,
>e is not afraid of the face of clay.
As chief
of cavalry, he is indeed chief among ten thou■iand. Pleasant voiced, mild maunered, not
riven to long yarns, you would hardly suspect
ie is a thunderbolt in a charge, and an
emphatic human syllable all over.

The annual Exhibition and Fair of this

ciety

place

the

4th, 5th,

were

drowned

on

the 14th inst., within a few rods of the shore,
iu sight of their father aud mother and others.

jy A colt belonging

to

Capt. G.

Pittston,

L.

Cox, of
Mr. Hunt,

was shot in the pasture of
cowardly miscreant, about nine o’clock
on Saturday night.
yE. S. Hatch, son of Isaac Hatch, Esq., of
Bath, has been appointed Assistant Surgeon of
the 72d U. S. Colored Regiment, at Louisville,

by

some

Ky.
yThe

New York Commercial says the naturalization offices of that city are doing quite a

large business,

is usually the case

as

previous

to the elections.

yThe whole Connecticut river valley teems
with richly laden fields of tobacco. Many a farmer in the valley will make enough from his tobacco this year to purchase a good-sized farm.
jy It is stated that the ship Guerland arrived
Boston list week from Antwerp with 251 passengers, of whom 220 enlisted before they lanat

ded.
jyThe largest cotton mill in this country is
in Baltic, Conn.
Its entire length, including
wings, is 954 feet by 68 wide, and it contains 1750
looms. The mill is owned by the Rhode Island

Spragues.
jyThe Portsmouth Chronicle says that

on

Monday night six or eight sailors attempted to
Muskets were disescape from the'V^ndalia.
charged at them, by which one was killed and
several others wounded:
y A mule team belonging to the

Spragues,
drew a load from Providence to Cranston,on the
25th inBt., weighing fourteen tons two hundred
pounds, exclusive of the wagon, which weighed
forty-three hundred weight.
yA

man

found drunk in

was

a

street in

Boston on Thursday morning, about 3 o’clock,
with $2440 in his pockets. That he did not find
his pockets empty when he got sober may be set
down to his extraordinary good luck.
y A gentleman writing us on business from

Pittsburg, Pa.,

adds

“P. S.” to his letter, in
which he says, “We have heard from Maine.
Don’t be alarmed about Western Pennsylvania.
Every county will loll up increased majorities
a

from 1860.”

jy Persons wishing to purchase the best articles at the lowest rates, will be aided very much
by running their eyes over our advertising columns.
The live men who make large profits by

doing large business, always
a

advertises liber-

ally.
y A boat containing Mr. and Mrs. Dow and
Isaac W. Nash, was upset between St. Andrews
andRobbtnston in the night of the 17th inst.
The individuals clung to the boat several hours,
and were rescued by a boat from the shore; the
lady was nearly exhausted.
y Thirteen hundred dollars was the sum

charged for the dinners of eight men who were
employed in counting the votes at the last charter election in New York.
They met for ten days
and each man was charged $16.21 for each single dinner. The champagne and cigars were
probably included.
y Prominent financiers in Washington predicted a week or two ago that gold would be below
two hundred and that because the excess of our

imports is rapidly increasing,
confidence of moneyed men, both in the

exports

over our

and the

military and Presidential success of the Administration is daily growing stronger.
y Woodruff & Beach, of Hartford, “run”
the heaviest casting ever made in Connecticut,

their foundry, on Wednesday. It was a channel plate for one of the large frigate engines now
building for the government—took 26 tons of
melted iron, 14 workmen 5 days to prepare the
mould, and will require 10 days or two weeks to

at

onn1ntt’

required to stand on the platform of one of
the railway cars in the city of Philadelphia, on
Saturday last, the conductor not being

so-

and 6th

of October.

The first day, forenoon, is to be
levoted to examination of stock <£c.; afternoon, trial ot strength and discipline of oxen.
Second day, lorenoon, trial strength of draft
horses Ac.; afternoon, trial ofspeed of horses.
Last day, forenoon, report of committees, Military drill by a company of veterans; afternoon, Ladies’ equestrian exercisis, horse trotting for prizes, Ac.
The lollowing purse3 are offered:—First
purse $100 $80 to the best horse, $20 to the
second best.
Worthy of Remark.—The Democrats are
“
running Little McClellan on his muscle—
his fighting qualities; and yet it can be shown,
on the testimony of his highest subordinate
officers, that from the day he took the field
until he was removed from command, he never
was on the field of battle during the fight.—
He never was under fire. His fighting qualities, like copperheads, are compounded of the
materials of which dreams are made.

Similis simili gaudit.
The Richmond Enquirer blazss away In an
earnest editorial urging the immediate recruiting of the rebel armies, and, among other
“Let those who have laitli in the Chicago

nominee, lend the aid of their muskets in helping on the cause of their favorites.”
The above is directly to the point, and furnishes plenary of proof that there Is much sympathy existing between the rebels at theSouth
and their copperhead allies at the North, If
that don’t mean such a bond of union then
Will the Argus “turn
our logic is at fault.
down a leaf and make a note on’t.”

Late from the Shenandoah Talley.
A letter was received in this city yesterday
from Gen. Beal’s headquarters, dated Woodstock, Va., Sept. 23d, A. M. The writer says:
We had the greatest victory yesterday, I
ever heard of. Though the 19th corps was not
engaged very heavily, yet we lollowed up the
victory all night, coming here this forenoon,
and shall probably move on again in a few
hours. The rebels are completely routed and
disorganized. They didn't tight at all, but
run like cowards.
During the night, in following up, we had exciting times. I am so
I ean hardly do anythat
sleepy and jaded

willing to ruu myself down to a
thing, but
Sheridan is
skeleton to chase these rascals.
the most energetic general I ever saw. Lieut.
Coburn, of Lewiston, and Benj. Hoit,of Portland, were slightly wounded ou the 22d.”
am

Coal.—We alluded yesterday to the sale,
by auction, in New York, of 25,000 tons of

It was sold at a decline of
more than two dollars a ton as compared with
The
the rates obtained at the August sale.
Scranton coal.

following is a report of the range
on Wednesday, and a comparison of
with those of August:

egg.
stove,...

chestnut,

willing
by one

grant her the use of a seat offered her
of the passengers. Such inhumanity cannot be
much longer tolerated in any enlightened commu-

to

nity.
SyDeputy Provost Marshal Blossom was
quite seriously injured by a blow from an axe in
the hands of a Mrs Knight, in Poland, whose
husband he attempted to arrest on Saturday
night. The husband escaped, half naked, to the
woods. Mrs. Knight has been arrested, as we
learn from the Lewiston Journal, and is now in
Auburn jail.

jy A trader in Bridgeport, Conn., flaunted

a

in front of his premises,
which was inscribed “McWednesday,
Clellan and Peace,” and set a fellow to guard
it with a musket.
Two returned soldiers saw
the insulting rag, whereupon one of them stood
by the pole with a six-shooter in his hand while
the other climbed up and tore down the banner.
The guard with his musket did not
deem it prudent to interfere under the circumwhite flag from

a

on

stances.

jyThe communication in this paper in relation to the “Varian Hoffman

Concert,” was
written by a gentleman eminently qualified to
judge in such matters; a gentleman who has not
only had experience as a vocalist and performer
but also as a composer, and who, because of his
fitness for such a position has been employed as
musical reporter and oritic for some of the best
papers in our metropolitan cities.

panic in the merchaningold, the New York

to the

dise markets by the fall
Herald says that in some articles which were
bought largely some time since on speculation,

ands of dollars.
of the

On the one item of losses some
if compelled to sell

leading speculators,

now, would sink nearly or quite

$800,000

to

$1,000,000.
y Brig. Gen. Lysander Cutler, formerly of
Dexter, has been ordered by Gen. Grant to
visit the Middle and Eastern StaieB, to hasten
the forwarding to the front of regiment and
detachments of troops that have recently entered the service. The Gen. has already finished
with the State of Pennsytvania. His labors there
were very successful, and numbers of fresh men
are now continually pouring into the armies in
the field.

jyThe Union Democrat of Manchester, N.
H., (copperhead) has no faith in two items of
bad news; first, that the Copperheads of Maine
have been badly whipped, and, second, thatSheridan has whipped the rebel Democratic Gen.
Early.

It says,

“Early

seems

to be
re-enacting
to Richmond be-

flight
fore Gen. Grant—fighting in strong positions
and then falling back. The oapture of any considerable number of prisoners from Early is
discredited. Stanton’s telegrams are for politithe tactics of Lee in his

cal effect.”

prices

August.

a
a
a

#10 10 a 10 56
9 874 a lu 87

8 06
8 60
8 60

8 25 a
8 76a8s7J
7 00 a 7 25

10 62} a
10 s6 a 11 12j
10 77JallOO
a 10 26
10

12}
forty pounds

are
Twenty-two hundred and
allowed to the ton, instead of two thousand
pounds, as allowed by our dealers. The coal
is to be delivered at Elizabethport, and the
freight from that place to New York is fifty
It will be seen how large a
cents per ton.
is
for
there
profit to Northern dealers,
margin
and at a greatly reduced rate from the present

asking prices.
Tribute to Gen. SHERiDAN.-Tbe Toronto
Gen. Sheridan is a model. Not
Globe says:
only does he win battles, but his victories do
not lose their importance on the reading of
His dispatches
the second account of them.
are plain narrations of what he has done, and
not grand prophecies of what he will do. But,
best of

all,

gains

when he

an

advantage,

he

understands the importance of following it
up.” The above is all true, but then its general tenor squints rather hard towards our

“gunboat general.” No, the modest, persevering Sheridan does not say he will “drive them
to the wall,” or show his pomposity in imitating Napoleon the First in his dispatches as the
“

Great Hesitator” has done in several instan-

The first Napoleon knew how to flatter
the French soidiers, and the
Young Napoleon has attempted to follow in the footsteps of
his illustiious predecessor, but “what a falling
off!” It is sickening to run such a parallel.—
We must leave that for the copperhead jources.

nals to do.

What the Soldiers Think.—The following is from an officer in gallant Phil. Sheridan’s
army:
We can soon close the war if you will send
us men and sympathy—men to fight the rebels,
and sympathy to make us forget, it possible,
that there are men at the North who would
rob us of our laurels; men who would have us
bend our necks to rebels in arms, and grant
them, and even propose to them, in face of all

Fight against
successes, an armistice!
the copperheads—crush them—and by so dothe
army, and
ing you wilt greatly encourage
make us perfectly sure of success, and that a
our

speedy one.”

Such are the sentiments of a brave officer,
who has periled his life on the battle fields in
behalf of his country and its government, and

assisted in winning two glorious victories
Let us be true to our brave
within a week.
boys, as they are true to the Union and the

flag._
Demoralization

of

Early’s Troops.—

The New York World’s

correspondent, writfrom Sheridan’s army after the rebels were
routed at Fisher’s Hill, says:
ing

“

Where Early will again make a stand, God
only kuows; for his men are now in no condition to encounter our victorious troops, who,

elated with the brilliant

of the past
four days, could whip more than double their
of
the enemy. The degree of demornumber
success

alization at which Early's command has arrivmay be judged from the following facts:—
Amongst 1,500 prisoners captured lu Thursday’s fight, was a rebel colonel, commanding
a brigade.
When brought in, he threw down
his 8word at the feet of the provost marshal,
exclaiming: “The Confederacy is gone to
hell; the men won’t fight any more; neither

ed,

To which I answer, l9t that
with Mr. Neal was oonmy part of the controversy
tined to one single point,viz: the expenses oi the N.
which he had been misled, as he ac-

argument*.

same

Lifd, about

O

A

U

T_I

O

FRENCH’S

VEGETABLE HAIR

Will bear in mind that there is
out this signature,
Austin B.

none

over the Now York Life, as will 'appear by the
statistics, given below, on the highest official authority, al ke disinterested and conclusive.
He says furthermore, or implies, 'hat by claiming
to have been further enlightened by later official
reports I seek to mislead. To this charge I say that,
inasmuch as the Masuichu^eltsfCommisaioners make
up their report to the 1st of Nov. while that of the
N. Y. Commissioner is made up to the 1st of Jan'y;
the first being published in March, and the last not
until May or June, I could not know in December
'63 officially what ha* become but too evident since
June'61; tor examp’e, that the percentage qf expenses on imeome in the N. Y. Life is 19-42, being
9-3H per cent more than it is in ihe Mutual Benefit,
and in fact nearly double! nor dil I know upon au-

thority

questioned,

not to be

till these

reports ap-

peared, that while the New York Life had issued
llt4, not “1396" more policies than the Mutual Benefit, within the year, that the actual amount insured
bv the Mutual Benefit Co was nearly #600,000 more
than the amount insured by the N. Y. Lite—showing
that capitalists and men qf substance were giving
the preference everywhere to the Mutual Benefit system.
The following abstract from the last report of
the N. Y. Commissioners may help cure the strange
hallucination which Mr. K. appears to he laboring
under.

Amt.insured,
in J8-S8.
Mutnal Benefit,
3511
‘$11910 392 00
N. Y Life,
4676
11,33^,254 00
Furthermore, in the oard be complains of, are
mentioned under seven or eight different heads, the
statistical reasons for the conclusions I had arrived
at; reasons whicb|&re likely.to be satisfactory to men
of business and foresight.
Ail bnt two of those he
passes over in absolute silence; and on these two he
No.pol. issued
in 18«3.

labors to show that 1

am wrong. But how? he chargof $152,177,92 in stating the “in-

es mo

with

come

from interest in 1863”—and

an error

attempts

to

prove
the N. Y.

charge by quoting not from the latest,
report, but from one of an earlier date. For a part
of this item, however, which does n jt appear in the
abstract of that ref ort, I was obliged to rely on the
Mr K. will
last auQual report of the Directors
not question such evidence. A moug the items of in*
oome for 1833 the N. Y. Life Co. in their report for
the

JaDuary 1st, 1861, gives the following amount of
intertst received and accrued, 1863,

•136.851,73

and the Mutual Benefit,
Am’t interest received, 1863,
Ain’t interest accrued in 18o3,

$319,2‘<2,06
121,274,79

Total,
$440,546,75
trnth to bo exactly as 1 stated it; Mr.
K. in his criticisms having left out entirely the

Showing

the

amount of accrued interest.

So with regard to expenses. the second point made

by Mr.

K.

He dara9 not

Life

the N. Y.

deny that

the expenses of

within three-quarters of

one per
cent, of being exactly double the expenses of the
Mutual Benefit Co.—a tact of itself sufficient to put

any

man

are

of common

sense

upon

a

thorough investi-

gation, since the productiveness and to a certain extent the safety of his investment, will depend upon
the expenses of administration; but he by quoting
from the earlier Massachusetts report, instead of the
latest N. Y. report, endeavors to convict me of error; and this although I had given my authority for
what 1 said.

K., “on the point of dividends,! have but
say.” Indeed!—nor do 1 much wonder,
since, alter all, that is the question between us—the
very gist of the whole controversy. And the little
Says

Mr.

little to

that he does say, what does it amount to? Take bis
language, “the N. 1. Life declared 86 per et

own

the last year, and could have largely increased the
same, had they deemed it wise to do so.” Undoubt-

edly,

“if they had

deemed it wise” to divide their

any part of their capital, they might have
done so,and taken the consqnonces. But the question

c&p.tal,

or

is one of comparative ability. depending upon act ual
surplus. Take the latest official reports on this very
point, and sec how dangerous a question Mr. K. has
managed to slur over with a “on this point I have

ltttlo to say”—They stand thus:
Mutual Benefit—net surplus,

but

$1,826,102 46
284 627,87
Showing a difference in the amount of undivided
surplus of $1,541,474 59 in favor of the Mutual Benefit Co,
Out of this question abont dividends grows the
question of cost to the assured. 1 have undertaken
to show that by the Mutual Benefit system it will
cost the assured $22,50 less on every §100 of the premium tie has to pay, than to insure in the New York
Life, the dividends of these two companies being
for the last five years as follows:New York

Mufc. Ben't
N. Y. Life

Lile,

1860
1861
1864
1862
1863
45 pr ct.45 pr otj60 pr ot 60 pr ct'50 pr ct
30 pr
pr ct;<36 pr oii«6 pr ct

cl|30pr ci|3d

and the dividends in the Mutual Benefit being not
only declared year y, but paid yearly; that in case
oldeath or withdrawal they are never lost; that the
IstdWidendis always paid injust/tour years from the
date of ihe insurance, and yearly thereafter, while
the New York Liic, averages sizand a half years;
and this diflerence of time as I stated, will bring a
60 per cent dividend, at simple interest np to 67$ per
ce «t at the time the 85 per cent dividend is paid b>
tho New York Life Co., snaking a difference in the
yearly cost ot no less than $23,60 on qypry $100 of
premium the assured has to pay, in favor of the Mutual Benefit Co. What would be thought of the
merchant who should lay in a stook of merchandize
paying therefor nearly 25 per cent more than goodof equal or batter quality oould be purchased tor at
his own door? Why not apply the same principle
to the purchase of a Lift* Insurance policy?
To the personalities and

misrepresentations of Mr.
nothing to say; nor do 1 question the respectability or trustworthiness of the gentlemen he
is acting for. Certain it is th-t no one of them would
K. I have

Boston Stock List.

RIN1WIR

genuine with-

French,

upon every bottle. Certain parties are making and
telling a bise imitation, purporting to be put up by
A E. Kicker & Co.
There is no such firm existing having in any wav
any claim whatever to the proprietor*bip, or any
true knowledge of the composition of his prepara-

The artiole bearing their signatuie is spuriand an impetitioo upon the public.

tion.
ous

AUSTIN B.

FRENCH,

Sole luventor and Proprietor.

sep30dlw4'w2m

Portland

Photographic Gallery,

MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND, Me.,
S. DAVIS,
Proprietor,

SO

A.

Portland, May 12.1864

MEDICAL

nsayI2d6m

ELKCIEICHY

Good News lor the Sick!

DR.

PORTER,

A member of the New York Eleotrioal Institute.
Nos. 242, 244 and 246 Pulton St.. Brooklyn JJ Y
will (provirfenoe permitting! professionally Visit
Portland, and take Rooms at ihe Elm Ilonee on
Monday Sept 26, and remain until Monday, Oct 17
Three w>eks only
Dr P will receive patients at his Rooms during the
day and eveniog.wben and where be willexaroine all
oases of disease by his new Electric Magnetic Mu.
Witn this Machine be can at once
chine
determine
what the disease is, and wuere located, and Ihe prohas
it
made upon the Bystim wi hout
gress
any guess
It matters not whei e the diswork or uucer-ainty.
ease is located, whether on the lunge, heart or liver
or any other organ, this new machine will
instantly
point out any pain or discomfiture to tho pa lent
The Doctor will, after he has ascertained the disease
and its location, prescribe the best remedies now
known for tne immoaiate cure oi ihe patient, to
A11 female complaints
those who wish it
especially
treated. Particular atteniion paidto Paralysis Consumption Catarrh, Scrofula, Rheumatism, NeuralDisease# of the Eye and Ear
gia. Canoers, Ac
treated successfully.
The siok of both sexes are respeotfully invited to
visit the Doctor, at his rooms on tho above menti ned days only, and consult with him, as all consultations are entirely free. Gentlemen received from 6
to 12 A. M , and Radies from 2 to 6 p. a.
Patient!
visited at ther own houses after 6 p. u.

S A lb at tub Bno&KkW' Boaad, Sept. 28
5.000 American Gold...201
19 500 .do.2 0}
10 000 United States Currency Certificates.95

23,'00.do. 951
5,5"0 U S Coupon Sixcs(1881).107J
35,000 .do.107}
5 0.do (small).107}
8 6(0 United States 7 310ths(Oct).KM
600 V 8 Five-Twenties (Coupons off).,.JOS l
1 500 .do.103J
2.000 Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds. 72
2.000 Vermont Central u R 1st Mort. 80

Brighton and Cambridge Cattle Market.
Wednesday, Sept 21.1884.

At market 2775 beef cattle,—stores, 10,885 sheep
and lambs; 1925 swine.
Fbicks—Beef Cattle— Extra SJ3 50@14 00; first
third do
quality 11 60@12 50; second do 10
7 00ip9 00 per 100 lbs.
The lollowing sales were made at
dumber.
Price. Pr Ct Shrink. Av. Wt
One lot... 7.14.00}.1680
do
16.18}...36 .1363
do
947
10.11}. .38
do
31.13.00}.1412
do
16.18
86 .1002
do
15.13.00}.1283
do
931
9.10}. 37

00^1100;

Brighton.

do
962
16.10}.87
21.13.45.Hi 0
do
do
40
940
a. 9
do
8..,12}.35.1146
There was about the same class of cattle irom the
West at market, as last weak, and prises remain unchanged for the best qualities, of wbieh there is but
art-ry sma'l proportion. The trade lor Stores and
Working Oxen is very fair and there is a fair supp y

at market.

Working Oxen—Sales, *136,146. 150,155,166,170,
176,185,190,195. 200, 225. 245 aud 250.
C'-ws—Bales *35,40. 45, 48, 60, 65, 60, 63, 65, 76, 95,
79, 83 and 90,
Sheep and Lambs—&e\os of I.ambs at *310, 4 25
4 51,4 75, 6, 5 25, 6 50 6 fo, 6 and 8 26; Old Sheep 7 to
8c per lb.
Pat Hogs—Ho.
Coif Skint from 28 to 25c per lb.
Sheep Skins—1 60@*2 00; Lamb skins, *1 50@2 00.
Hides—12c.
Tallow—loo.

■
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The Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co.
N. Y. Life.

HARRIED.
In this city, Sept 29. by Rev Dr Carruthers. Cant
Fraok L Jones. 30th Me Vet Vol, and Miss Susan
*
dau*h«er of Kev 8 H Morrill, all of Portland
In Waldoboro, Sept 6. Cha les
Taylor, of Boston
and Miss Carr e C Briggs. 01 Portland
In Plttston, 8ept 27, Geo S Fuller of Hallownll
uanoweii,
and Miss Helen M Wiley, of P

'"“9. sept 22. Kimer D Hackett, of Minot,
Miss Mary J Pratt, of Poland.
Bill". 8ept 17, Andrew S Williams
and Miss Rachel A Tuttle
!n Belfast.
Kept 5, Henry H McDonald and Miss
and

oaran

vs.

The

The great length of Mr. KimbaU’s communication
will oblige me to answer in a circular, which is already in print; meanwhile an abstract oi the whole
may serve to disabuse the public.
Thejlrsl charge made by Mr. K, is that I did not
surrender the agency of the New York Life at a
great pecuniary sacrifice; my answer to whiohls
twofold: 1st. I nevor said that I did. 2nd. it is
true nevertheltss; and I now aver, and am road to
prove, that I sacrificed four-fifths of my yearly income on my Life business by
making the rhange
complained of; and that I made this sacrifice for
two reasons: first because of the
superior advantages I snw in the Mutual Benefit system/or the assured. and secondly because I believed—and my suooess thus far has fhlly Justified my belief—that >»

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

_

E

OR AND FRUIT
-AND-

miniature almanac.

S'r,,ta>r.Sepelmber

30.

floral exhibition.

avoided

every
knowledged. and that I most carefully
position taken by him, because I foresaw the
his arguresult; and that facts, and not a review of
ments have satisfied me, of the vast advantages
the Mutual Benefit Co. offars to its policy holders

N

Persons baying

IMPORTSPICTOC NS. Brig Martha Washington—261 tons
eo?' t° J L Farmer.
WINDSOR NS. Soh Mary Fraser—138 tons coal,
to order.

the

other

pnt hi* name to the statements Mr. K. has pat lorth
here. And if the people of Maine had not a very
large and growing interest in aU that concerns Life
willl!"
Assurance, 1 might have been willing to overlook
the impertinenco of Mr. K. altoffsther, and leave
SPECIAL
NOTICES.
those who are acquainted with ihe foots to judge ior
themselves
WARREN SPARROW, State Agent
OT Carriers of tho Daily Press are not allowed
/
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.
to sell papers on their routes.
Portland, Sept. 2$, 1864.
/
---—_’

pule

on

yin alluding

of

the rates

September.

500 tons steamboat
ooal,. *8 60
6,60) tons lump. 7 SO
grate... 8 46
4,500
4

8 600
6 000
2 000

the end, the exohange oi agenoy wonld be mueh
advantageous for myself.
Ihe 2nd charge is, that, after claiming a triumph
over Mr. Neal in our newspaper controversy of last
winter, I have been suddenly convtrted by a review

more

of the

things saying:

was

such as coffee, &c., the prevailing quotations indicate losses to the extent of hundreds of thous-

Androscoggin Agricultural Society.
on

offioe in this city.
of Robert Robinson of Robbins-

recruiting

a

STA colored woman, withachild in her arms,

General Phil. Sheridan.
Washington correspondent of the Chica-

will take

at

jy Two sons
ton, the Machias Union says,

_

Samuel Cony.

Joseph Howard.46,476

OHIO INAL AND

oome

his friends.

o

break

and come in contact with this

they

vast ocean

a

know Dot how far.

tions had been

was

found who dared risk his money on
so poor a prospect of success.
The bidding commenced and after a little
drag the hero of a dozen retreats was knocked off for “three dollars and an eighth.” Just
as the hammer tell the owner of the property,

one was

below the bottom of the sea which washes its

hurriedly that no preparations lor ramade, aud many of the regi- l ing mass of earth, gravel, rocks and lava, which
ments bad nothing to eat.”
rolled down upon them. All my observation.And where, all this time, was the command- in the neighborhood of these buried cities,
ing General, while his men were in the mud and especially of Pompeii, went to strengthen
and rain, without shelter aud without food, this theory. This awful eruption occurred in
and while important information needed to be A. D. 79, ten or twelve years after Paul’s
communicated, but could not be for want of j last voyage to Rome, and nearly 1800 yeait
someone authorized to give command? Where
| ago. I may perhaps say something of these
town so

hurrah, “and I challenge any friend
McClellan to take the bet,” but “nary” a

thanking

When the waters of the

this

rather a

thrown up a hundred

were

tion to the General in command which would
to be

of

in a

of burning lava

and horses.

course

dulged

generous
from abroad.

burg, seven miles from the former place, took
place during a rain storm. Gev. Sprague was
with the advance, and when Gen. Stoneman
became engaged with the rebel rear, be
[Sprague] “was in a situation to know the position of the enemy, and could give informaenable him to determine the best

sung out, “the next President or the United
States! “Twenty-five dollars of that,” quickly
responded Bailey, while the McClellaniles in-

rapid succession of explosions—loud almost
as thunder, when red-hot stones and lumps

of the crater—the rim of the great bowl. Here
we tarried till the buu had set lu the waters ol

WILLIAMSBURG.

such a sale; a large
ly be drawn together by
the unmistakable
proportion of them wearing
the
copperhead
party.
of
badges
Among other articles offered was a largesize framed picture of McClellan. “Here,
gentlemen,” said the auctioneer, “is a likeness
of Gen. McClellan,” and before he could add,
“what am I offered tor it,” one of the more
ardent friends of the Gun Boat candidate,

vention

explosion—or

selling

present,—such

and then there

was an

Auctioneers, was

popular city

t on of C. A.

heads, rendering our
position there rather perilous. After a few mo
ments, therefore,on the top of this chimney, wi
descended to the general level of the stiffened
lava, and wandered about on its surface for s
little while,and then went up again to the edge

j

our

out

the furniture of the Central House an establishment the reputation of which has not
been any higher, to speak within bounds, than
or the
that of the Continental in Philadelphia
A large crowd
Fifth Avenue in New Tork.
a crowd as would naturalwas

up large quanti
ties of steam and smoke and flame. Now

feet or more above our

The pursuit of the retreating rebels from
Yorktown and the severe fight at Williams-

without

a

ney has been formed not less than 80 feet
above the general level around it. Thus we

McClellan in the House of his Friends.
on® of
Wednesday last Henry Bailey, Esq-,

Dyer.

marine
PORT

WEDNESDAY,

to Boston.

-AT-

Brig Martha Washington, Belaud, Pictnu KS
Soh Mary F'raser, (Br Pettis, Windsor Ns.
Sch Jenny Lind, Graves, New York.
Sch Catharine Jai e, Cain, Ellsworth.
Sch Blue sea. Snow, llarpswell.
Sch Florence, Crockett, Boston for Bangor.
8ch Lookon’, Welts, St George for New York.
Sch Olio, Sargent. Sedgwick for Boston.
SctiTugwassa Pailen, Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch Agricola, Muroh, Ellsworth for Bangor.
Felt Index. Cousins. Ellsworth for Boston
Sell Alexandria, Hammond, Gouldsboro for BosFranklin for Boston.
t0Sch Mill Creek, Wood,
Uerriok, Brewer for Boston.

Bradley,

P. M. Liberal premiums are
ffartd on me various products of the season, lint of
wbioh may be obtained gratuitously of Samuel
Rolfe, Eeq., Treasurer, at bis store, No. 169 Middle

<

otriet.
The Exhibition will close with

*’K«MENADE

[BY TBL. TO MERCHANTS’ EXCHAHOl.]
BALTIMORE—Ar 28th, sch Hattie Ross, Poland,
Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 28lh, sch Ocean Ranger,
Portland.
Messrs Samuel Watts & Co are
yard at Thomaaton, a large ship,
Her dimensions are—length,
24110 tons of freight.
192 fee ; depth, 29 ffet; breadth 40 feet 10 inches
She is built of Maryland white oak, and will be ready
to launch about the 2Uih of October.

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
ATLAHrlC COABT—CAP IS LOOKOUT SHOALS.
An examination and partial survey of Cspe Lookout Shoals was made iu August, 1884, by Lkut Commander T S Thelps, USM, Assistant Coast Survey,
tor the inforand the following notes are
mation of mariners, iu addition to a preliminary

published

ClThe breakers make S

by E ) B, 7j miles from tho
aro oonstant, with the exoeption
01 a space of about 2J miles, where, in moderate
weather, the sea does not break; and this space is
r«norted to bo used by vessels drawing lees than 9
loot
r rom tho south point of the oonstant breakers the
shoal continues in the saino direction, 8 miles farther, or 104 miles S by E J E from the Lighthouse.
This part of the shoal is indicated by light-green
water, varying in depth lrom about 9 to 18 leet; and
it is on tills point, sooth of the constant breakers,
that vessels have recently grounded.
About 1J miles to the 8K of the above shoal is odo
on wn ch there is 6j fathoms water; slid still lartner
iu tho same direction, and 8E by 8 j S, 13J milrs
from tier Lighthouse, lies the outer shoal, on which
there is 5| fathoms water. Beyond tnis no iudioations of shoals were discovered.
With the eye elevated 18 feet above the water and
Just clear of the dan10] miles from the Light house,which
tbo Lighthouse
gerous shoal, the ground on
stands is below, and ibe lower red stripe o the Old
be
ljghthouse is half its width above tho horizon,
constant breaken are plain in sight 8 miles distant.
The red stripes well on the horizon will oarry a
vessel around the dangorous shoal in from 6 to 8
fathoms.
On the 61 fathoms shoal the breakers are in sight,
with uo horizon showing beyond ; and when on the
outer shoal, in 6) fathoms, the lower edge of the npis a little above
per red stripe of the Old Lighthouse
the horizon, and there are no breakers in sight.—
With the top of the Old Lighthouse Just discernable
above the horizon, a vessel will be well clear of all
the shoals and 15 miles from the Lighthouse.
In from 7 to 11 tathoms the ooior of the water is
iu 6 rathums a pale green, and in 3 fathdark
Lighthouse, which

..

giesn;

a

very

light

green,

varying according

AD BACHE. Superintendent.
U S Coast Survey Office. Sept 10,1864.

DISASTERS.
from AdBrig E P Sweet, (ui Bam) Chadt ourne, Hole
28th,
deHy Cay, Bahamas, arrived at Holmes'
and reports,—26ih iu»t, in a heavy gale from NJi W,
had
28th
ot
the
the
on
and
morning
sprung a leak,
two teet of water in the ho d; hoisted out the pumps
the
on
bottom,
enabling
strainers
thereby
and put
us

to clear the vessel of

a

ater

Sch Sarah Matilda, Armstrong, of and from Lubeo
Bridgeport, Ct, put into Holmes’ Hole 28th, having enoountered a gale off Cape Cod, 26th, and lost
jib and 25,000 it lumber off deck.
for

DOMESTIC PORTS.
Ar 27ih, sch Sarah McDonald,
BALTIMORE
York, Boston.
Ar 27th, sch Governor, Freethy, Rockland; Hannie Westbiook, Littlejohn, Portland; Pioneer, Tapiry, Boston.
Cld 27th, seh Christina, Drinkwater, Kittcry.
PHILADELPHIA —Ar 27th, sch E G Willard,
—

Parsons, Portland.
Cld 2Stb, sobs Grace Watson, Kickerson, Alexandria; Leesburg, Blake, Thomaston.
Cld 27th, barque Eiiza White, White, Cape Haytien.

Ar 27th, barque Chief, Harding. Vera Cruz: brigs
C V Williams. Thompson, Trinidad; BeDj Delano,
Crowell. Key West
Cld 27th. schT R Jones, Stuart, Boston,
Ar 28th, barques Illinois. Walker, Matanzas; Annie. Cnase, Boston; brig Romance, Duncan, from
Nevasra.
NEW YORK—Ar 27th. harqnes Elizabeth Jenkins.
Burns, Cardiff; Pallas. Biddle, Belize, Uond; brigs
E F katou, Curry, Marseilles; Sarah M N'ewhall,
Pav •on. Jackmel; echs Kate Merrill, Weeks, Beaufort NC.
j\t 26th, barque Washington Butcher, Veacock,
Jamaica; brig Clara Pickens, Rich, Poit Royal SC;
Betsey Ames. Hall. Rondout for do.
Cld 28th,ship Royal Saxon, Randall,SydneyNS W;
barque Heir* s«, Clark, New Orleans; brig Torrent,
Montgomery, South Ambov.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 28tn, sch Trenton, Martin,
Elizabethport.
Sid 28th, sch Massachusetts, Lord, New York, (or
Bangor); Hudson, Warren, Calais.
NEWPORT—Ar 26th, sch F Newton, Coombs, fm

Portland f *r Washington.
In port 27th, sphs Marion A Gould, Trim, Frankfort lor Fort Delaware; Kendrick Fi h, Wall, from
Gardiner for Baltimore ; Bioompr, El well, Boston
for do; Nathan Clifford. Snute. Calais for Philadelphia; Volant, Cousins, fm Elizabethport for Boston;
Augusta. Gregory, Now York for Saco.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 27th, barque Geo W Horton, Packard, fm Rockland for Philadelphia; brigs
Birchard & Torrey, Haskell, fm Boston for Fortress
Monroe; Princeton, Wells, Gardiuer for Washington; Waterloo, Thompson. Rockland for Philadelphia; Henry Leeds, Whjttemore, do for New York;
Cuioo. Keed, Windsor NS for do; tphs Leader, Allen, Rondout lor Newburyport; Olive Avery. Staples. New York lor Wiuterport; William A Dubo q.
Crowell, Elizabethport for Bath; Watchman, Petty,
Bristol lor Bangor; Harriet Baker. Webber. GardiJ F Carver. Kumbill, Hillsntr for
boro SB for do; Wm McCrbb, Chipman, Frankfort
Deleaware;
AJ
Ru sell, Hodges, Bangor
for Fort
for Middletown; Albion, Pickering; Com Tucker,
L
Loud; C
Herrick, Perkins; Jas o’Donahue. Battle t; Margaret, Pendleton, and Galena. Smith, do
tor New York; Harbinger, Ryder, do for Somerset;
Clara Norton. Magee, do for Dighton; Ora'oo. Peck,
do for Providence; Beuj Franklin, Prinoe Millbridge
for New York; Julia Elizabeth, Merrill. Bluehill for
do; Del ware, Crockett, R< cklai d for do.
Ar 28 h, brig E P Sweet, Chadbourne, fm Ad deriy
Cav, Bahamas, for orders; schs Dresden, Lewis, fm
Philadelphia tor Boston; Sarah Matilda, Armstrong,
Lubec for Bridgeport.
BOSTON—Ar28tb, schs Madona. Coombs, Philadelphia; 8i*k, Ingalls, do; Cauova, Fullerton, and
Golden Eagle Whittemoro, elizabethport; Tahmi
roo,
ray. PorfcEwep; li W Baldwiu, Long, New

Philadelphia;

York; Majestic. Mclntire, Bristol.
Cld 28ih, b&ique Jehu, Smith, Bangor; sch Garland. Norton, do
Ar 29th, U 8 steam outter Mahoning. Webster, tm
Portland; brigs Cnas Heath. W'ymau, Chester Rioer. Md; Baltic. Hooper. Rondout.
Cld 2Jth, ship Granite S'gte. Jacobs, New York;
sch Sardinian. Strout, Lingan CB
SALEM-Ar 27th, seh Abby Weld, Hutchins, New

on

Mpl80

for Waldoboro.

imu baiuu ixt—diu .010,

ecu

for Cam-

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fm Sydney NSW June l, ship Elizabeth Kimball. Grindle. San Francisco.
8ld fin l’ictou N8 28d, brigs H B Emery, Lond, for
Cow Bay CB, to load for New York.
[Per City of Baltimore—Additional.!
Liverpool 11th, Star of the West, Perry, fin

New York.
Ar at

York.
Ar at
Ar at

London 14th, Saxonville, Jordan,

from Now

do 12th, Exobango, Smith, Bangor.
Sunderland 11th, Star ot Hope, Talbot, from

Hamburg.

Shields 11th, Mary Goodell, McGIlvery. flu
eut out at Newcastle for Montevideo)
Off Salters 9th, T Hussey, Patten, from Troon lor
Portland.
Ar at Queenstown loth, Celestial Empire, Iberoc,
Callao: J Polledo. Palmer, Matanzas.
bid 10th. John Kerr, Sweetser, (from Maulmain)
lor Newport E
Ar

Secretary.

LOW

The undersigned will aell for

a

short time only

it GOODS, SHAWLS k CLOAKS,
(COTTONS NOT EXCEPTED,)
Twenty-Five

Cent, below the

Fer

Prices of the previous Week.
On all bill, of *20 and upward,, an additional dlawhen bought with.

oaunt of 5 per cent will be made,
In one week from thia day.

FEUCTHWANGER i ZUNDER,
[FOX BLOCK)

81

MIDDLE

STREET,

Near the Pott Office, Portland.

•ept»

dlw

U. S.

LOAN.

7^30

The Secretary of the Treasury gives notice that
subscriptions will be received tor Coupon Treasury
Notes, payable three, years from August 16, 1864,
with semi annual interest at the rate ot

and

seven

three-tenths per cent per annum,—principal and interest both to be

paid in

lawful money.

These notes will be convertible at the option of the
holder at maturity, into six per cent, gold bearing
bondB, payable not less than five nor more than
twenty years from their date, as the Government
may elect. They will be lBsned in denominations ol
filly, one hundred, five hundred, one thousand, and
five thousand dollars, and all subscriptions must
be for Jiity dollars, or some multiple of fifty dollars.

The notes will be transmitted totbe

owners

free ot

transportation oharges as soon after the reoeipt of
the original Certificates of Deposit as they can bo
prepared.
As the notes draw interest from August 16, persons
making deposits subsequent to that date must pay
the interest accrued from date of note to date of de-

posit.
depositing twenty-five thousand dollars
upwards for these notes at any one time will bo
allowed a commission ol one-qnarter of one per
Parties

and

oent.

Special Advantage!
is

of thi! Loan.

National Savings Bank, offering a higher
rate of interest than any other, and the best secure
ty. Any savings bank which pays its depositors in
U. S. Notes, considers that it is paying in the best
circulating medium of the country, and it cannot
pay in anything better, for its own assets are either
in Government securities or in notes or bonds payable in Government paper.
It is equally convenient as a temprarv or permanent investment. The notes can always be sold for
within a fraction of their face and accumulated interest, and are the best seourity with banks as collaterals for discounts.
It

a

Convertible into

a

6 per 08nt. 5-20 Gold Bond.

In addition to the very liberal interest on the
notes for three years, this privilege of conversion is
now worth about three per oent. per annum, for the
ourrent rate for 6-20 Bonds is not less than nimo per
cent premium, and before the war the premium on
six per cent. U. 8. stocks were over twenty per oent.
It will be seen that the actual profit on this loan, at
the present market rate, is not less than ten percent,
annum.

per

Exemption from State

Its

or

Municipal

Taxation.
But aside from all the advantages we have enumerated, a special Act of Congress exempts all bonds
and treasury notes from local taxation
On the
average, this exemption is worth about two per
oent. per annum,

according

to taxation in various

parts of the country.
It is believed that no securities offer so great inducements to lenders as those issued by the GovernIn all other forms of indebtedness, the
ment.
faith or ability of private parties, or stock companies, or separate communities only, is pledged for payment, while the whole property of tbe country is
hold to secure the discharge of all the obligations ol
the United States.
While the Government offers the most liberal terms
for its loans, it believes that the very strongest sf-

peal will be to the loyalty and patriotism of the people.
Up to the 24th of September, the subscriptions to
this loan amounted to

over

$40,000,000.
Subscriptions trill be received by the Treasurer ot
the United States, at Washington, the several Assistant Treasurers and designated
Depositaries, and
by the

First National Hank of ^Portland, Maine.
All respectable Banks and Banker*, throughout
the country, will give farther information and
afford every facility to subscribers.
Aug 20—die w2m

For

Sale.

THE BUSINESS AND STOCK
—07—

Books, Stationery,
Room Papers,
In the Store 55 Excnange St, Portland,
For nearly twenty year* occupied by iAMBORN
t CARTER, and recently by

O. L. Sanborn &

Ar at Gibraltar 3d, Zsphyr, Knowles, New York,
(and cld for Malaga.)
Ar at Cadiz 8th Inst, Milton, Thompson, from New
York.
Sid ftn Helvoet 10th lost, Acsdla. for Boston.
Ar at Brouwershaven 9tb iu,t, Herbert, Crocker,

Antwerp 11th inst, Commodore, Chapman,

SPOKEN.
Old Head of Kinsa'o, ship 8orrento,
York.
for
New
from Liverpool
beptl4, off Cape Sable, U S steamer Vanderbilt,
cruising.

Co.,

Tbe stock is
Is ottered for sale on fkvcrable terms.
in good order and well adapted to thli market and
the H and one oi the most resirablein New England,
commanding a laree portion of the trade o> this
Rent o' store reasonable.
8’ateand the Pro ince
Those wishing to purchase will please communicate
with
early

EZRA

CARTER,

JR.

8ept60—dtf

at

Sept 10,

PRICES

FOR A FEW DAYS !

pe&rtrees.

Antwerp, (and

Akyab.

Hand,

AND

union, juurpuy.ror

Rockland.
GARDINER—Sid SStb, sch Harriet Baker, Webber, Washington.
BATH—Ar S8lh, brig Lincoln Webb, New York;
sch October. Williams. Boston.
bid 28th, brig Phillip Larrabee, for Nassau NP.

Ar at

on
as

Uauwicu,

dtd

phia.

GLOUCESTER—Ar 24rh, schs WiUow Hrrp. Wilcox, Lubec for New York; Percy, Ccpp, Eaetport
for Newark; Oraloo, Beck, Bangor for Proviienc;
Galena, Smith, do for New York; Willis Putnam,
Stanley, Calais lor do; R Buliwinkle, French, Rockland for Washington.
Ar 26th. seh Pres Washington, Conary, Rockland

baxuxi.

will act

practicable Wednesday morning.
The I roflta ot the entire exhibition
to be divided
equally between the "Widow'e Wood Society"
and
y
Soldiers Homo Institution."
»• B beckitt,
?¥ ora>r'

Yoi k.
Ar 28th, brig Wappoo Dolan, Philadelphia; schs
F A Heath, W ill ams, do; Geo Washington. Pendleton, Jersey City; Hornet, Walls, Elizabethport; Modena. Hatch, New York; Eagle. Day, Bristol.
B VERLY—Ar 26th, sch Paran, Clark, Philadel-

Ar 97th, sch Baltic, Tainter, Ellsworth
bridge.

THUKSDAY EVENING,

taT the Exhibition ehould ba
Senate Chamber,' New City
Tueeuay afternoon, or aa rallyr la

„«r^r'‘c1!?
tGrifltiiiiril
i lb
Hall
Bundlux,

building in their
with a capacity of

and less,
to the depth.
By order:

Grand

a

assembly

JhB MKdwabo M.

Rogers.

oms

City Hall,

New

Gi.uuxP. Guoas,

Moul-

3th,

Opening at 2 o'clock

on

sloop
Sch Cameo, Ryan, Belfast tor Salem.
CLEARED.
Barque Sarah B Hale, Hutchinson,Sagua—John D

LSch
ton fc

Oct.

Managers^*1011 the JollowiDE gentlemen

8cb Susau Boss,
Sch Tarry Not, Cottrell, Bangor tor Lynn.
Sch Ada Frances. Tapley, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Corrinthian. rerklua, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Gen Scott, Lord. Bangor for Boston.
Sch Ann, Grant. Bangor lor Boston,
Senator, Davis, Bangor tor Lynn.

—

Flowers,

-0*-

##.

ARRIVED.
Montreal, Knignt, Bo.ton,
Brig Harriet, Fredericks, Homedios 14th—ordered

Ar at

DIED.__

Fruits, Vegetables and

Steamer

Martel, Kaler, Waldoboro

Society

Will hold its Fall Exhibition of

PORTLAND.

Thursday.8ep.en.be,

Callao.

In this city, Sept 29, Mrs Julia 8, wife of John
Stinchcomb.
CS^Funeral on Saturday afternoon, at 2 o’clock.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend.
In this city, Sept 29. Mr Henry A Plummer, aged
30 years—Orderly 8ergt Co E, 29th R*g Me Vol.
In Cape Elizabeth S« pt 29. Orval, son of Nathaniel and Anna Cobb, aged 2 years.
In Gardiner, Sept 26. Mrs Martha, wile of Capt
Sami Plalsted, aged 70 years
In Bangor. Sept 22, Hannah Louise, daughter of
Nehemiab and Louisa Tenney, aged 19 years; 24th,
Sophia B. wile of Rufus Prince, aged 61 years.
In Biddeford. Sept 20. Mary, daughter of Capt
Thos Emery, aged 26 years.
In Lyman, Sept 20, Mrs Catharine, wife of Joseph
Edwards, aged 71 years.
In Saco, Sept 18, Mrs Susan, wife Benj Leavitt,
aged 68 years.
In Uancook, Sept 18, Thos W Higgins, aged 18—
member of Co F, < th Me Reg.

OP

news.

Portland Horticultural

The 'ollowii g Trees of extra
quel«ty are offered for sale very low, to
oioar the land
already sold for bnild-

jnga
1000 Rock

Maples

12 to 18 feet

100 Hoise Ohestnuts 8 to 10
UOO Not way
Spmce 3 to 8
500

Roses,

High,

«

*•

“

•»

600 Pear Trees, anti

5000 Currants.
The stock of Fruit Trees comprise, all the best
shown at Horticultural Exhibitions Trees of
the celebrated Howe,] Pear can be supplied.
Nursery at Morrill's Corner.
J. W. ADAMS.
sep30eodtf

sorts

off

Skates
GOOD assortment of Skates for sale by
W.D. ROBINSON,
No. 20 Exchange at.
Also, Violin#, Acordion#, Galtars, mad a large a#*
0
for
sorm.”Si
I°>»< Cheap Cash.
Sept 26—w3m

A

House for Sale.
desirable cottage house, on
MyrtleSt. near Oxford, llghtfd with gee and
well supplied with good water, will be sold low.

Avert

Terms easy.

Apply

to

F. BRINGHAM BISHOP,
97 Frmukliu street.

Sept 30—<18 x

..

Notice.
young lady, astranger in this city, would like
to form the acquaintance of a middle aged
gentleman of wealth. No others need answer All
eorrespondenoe strictly confidential. Address lor
three days.
E. U. D. MASON.

Wanted.
Young Lady, a situation to tend In a Fancy
Goods Store, or to mo a Sewing Machine
Address, E. w. Portlind P. O.
sep'27dlw*

BY

a

A

For Sale.

HOUSE
quire

Lot No 216 Cumberland street
City Clerk’s Offioe.

and
at

sept 8Udlw

En*

Business at the Provost Marshal’s Offioe.
Up to last evening there had been examined
and disposed of at the office of the Provost

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
New Advertisement* To-Day.
Low Prices—Feachtwacger & /under.
Grand Fruit and Floral Exhibition.
Auction Sale—E. M. Patfen.
Auction Sale—Henry Bailey 4' Co.
U. 8. 7-30 Loan.
Business and Stock fbr Sale—Ezra Carter,
Caution— Austin B. French.
House for bale—T. Brigham Bi-hop.

Marshal the following number of drafted per-

Baldwin, 43; excused for disability, 26; for
other causes, I; held, 16.
Sebago. 23; excused for disability, 15; held,

Pear Trees—J. W. Adams.
House lor Sale.

10.

Superintending School Committee at their
la>t meeting, as the standard grammar lor the
schools of this
is
by Messrs.
tbc

,

city, published
Noyes, and is admitted by good

Bailey &
judges to be the best in use. Some 20,000
copies have already been sold, and the demand
is constantly increasing.
Messrs. B. * N. are the publishers of twenty
dillereut school
books, amoug which is
“Smyth’s Mathematics,” which are extensively used throughout the New England States.
They have in press the “History of Portland,”
by William Willis, E>q. This work is prepared with much care,and is being printed
oa due paper, with good, clear
type, and illustrated with elegant engravings. This will be
the most careful written and best printed book
ever issued in this State, an honor alike to the
author and publishers, and a work of which
every Portland man will bo proud. The number printed will be limited, so that those who
desire to

secure

copy should enter their

a

the subscription book. It will be
issued about the first of December.
Messrs. B. & N. have also published several
other works which have met with popular
names

on

favor and had a

for publishing

Slate, having

ready

are

sale.

Their facilities

probably in the
binding, with dies

the best

extensive
of almost every variety, and presses of great
an

power.

They keep

large stock

a

Bridgton, 62; excused for disability, 28; lor
2; held, 32.
Harrison, 39; excused for disability, 21;
held, 18.
Casco, 30; excused lor disability, 12; for
other causes, 3; held, 21,
Naples, 60; excused for disability, 32; for
other causes, 3;
held, 25.
Limerick, 5; excused for disability,4; held,
other causes,

Book Publishing.
Quackenbos’ Grammar, adopted by

Weld &

Limington,

7;

disability, 4;

excused for

held, 3.

days were allowed them for that purpose.
Yesterday 56 were mustered into the service, including those on board the Sabine. Of
these there were for the quota of Portland 11,
Yarmouth 13, Biddeford 8, OtisAeld and Westbrook 3 each, South Berwick, Bridgton, Eliot>
Lebanon and York, 2 each, Shapleigh, Cumberland, Pownal, Hollis, ParsonsAeld, Windham, Sebago and Casco, 1 each.
Correction.—In the list of Representatives, as published in our issue of yesterday
the member from Lyndon, Aroostook
county,
should have been placed under the Democratic head. The correction was so made on
the proof, but the
compositor placed Mr.

Doyle’s name

in the wrong list.

BY TELEGEAPH

of miscellaneous

-TO

THE-

To the Editor q/* the Press:
I was greatly surprised to see in the Courier
such a notice of the above concert as
appeared
a few days ago.
What’s the matter with the
editors of that sheet?

Don’t they know what
good music is? Have they no music in their
souIj? Or what is the trouble?
Madame
Varian ahumbug! Hoffman no claims to professional skill! These editors are great judges
truly! It is universally conceded by all good
judges of music that Madame Varian and Mr.
Hoffman are artists of unquestionable merit
and entitled to much credit for their
study,

practice

and perseverance, the one to make
herself an accomplished vocalist, the other to
make himself an accomplished
Both

pianist.
professions, and

have succeeded in their
now
high in public estimation as American
artists.

stand

nothing about music,
they have no business

to

speak thus of muslfeal-performances, and
injure the good name American artists have
wrought out for themselves by dint of hard
study and long practice. Such ignoramusses

these editors would appear to much better
advantage if they would confine themselves

a9

telegraph
common life,

EVENING

PAPERS.

and every day 'affairs of
and not meddle with other mat-

entirely

above

ought to read often, to wit., Ne sutor
ultra crepidam, which means, “Let not the
cobbler go beyond his last.” I have written
the above in justice to Madame Varian and
Mr. Hoffman, and hope the editors of the
Courier will, in the future, stick to their legitimate business, and not paddle off into
deep
water before they learn how to swim.
Mozart.

IT- S. Circuit Court.
CLIFFORD, J., PRESIDING.
Thursday—In the case of Hausskuecht vs.

Brown, for alleged infringement
for gearing for turning carriages,

ot a patent
the jury re-

turned a verdict for defendant. Howard &
Cleaves for plaintiff. Evans & Putnam for

defendant.
Granville M. Chase vs. Howard Insurance
Co., of Boston. This is an action to recover
a policy of $5000 insured on the Union Church
in this city, which church was destroyed
by fire
March 16th, 1862. The insurance was effected
by William Chase, one of the trustees of said
church, the loss, il any, to be paid to the plainThe action was

originally brought in our
State Court, but was removed by defendants,
who reside out of the State, into the U. S.
Court. The claim of plaintiff is resisted on
the grounds—1st, that he had no interest in
the building, and 2d, that the whole loss
by
the fire has been settled by other Insurance
Not finished. J. &. E. F. Rand
and H. P. Deane, for plaintiff; Fessenden &
Butlei and E. & F. Fox for defendants,
companies.

Forty

Railroad track between Christian Creek and
Staunton. No direct communication with
Gen. Sheridan has been had lor several da s.
Couriers to and from him are known to have
been captured by guerillas thatinfest the country in the rear.
Dispatches to 9-40 last night have been received from Gen. Sherman at Atlanta, but no
movements at that point are reported. From
Nashville our dispatches are to 9 30 last night.
The enemy did not attack at Pulaski but
took the Pike towards Fayettsville, and was
pursued about 9 miles by our cavalry. Gen.
Rosseau is returning with his infantry to

Nashville.

Desperate efforts will

be made by the enemy
to force Gen. Sherman from Atlanta by destroying his communications. Volunteer enlistments being more speedy than the
draft,
all loyal and patriotic people should
urge
forward rapid enlistments in order to reinforce
Gen. Sherman and enable him not only to
hold his position, but also without
to

Seven-Thirty Subsubscriptions to this popular
over forty million dollars, and

are now

continue to come in at the rate of about
a million a day. The public are satisfied that
there are no other investments so profitable as

U. S. securities. While nearly all the hundreds of miscellaneous stocks sold in the New
York market have been declining for several
weeks (in

instances twenty-five per
cent.), Government stocks have remained
firm; and while lenders loan very sparingly,
and at high rates, on the best mercantile
paper, they have plenty ol money to lend on
Government paper, at as low rates as ever.
While the Government needs the people’s
money, and pays for it liberally, it offers the
highest possible consideration besides, and
many

Gen.

of Sir John

Eliot;

2—The

10—The Three Pastorals.

U. S. Frigate Sabine.—This receiving
ship, which has been in our harbor some
weeks, baa received orders to sail for Hampand will

proceed

,,

are collarge force oi mounted \ ankees
intention of
lectiug at Pound Gap. with, the
work, This
making a raid on the Virginia salt
the same force that was at Lexis

A

probably
ington, Ky.,two weeks.
12,000.

They number about

The Rebels

McClellan.—We
in receipt of a private letter from an officer of
the Sixth Kegimet, at Delaware Island, in
which the writer says:
“Our rebel prisoners,”—of which there are some 10,000,—

Fortress Monroe, Sept. 29.
Richmond papers of the 25th contain the

following:

Charleston, Sept. 23d.—Three communicaplace in the harbor to-dav.
Eighteen Yankee surgeons and'chaplains
released by us and a number of women and
children were sent on board the Yankee truce

Mac; they say, if he is
elected, they will have their independence,
surel” Ana he forcibly adds,—“Mostof them,
however, are just now, “terribly down in the
mouth,” admitting frankly, that Grant, Sherman and Farragut are fast using
up the Confederacy.”—[Lawrence American.

clothing, to the amount 150 boxes,
the Sanitary
Commission, for the Yankee

READY TO-DAY!

prisoners in our hands, were seized and
brought to this city.
Our returned prisoners report an increase

A NEW STORY

in the number of troops at Hilton Head irom
an

prisoners

exchange of Naval

310 pp.

Ord

and

Dlmey marchini/

Gen.

Washington, Sept 29,
10-45 A. M.

)

J

Maj. Gen. Dix. The following dispatch
announcing the|movement of our force against
Richmond has just been received.
Headquarters, Chapin's Farm, 10 45 4. M.
Sept. 29. To Maj. Gen. Halleck. Gen. Ord’s
corps advanced this morning and carried the
very strongly fortified long line of entrenchments below Chapin’s farm, with some 15
pieces of artillery and from 200 to 300 prisTo

oners.

Gen. Ord was

wounded, though not
dangerously.
Gen. Birney advanced at the same time
from Deep Bottom and carried the New
Market road and entrenchment* and scattered
the enemy in every direction, though he
captured but few. He is now marching on
towards Richmond. I left for Birney where
the Mill road intercepts the New Market and
Richmond road. This whole country is filled
with field fortifications thus far.
U. S. Gbant, Rt. Gen.
(Signed)
E- M. Svanioa, Sec of War.
From Tennessee.

Nashville, Sept. 27.

Nothing ha9 been heard from Gen. Rosseau
to-day. The telegraph lines are cut both in

Tennessee aud Alabama and Nashville and
Chattauoogo R. R., south of Columbia. There
are no trains running south of Nashvilie.
Sept. 28. Evening, Owing to the cutting of
the telegraph wires nothing has been heard
to-day of Gen. Rosseau or his command.
It is believed that a desperate batt’e for the

possession of Pulaski has occurred or may

even

be progressing,
The rebel forces according to the latest advices had advanced their lines preparatory to
an early attack upon our
t'oosp to-day. The
lact of the telegraph wire being cut indicates
the belief that there are parties in the rear of
Gen. Rosseau’s forces. The wires on the
Chattanooga R. R„ which were down to
Tullahoma have since been repaired and are
working through for the rest of the distance.
now

St. Louis, Sept. 28.
ordered to evacuate Pilot
Knob, but the rebels cut off his communications before he could get away.
Gen. Rosecrans is assisting in organizing
the Militia, about 12000 of whom are now under arms, with independent citizen companies, make quite a formidable force.
Mr. Barnes, telegraph operator, who left

10th corps correspondent
27th says yesterday while
Secretary Seward, Senator Washburn and
others on a visit to Gen. Grant, were approaching Dutch Gap. the enemy opened with
the Howiett’s House Battery, and as tho shell
fell thick, and fast about the party, the Secretary suggested that inasmuch as his weapon
was the pen, he was unable to cope with the
rebel batteries. Thereupon the boat return-

ed.
All reports of tho rebel government evacuating Richmond are false. It is said that Jeff
Davis has gone to Ga., to head off Stephens
and Brown in their efforts to restore the
State to the Union. The situation in that direction is considered critical and Davis’ pretence is
required. Hood’s army too is reported to be greatly demoralized.

thither as soon as

of Reacnation of Richmond.
New York, Sept. 28.

The World’s Washington dispatch
says it
is reported by several rebel deserters that

Virginia troeps, however protest
mutiny ii done. Several Government work-shops have been closed
and the machinery moved South. When
they left Richmond the machinery of other
shops were packed.
Charleston.

New York, Sept. 29.
The steamer Fultin, from Port Royal 2<5th
has arrived.
The Fulton chased a large
blockade runner on her passage home, but
gave up the chace at night, leaving the gunboat Gettysburg to take care of the rebel.

the weather clears up, where she will remain
during the winter.
We are informed that another receiving ship

Our Contest from an Outside
Stand-point.
Here at home, in the heart of a
vigorous
campaign, men are liable to be blinded by
will be ordered to this port.
and
to
take
distorted views, and
prej udice,
Railway Traffic.—The receipts on the perhaps do injustice to their opponents. Not
Grand Truuk Railway, ior the week ending so with those standing outside of the ring.
the St. John Courier
Sept. 24th, were
$134,496.00 The following from
Corresponding week last year,
120,103.00 shows bow an intelligent outside r looks upon
our political contest:
Increase,
$14,398.00
There is now in the North a strong party,
Quota of Portland,—Several men were which is daily growing stronger, desirous of
raising the question of peace or war at the
yesterday enrolled by the committee towards approaching Presidential
election in the
The
our
of
the quota
city.
prospect brightens neighboring states, and from the tone of the
lead nz Democratic organs, we infer that i
every day, and we hope soon to announce that
notbiug better can bo done, they are not unthe quota of the city is full.
willing to accept of peaceful separation from
Attention is invited to the advertisement the South. Proposals have been made for a
general convention, at which the qus't'on
of Messrs. Feuchtwanger & Zunder, who have
may be discussed; and as it is well known
still further reduced the prices of their exten- i that the South will agree to nothing less than
the party opposed to the policy
sive stock of dry goods.
independence,
of the
Tabget Shooting.—The guns heard yesterday proceeded from the frigate Sabine.

The apprentices were practicing target firing,
and made some excellent shots.
Found in the street, Wednesday evening, a
fur sleigh-robe, which the owner can
have by calling at the Press office and paying
for this notice.

large

Attention is invited to the notice of
French’s Vegetable Hair Kenewer, in the
special notice column.

administration
surrender.
The

Campaign

must

in New

waged with spirit, and the
boy Monopoly will come
knocks.

be prepared to

Jersey

is

to be

Camden and Amin for some hard

The Trenton Monitor deals

a

few

heavy blows at our Congressional delegate
lending himself to that monopoly, and greatly
rejoices over the terrible reprimand adminisjy Potatoes are selling in Bangor
bushel.

Middle

England,—purchased before
material,

the very

are

Washington, Sept. 29.
After careful inquiry it cannot be ascertained that any importance is attached in official circles to tbe rumored peace
propositions
from Georgia.
In consequence of unavoidable delay the
printing and numbering money order blanks,
the system cannot be put into
operation be-

The servioos of Mr H.
been secured

Boston have

GILDING
and they

EST

city.
Q. SMITH, formeriy
to superintend tho

of

DEPARTMENT,

their customers and tho
public
that all work will be done in the
NEATond most WORKMANLIKE
MANNER.
can assure

OLD FRAMES

inUtaUoiTof

^

reoeived

GILT

Pla'es of all Rises Re-Set.
Photograph
Camaras, fyc., ifc.
made to order.

Glasseb

With the facilities afforded them they can get un
any piece of work in their department of business
as well and as cheap as can be done in
Boston or
New York. Liberal discount made to the trade.
Sept 27—dtf

Of the best quality manufactured and forsale
by

Comp’y,

New York, Sept. 29.
The sttamer Bremen, from Southampton,
arrived to-night. News anticipated.
Gold closed this afternoon at 1.96, and at the
1 90 14.

Halifax. N. S., Sept, 29.
The steamship Asia, from Liverpool, arrived
here at 2 o’clock this alternoon, and will sail
early in the evening for Boston. News antic-

A

Cape

Race.

Dutchman’s Reasons for refusing tQ Re*
Jo ice over Sheridan’s Victories%

New York, Sept. 29.

Mayor Gunther

has vetoed the resolution of
the Aldtrmen to illuminate the streets in
honor of our recent victories.
The Mayor, in I is message, savs the victories are not considered Union triumphs by the
PresidoDt, but aboliiion ones, and he (the
Mayor) cannot rejoice over victories which
are not Union victories,
IFire.

Philadelphia, Sept.

29.

The woolen mill of Sydney Solms, of Manayunk, was partially burned this morning.

Loss, $60,000. Insured,,

York Market.
Nhw Yoxk. Sept. 29
Cotton—; sales 107 bales at I 25 for middling uplands.
Flour—sale* 9,000 bbls; State and Western 16@
20c lower; State 8fi0@9C0; Hound Hoop Ohio
10 COgll 75; Western 8 3Q@1Q 15; Southern—dull;
sales 7<H) bbls at 10 S0@14 00; Canada 10@25c lower;
salet i .0 bbls at 8 763)1110.
Wheat—234c lower; Bales 36 000 buBhels; Winter
Red Western 2 00@2 02; Amber Michigan 2 02@2 03.
Corn—sales 38,000 bushela; mixed Western,
Oats—lower.
New

Boef—quiet.

41^2J*~bSUer;
.ard-flrm;
J

"ale8l4'900bb,6i

now

mew

89 76®

sales 3300 bbls at 19j@2lc.
Butter—heavy ; stale at 87®46o.
Whiskey—firmer; sues eoobbls Western at

Coffee-Sulf1

8al88

176®

68 bhd' Mu“0v*10 16Jc.

Molasses—dull.
Naval Stores—nominal.
Petroleum—saes 1600 bbls crude 83c
Freights te Liverpool—dull
Wool—dull.
Mock Market.
Niw

York, Sept.29.

Second Board.—8tooks letvy.
tmericau ..195
United States fl’s 1881 coupons.106J
United States 10-40 ooupens. 97
United states one yearoertlficates new. 941
Cumberland Coal Company [ referred.624
96f
Erie,.
Ill*
Hudson...
122 J
Reading..
Michigan Central.!.
126
Cleveland &. rittsbura.
1074
Illinois Central scrip*
119

Michigan Southern..
72J
Ohloago & Kook Island..’.. 971

at 80 cents

*yThe Mormon emigrant trains, en route for
Salt Lake, are said not to have been molested
during the resent Indian rising on the Plains.

Quarters,

GOODS

1
I

Recruiting

I
| Committee.
CHARLES R. MILLIKEN, I
EDWARD L. PICKARD, j
dtf

Near

IT.

S.

Iitwanger

MEAD, DAME & BUTMAN.

sep28itf

OFFICE

OF

F.

&

/under,

Hare Just opened

Photographic Establishment

Company,

on tbe 31st December, 1863:
Premiums received ou Marine Risks,
from 1st January, 1863, to 31st December, 1863,
Premiums on Polioies not marked off
1st January, 1863,

88,214,398 93
1,706,602 24

Total amountof Marine Premiums,
*10,006,001 17
No Polioies have been issued upon Life
Risks; nor upon Fire Risks disconnect, d with Marine Risks.
Premiums marked off' from 1st Jan.,
1863, to 81st Dooomber, 1863,
*7,697,666 66
Losses paid doling the same period,
3,806,651 04
Returns ot Premium- and Expenses,
1.082,967 48

The Company has the following Assets, viz:
Unit: d Statcsand Stat, of New Yoik
Stock, city. Bank and utber Stocks, *3,492,631 30
Loans secured by Stocks, undo the r wise,
1,450,700 00
Real Estate and llouds and Mortgages,
193,760 00
Dividends on Stocks,Interest on Bouds
and Mortgages and other Loans,sundry Notes, re insurance and other
olaima due the Comp'y., estimated at
104,964 51
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
3,278,676 63
Casb in Bank,
744.813 88
Total amount of Assets,
*9,206,456 32
Six per oent Interest ou tbe outstanding certificates ol profits will b paid to the holders thereof,
or their legal representatives, on and
afterTnesday,
the Second of February neat.
After reserving Throe and One half Million Dollars
of profits tho outstanding certificates of the issue of
1893, Will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their legal representativi s, on and after Tuesday, the Second of February next, from which date
all interest thereon will cense. The certificates to be
prodneed at the time ot payment, ana cancelled.
A Dividend of Forty Per Cent, is declared on the
not earned premiums of the Company, lor the year
ending 31-t December, 1863, for which certificates
will be issued, on and after Tuesday, the Fifth of
April next.
Tbe Profits of tho
.ascertained
From the 1st of
the 1st of

Company
Juiy,lS43,to

Jan., 1883, for which Certificates were
issued, amount to
*14,328,880
Additional from 1st Jan., 1863, to 1st
January, 1S64,
2,630,000
Total profits for 21* years,
Ths Certificates previous to 1862, have
boen redeemed by cash,

*16,968,880

Lewis Curtis,
Chas. H. Russell,
Lowell Holbrook.
P. A. Hargous,
R. W. Weston,
Roy al Phelp
Caleb Barstow,
A. P, Rjllot,

Lsroy

M.

Willey,
Pai!iei,?' Miller>

?• X.-,Nico1,'
Henry,

DANFORTH &

Bangor.

Portland Benevolent Society.
Annual Meeting nfthe Portland Benevolent
Society will be held at the office of the Portland

THE
Five Cents Savlncs

Bank, No 102 Middlo street, on
Wednesday October 12th, at 8 o'clock r. M. for the
choice of officers, So.
MARTIN GORE.
Portland, Sept 28,1864 —dtd
Secretary-

fine

reasonable terms For arJ. 8 WiNSTOW
4 Central Wharf.

undersigned
THE
Fortress Monroe Hospitals
ed with
will

Hospitals.

visit
on

Washington

soldiers.
Sept 26—dAwlu*

Call

on

WM.

GOOLD,

painted.

and unfurnished, with board.
Sept 28—dlw*

return
friends

Lowell A Sentor,

Boarding.
private boarding honse No.

THE
newly papered and

and

business connect-

them, the first week of October, to
immediately, and will attend to enquiries of

ol disabled

&

Commission

or

Windham.

CHEESE,

Hams, Beans,

[PRICES

We

Dc-

f

81 Middle

All kinds of

Particn'ar attention paid to re-copying. Pbo
tographs copied from the smallest Locket, and made
lift si/e. Also, Coloring in Oil and Water Colors,
and India Ink, by the best of artists.

Apples,

4c.
my,

STREET,

b

ready at

can

dtf

whether discharged in consequence of Expira-

for Sale I

now

INGERSOL,

be purchased at a bargain. This is the mo,t
central Eating House in the city, and has a full run
of customers. It has also one of

Which draws crowds of customers.

FORA FIRST-CLASS EATING

HOUSE,

better location, or run of custom In this
city. For one seeking business it will he found the
best opportunity ever offered in this cisse of business
in Portland.
Parties wishing to purchase will please
apply at

There is

sop!27dtf

t

ORDERS

UJNJXBj

Clothing

!

DURAN
NO.

&,

165

BRACKETT,

orders in the city
*7 mied-

or

Furnishing Goods,

105

Federal

N. S.

T_H

I N G !

For

Ben
May

:M\

and

Near XT.

S.

Hotel,

WE

removed from 181 to

HAVE

they now
mestic

the

new

Mutual

as

Gassimeres &

most

CO.

RECRUITS.

Work.

Beady-Made Overcoats,
Undercoats, Pants, Vests,

MEAD, DAME & BUTMAN,
105 Federal

Street,

ISTear

XT.

S.

PORTLAND,

Hotel,

Millinery

Goods!

BLONDS, LACES,
And all other articles desirable for the Millinery
Trade. Also the

LATEST

STYLE

HATS.

attending
purpose
Charles E. Sawyer
Per order,
STEPHEN MARSH,
sept28 d2t
Seo otary.

latebrocter,

Steamboat Notice.

steamer New
alight aocident
BYEngland,ofthe Thursday’strip
of this week will
C. C. EATON.
D<sepi28dtdU18atUr<Uir’
reason

a

Declared

annu-

paid

*1,000,000,0# larger

than

Parties now insuring in this Company participate
benefits of this targe and increasing surplus.
This Company has paid to the assured in Div'dends,

in the

$2,350,000,00

Many!

THE ARMY NEEDS THEM All!
US

A

CALL!

10/5

Federal

§treet,

Near TJ. S. Hotel,

Policies issued on the non-forfeiting ten year plan
well as in all the other usual forms.
Every considerate man who will apply to Uft Insurant the tame principles that would
guide him
in making oi her investments, or in the mangeireiu of
his own business will assart'd iy investigate the advantages of the Mutual Benefit System, as iliustrat d in the history of this Company, before
insuring
his life in any other. By neglecting to do so he will
probably pay from 10 to 26 dollars on every *100 as
the price of his Iailuro to inform himself.
Remember, the Dividends are HO per cmt. The
first one is paid you just four years from the date of
your policy; % Divid**nd is paid you KVkry %ear
thereafter, while toe Undivided Surplus fYom whinh

dim

SlSjSSr
By

Who

Stale A*t,

Mutual Benefit Lift Insurance Co.
Central Office No. 80
ExohangeSt,
8ept 17—dtf
Portland, Me-

Sla^c

Notice.

/^\N and after Honda?, 8ep* 8C. 188i. Win
W

Sept Id-dlw00”'

and
1’ort

am

r‘"*-80,1,11

‘r ?

indham. Saccarappa

M

K

Electricity

ladies

have oold hands and

fee'
weak
nor’ro““ and sluk

’McKliEN,

etomaalu

headache!
W<^kJ',acka■ in tho head
dimness and
swimming
with indie...
»od oonstipation
the bowels; pain in
,or
IWUng of the
I8".00"^*1
l®t®rn»l
CAncera, tumors,
tnd
J?!?®
*D I*1*! 1°"* train os diseases will tind polypus,
in hleotrioIty a sure means of oure. Tor painful menstruaVrn
too proftiso menstruation, and all of those
ions itaa
Of troubles with young ladies.
Electricity |s »
speoilto, and will, in a short time, restore the8 9tn”'"
sufferer
to the vigor of health.
OT We Wean Electro-Chu teal Apvara’ut tor
extracting Mineral Poison from »he
Mercury, Antimony, Areenio, bo. liundr«d
are troubled with stiff Joints, weals
backs and
oua otherdiffloulties, the diroot
cause of whieh^
nine oases out of ton. is the effeot of

o?

the* id.

systemVVMhsi

|{BA

Driver.

» '•«•! U
i.w„.s

DR. o. U. KliU,

SURGEON

DENTIST,

NO. 145 MIDDtJD 8T., POBTLAND,
(Opposite foot

of Free

Having Htted up the above named
happy VO wait oo all w,1°

vtoes of

Street,)
rooms, be would

‘knock '//Mu-

nJ7],''„e*’tion. and

a Skillful Dt
will rooeive carolUl aiteo
iatbetion will be

tittry

pertect
>

sat-

warranted-_iy»u»

H. OSGOOD.
dentist,

|c.

Com-

Kcports for successive years.

SPARROW,

forms’of ta£u

«U

unoiuib d^o’r^f°;L
thfdial "tZInS

Company

WARREN

°f

The Rheumatic, the
gouty, the Ihito and *>-» i«,_
eap with Joy, and move with the agility and
ity of youth; the boated bruin is Cooied iK* T
bitten limbs restored, the
moved; taintness converted to vlpor weTti,.,.. £
^e blind nude to s«,

all dividends are made, is nearly *i,001,000 lorn**
y
than that of any other
in Amerioa
Reliable information in reference to all the
win
be
eiven
at
freely
this
panies
office, from

to

roRTLAND, ME.

we will .ay tnat all that do
doctor tho second tim* for nothing!
Dr. D. baa been a practical electrician fer
twenty
»od te also a regular graduated
ptvaioi
Kleotnoity is perleetly adapted to chronio e.,ease
In the form of nervous of sick headache; nenrahJle
tn the head, neok.or extremities;
consumption whew
in the acute stages or where the
lungs are not’ mil.
involved; acute or ohronic rheumatism, scromla hiJ
diseases, white swelling, spinal
of tho spine, contracted muscles,
distorted limh.
or paralysis, 8t. Vitas'
Danro, dealnraa
palsy
mering or hesltanoy of speech, dyspepsia, ind ™!

*
«;OaM?t°0;,89?O2a8'8188^'--'
OoaseitaDoa ffveu.

$0,400,000.00

missioners

MEAD, DAME AND BUTMAN

To an»*er this
question
not atay eared, ve
6 Wll!
will

j^nousiSii.

as

Don’t Be Afraid of Getting Too

city. During tho
have been lit town weh.ve cured
nl
the worst forme of dieemee tn
persona who
other forms of treatment tn vain, and have tried
tients In so abort a time that the
question is often

ex-

ceeds

FILL YOUR QUOTAS!

«

elev^nmonfh.'
efmS

located in thla

tint v o

ifoAh wVk

while the total amount paid for claims by death

_

International Steamship Co.

declared and

upon bach and
xvbby payment made, whether the p*ty is
living
Ac other company in the United States
or not.
does this.
It* assets on the 31st of December last, as shown
by the New York Insurance Commissioners’Report,
were sufficient to provide for its
“Computed premium reserve,” the payment of “All its dividends,*’
and every other liability, oontingent or absolute,
and leave a clear net surplus of

NOW IS THE TIME TO

GIVE

'VMEMBERS of the Maine Charitable Meata cranio Association are
requested to meet
at the Library Room on
THURSDAY, at 1 o’clock
P. M., for the
the funeral of
oi

Cent.

ceptions.

BO3W0RTH, KALER k Co,
152 Middle 8treet, Portland.

Iff. C. Iff. A.

is

This surplus is nearly

which will be Bold low for cash st

Sept 20—d8w

F©x*

Fifty

and have been for several years.
ally, ana paid after two years.

that of any other Life Company in ihe United States
and *1,600,010 larger than any other, with two ex

Comprising

RIBBONS,
FLOWERS,
FEATHERS,"
VELVETS,

now

$1,807,650,17

SELECTMEN,

announce to thecitlsei
reepeotfully
ol
WODLD
Portland
and vicinity, that be haanermnaL?

ly

The Annual Dividends of this Company

ME.

And Famishing Goods,

All of which «ill be sold low for Cash, at the old
stand of Lewis & Smith.
AB1ELM- SMITH. 171 Fore St.
Sept 20_dtf

asked to the following facts:

is

CORNER OF CONGRESS AND ELM
STREETS

dUeaseT^rva't?*.

®6,000,000.00

are

sell at the lowest rates.

New Fall

successful of all Life Assurance Comnow a net accumulation of over

THIS
pinies, has

Special attention

Electrician,

d

Its own history after 20 years’ experience is Ihe
best evidence of its superior management, am of the
great advantages it affords to tbo^e who insure.

AND

Medical

curing

Benefit

Incorporated, 1845. Charter Perpetual.

German and

Doeskins,

THE AFFLICTED /
DR. W.N. DEMli\
,
Wo. 11 Clapp’s Block,

INSURANCE

LIFE

WANT

be found at

a

Sept 26—eodlm

spacious

Worst.ds. Woolen Yarns, Hosiery, Gloves, Drew
Trimmings, Undertakers' Good, Ac.
H. Hskkill,
L. PABSOK8,
(’has. Shall.
Sept 13—dim

STILL

AT-

TO

146 Middle St. Evans’ Building, where
offer a oomplete stock of Foreign and Do-

rooms

M. D’Lains,

B. F. Hamilton & Co.’s.

Merrill, Parsons & Small,
Successors to H.

Fancy Goods,

PORTLAND, ME.

Boys

SMITH’S,

—

Merrill,

Clothing! SUBSTITUTES

Fall and* Winter

our

middle Street,
Opposite the Post Office.
examine this stock before purchassept23d6w

Cloth^

Armures, &c., <fcc.,

02

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OP

A

New Prints,

New Wholesale House!

FALL AND WINTER

C L O

IV e w JBlaelc

GARDINER,
At

Street,

Cloakings,

Also,

manner.

5Call and
ing elsewhere

Recruiting Head Quarters,

GARMENTS,

New Plaid

Of the best quality at the LOWEST I’KICES by

from the country prompt-

sept28dtf

NEW FALL

!

Will find it to their advantage to enlist with

MIDDLE STREET.

All

Cheapest

In grant variety.

Cheap

VETERANS AND RECRUITS

Manufactured and for sale

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

AUTUMN, 1864T

Ready-Made I

the Best Sc

Corner Congress mod Treble at,.

sep27eodlnt

Square & Long Shawls!
NEW DRESS GOODS,

Overcoats of every shade and quality on hsnd or
mode to order in the latest style and in the bsst

77 Middle Street.

Bags

as

the

as

AND

Traveling

AT

B. F. HAMILTON & CO’S,

\ New

Clothing \

Marshal Geneial.

AT

l/ALISESj

Shawls, Glens, &c.,

ELEGANT!

Latest Introductions.

OF

As Good

Maine
JX

Thibets, Canton Cloths,

QT^His establishment is opposite the Post Office,
bept 22—tf

MEAD, DAME i BUTMAN,

S,
Wool DXaina,

2-4 and 3-4

Wti&N

Custom and
Provost

INGEESOL’S,
o.

B AROT II E A.

s,

you Bee a gentleman wearing a hat which
attracts general attention by the beauty of the
fabric, and its remarkable neatness and elegance of
style you may be assured that it is one of

Hants’

BT RECENT

Artist

other

PISTES,

isedtw

AND

no

ATKINSON &

±

Physical Disability,

INVALID CORPSI

Can

Dow’s Celebrated Soda Fountains,

for

AL

STREET.

8ept9

go into the

No. *7*7 Middle St-,

ATKINSON &

*

w

n.

MIDDLE

136

Aid, &c.

or

no

3meod—ltw

MOURNING GOODS.

!-■*.

& CAPS

Now

who has served two years in the Ar-

tion cf term of service,

PORTLAND, ME.

scp«29

soldier

Picture, made by

sept 21

TASTEFUL
Any

HALLOTYPES,
▲ mo d splendid
in Portland.

Block,

Po9t Office, Portland.

JiHATS

Information given concerning Bounties, Pensions,

LARD,

the same.

2£r~CALL AND SEE.J^

FALL STYLE

■a

SUBSTITUTES!

State

Albums, Fancy and
Card Frames, (brdand Tassels, Knobs, $c
tfc.
He returns his siucere thanks lor liberal patronage
Heretofore, and respectfully solicits a continuance ot

N B

---

s

Merchants,

Fox

Engravings,

Fancy Cards, Photograph

Sept 24—dfcwlm

~Veteran

ALIEN

St.,

Manufactory.

-also-

REASONABLE,

Wanted I FEUCHTWANGER & ZUNDER,

AND

100

Frame

h Reception and Exhibition
Floor, and added to it a

for all kinds of Frames, both Mirror and Pictures.

Outside Garments for Ladies’ Wear,

Near the

IS

Photographic Establishment

Cloak|s,

also manufacturing to order ail Unde of

are

Scotch

CO.,

EGGS,

Dried

LIME

3

Special
77 Froe Street
Rooms furnished

of

In New England, wi
Rooms on tho Ground

and

AND DBALXBB IN

Brig PI anzanilla for Sale.
Manzanilla, 18u tons, built in 1861,
THErates A2Brig
good, well found In sails, rigging, Ac,

Fortress Monroe

Call!

FOB

Our Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
times. We would also call attention to our
nice Custom

good Sch Rate Aubrey, Jaoots
master, will b»ve immediate dispatch.
For fraightapply to the master on board,
head of Long Wl»rf, or to
D. T. CHASE.
Sept 34—dtf

as

For the Wholesale or Retail Trade, at the
shortest possible notice.

Principals

fit at all

The

well

aa

Of every description.

TO

HATCH, CLIFFORD

can

procured by
JOHN W. HUNGER, Agent,
No. 166 Fore etreat, Read of Long Wharf.
PORTLAND, MB.
June 3—w*wAeodtojan29

sept26dl0t

Shawls

,

CLIFFORD,

SUCCESSORS

Nice Custom

President^

tieulars inquire of

S

We would inform our firiends and the publio that
wo intend to
keep the best the market affoids, and

m# Applications forwarded and Ofby Polioibb

Foreign

of

ALSO OF

A dividend

Geo. G. Hobson,
James Low.
JOHN D. JONES. President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vioe President.
W. H. H. MOORE, iid Vioe

is offered for sale upon

variety,

TUN

Sept 29—eodtonov21

Beavers,

G.W.Burnbam,
Fred. Chauncey,

For

II

fine stock of Cloths, such
American Mosiow and Castor

Minturn,jr.,

R B.

Josh’s,J

FOR

-Another

No. 171 Fore Street.

Dennis Perkins,
Jos. Gaillard, jr.,
J. Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinnell
0. A. Hand,
Watts S herman,
E. E. Morgan,
B. J. Howland,
Benj. Babcock.
Fletcher Westray,

NEED MSN

and London Fur Bearers.
Ail of which be will make
up in the neatest manner
at reduced prices. Call ana Examine.

Also

A. A. Low,
Wm. E. Dodge,

In

Gen. Sherman,

Esquimaux.. Moscow

TRUSTEES.

Henry Coit,
W. C. Piokeregill,

GOODS!

Corner of Centre, opposite Preble Home.

Having fitted op the largest and most elegant

Will toonbe Itsuet/.]

French, German, English and
Beavers, Pilots, ChinchUlas.

11,690,210

David Lane,
James Bry«e
Wm. Sturgis, jr.,
U, K. lioirert,

Very large

[and

Ever brought to this city,
consisting of

Net earnings remaining with the Company, on 1st January, 1864,
*6,263,670
By ordor of the Board,
W. TOWNSEND JONES, Secretary.
John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W. H. H. Moore.
Thos. Tiles top,

Time.

284 CONGRESS STREET.

Boston and New York

T

consignments of Me- 'handier ol
description, for public or private sale, bales
Real Estate, Vessels, Cargoes, btooks and Merchandise solicited.
Cash advances mass, aith
prompt sales and returns.
moh!2 dly
of

A. McKENNEY’S

And Lower than in Boston or New York.

One-half of the Establishment

Trustees, in conformity to tho Charter of the
TilE
Company, submit the following statement ot
its affairs

|

O

BUTTER,

Commission Merchant & Auctioneer

a

—FOR—

Produce

Administrator's Sale.
TATOTICE Is hereby given, that by virtue of allcense Irom the Judge of Trobaie tor the
County
of Cumberland, 1 shall sell, by public auction.at the
dwelling house on the premise*, on the stvtnuentb
day ol October, A. D 1864, at 2 o’clock In the afternoon, the homestead lot of the late Reuben Holbrook. late of Freeport, in said County, siiuattd in
paid Freeport, and containing tour acres of land,
with the buildings thereon.
HOttACE BREWFR. Administrator.
Dated this 7th day of Sept., 1864.
2taw3w*

Block,

.moBttc Manufacture.

Gen. Grant

OF

L

DRY

FALL CAMPAIGN.

York,

***** BA1LEt k CO

XI

Fall and Winter

Effort to Eecruit

Every.

a^th’g

LARGEST AND BEST STOCKS

ATLANTIC
NEW YORK, JANUARY 26, 1864.

Should Uu»e

Street,

Eating House

T H K

Mutual Insurance

be sup-

Dele ware, Diana, Bebecca,
Ooncord, Rodger’s
Muscadine, Hartford,Prolific, Dracut, &c.
Large Vines can be furnished for immediate fruitinS*
sept29 eod3w

C

premises, houe No. 28 federal street. It is of
stories, wkh good cellar and Cisterns; in
healthy uud oi-ntral location, and an excellent
posnive. Tee “on

Will reoeive

81 Middle St.» Fox

Hotel,

SELECT MEN OF TOWNS

30 VARIETIES OP GBAPE8
Have been fruited the present ar at this Nurse,
y*
y,
and can be examined
by those desiring to purchase
Vines, including

iopt28dtd

House and Lot at Auction.
As
Tuesday, October 1th, at 3 o clock e. u. on the
v-r

Fourth door Went ol Post Office, Portland)

Strawberry!

J* W. ADAMS, Morrill's Corner.

ALSO,
invoice of Letter and Note Taper, Cutlery,

Haa removed to the apaoloua store IS
Exchange Street, four door, below
Merchant’. .Exchange.

New and Faihionable Stock

can now

Broad-

even-

Feuc

RVSSELL’S

Prolific

Auction.

Ko postponement.

E ST1BLISH9IENT.
k

Federal Street,

105

—

JOHN T. HULL,
HENKY C BaKEE,
1L HALL,
CHARLES A. (JiLSON,
“KNKY WILLIS,

Maine.

All orders in the city, or from any part of the
world where onr flag is respected, promptly filled.

Southwest.

Various Items.

via

«

NO.

Ama-

THERE!

at

10 a. m

EDWARD Ifl. PATTEN,

DRY
Head

An

P

APPLY

MATCHES

FORE STREET,
....
Portland,

Boston. Sept. 29.
Prize steamer Matagorda, alias Alice,
eaptured Sept. 10th by U. S- steamer
Magnolia,
arrived here to day, Sue was from Galveston
for Havana, and was taken off Yucatan Banks
after a chase of five hours. She has a
cargo
of 050 bales cotton, and is an iron side-wheel
steamer of about 500 tons, is quite fast, and
was built at Wilmiugton, Del.
After her capture she was sent to Key West, and her
cargo
of
so
was
being
considered prugreat value it
dent tp send a convoy with her, and the U. S.
gunboat Juka was selected for that purpose,
arriving here tuU morning in company with
her,

ipated

Recruiting Office in City Building.

septa1

prepared to formeh Music for all

LA RGE

IN HAND to ibe recruit in perhis being mustered into the U 8

Recruiting

at

Tina, Clicks, Ac.

Sept 30—dtd

occasions where mnBlc is wanted.
Orders loft with D. H.
Chandler, P. J. Willey or
at Paine's Music Store, leg Middle
street, will be
attended
to.
D. H. CHANDLER
promptly
eod6w»
septl,
Secretary

MAIN!]

Saturday, October let,

given inimed'ateJy'1**

D. H. CHANDLER,

now

AUCTIOR|ui;i^r^^“~

M. PATTEN,

K.

wood, two

APPLY AT

iavy,

Gentlemen’s Fall and Winter Wear,

hand.

on

Portland Match

Blockade Runner.

evening Kxchange at

paid

fK8h 8“PPly ot French

FRAMES.

*** Mantlb and Pier

the Government has decided that a drafted
may furnish a substitute after be is accepted and in camp,
The Post’s Washington dispatch says Gen.
Hooker has been ordered to Cincinnati.

sa

HIGHEST BOUNTIES PAID!

making the total bounties received by the recruit
tbree
ye*T8» #700 for two years,
#4-00 for
year* The bi&te aud City bounties
wilt be
CASH
at the time ot
service.

we *re

w;rB

ftw®Un,e(,PC*J“-

a

BAND
PORTLAND
Re-Organized.

enhstTent

army or

N, T. COBB, Leader.

JlMr HAVING re-organized under our old Leader.

BOUNTIES

No. 104 Middle

have also a large variety of
Stock and Chemicals, Cases,

man

electors:—Sydney Brooks, Ariel Ballon,
Sprague, Danl. Rodman.

ADDITIONAL

On the most reasonable terms at short notice.
HfOrders by mail or otherwise promptly attended to. Address A T. WALSH, 3v3 Congress St, or
E. A. JORDAN, No 27 Market Square.

-1*

VIu.ihF

Alt the store natures
Iron Sale, Desk, Stove
“■“ensures, Oil Cana Molasses
Tanks, lie. Ac.
Sept 3)—dtd

Fringes, Clothing, Edging*, frc.

Balls, Assemblies and Private Parties,

CORPS.

FOLLOWING

To the STATE and U. 8.
BOUNTIES, via:—*200
for one year s enlistment *300 for
two years’ en.
<»r three years'
,nto

style.

*

constantly

The Government feels no apprehension concerning Sherman’s communications.
Reinforcements are going to Sheridan.
Admiral Farragut will soon engage in very
important naval operations.
The Post’sspecial Washington
dispatch says (

29.

MARINE

at Auction.

at 10 a- M., at (tore No.
ru“al,lUer of » Orocery
f , olr'H’Sp eee, Sauces, Soaps,
Caodks V tut gar,
caodks,
otoae w«re, wocden
kc,

Stock.

ON

Sept 1.— eodlm*

AND

PORTLAND,

THU

now.

EBONY AND ROSEWOOD
FRAMES,
which they of].r at lowest rates.
Rosewood, Black Walnut,and all Kinds ol

nine miles.

I., Sept.

LIGHT i HEAYf ARTILLElt,

Citizens’ Committee will
pay to any volunteer
enlisting on the quota of the

The

one

They

The Democratic State Convention met here
to-day. Col. N. Van Slick presided. The
following are the nominees for Presidential

!

#700!
#400 !

Portraits & ^Pictures, HAS
just returned from
with
of the
Cleaned and Varnished in the best

New York, Sept. 26.
The Commercial's special Washington disit
Is
ascertained that Gen. Rosseau
patch says
has routed Forrest completely,
driving him

R.

#1,000

Augustus

RE-GILT,

To look equal to

immediately transported from tbe command
of the West Gulf to the North Atlantic blockade service, and that Admiral Lee will take
command of tbe fleet in Mobile Bay.

Providence,

City

Oi«rocerl«i
<iU,udt2il 5rV-ti»

cloths, C'as'iineres, Satinets. Al( aces.. Linens
Dress (foods, Cloaking*, D»gl*u*. Napkin., ciaeii
Damask, Hosiery. Linen Hai dktrehicis, Balmoral*

Is prepared to furnish MUSIC for

of Portland Bounties! CAVALRY,

*.M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, U Exchange St.

Dry and Fancy Uoodi

COBB’S_ BAND i

INFANTRY;

Plants of this celebrated Fruit
plied at the Nurseries of

generally

fore the middle of next mouth.
The time for receiving proposals for the
Mail steamship service between the United
States and Brazil has been extended to the afternoon of the 10th of October.
It may not be generally known that the
pay due any soldier in Southern prisons can
be had by their wives on presentation by the
latter of the proper vouches to the
pay department in this city.
It is believed that Admiral Farragut will be

Congress.

Beptaocgw

prepared to

in the

The Democratic convention for the 21 district re-nominated Hon. Geo. Middleton for

8

FOR

great

Lower Than any Other E»tablishment

Burlington, N. J., Sept. 29.

tio

ONE AND THREE YEARS! ..^rb^.andn“^K-nin'gS';'^ke*.fo,

St.,

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL,

Washington.

road between there and Nashville.

WteT-

irreLat

grea, St

W*

GREAT

aC]lH tCG

tered to him at the ballot box.

a

147

!

FALI- ™m oi Singing
8o2* ol Temperance Hall, No. Oona
OJ
rueea.y Kvenlng, Oct 4lb, at 7J O'cl'k.
Term*—Twenty-Four U»,cru :

I .h.

OSGOOD, \

EVAN’S BLOCK,
Have on hand the largest assortment of

School

Gentlemen...7.7,7.

MIRROR, PICTURE AND OVAL

was captured by the rebels last night
Gen. Smiths Head ; Quarters are still at
Desoto, where be is receiving reinforcements.

evacuation of

and would

l'rom

No.

Potosi

Richmond.

against it

CLEVELAND Sr

Political.

New Yobk, Sept. 29.

there are indications of the

7 Mercer-st, JS'ew York.

PICTUREJFRAMES!

In New

Nahuvillk, Tcnn., Sept. 28.
BA carrier Just arrived from Gen. Rosseau,
with dispatches to the effect that during the
night Forrest withdrew his whole force from
the vicinity of Pulaski, and he is believed to
have crossed the Chattanooga Railroad.
Gen. Rosseau reports the rebel losses during
yesterday night at about two hundred and
some twenty prisoners captured.
A small
rebel force is at Lynnville.
The Colonel commanding at Columbia, telegraphs that a small detachment of rebels are
near Columbia, intending
to strike the rail-

WANTED I

SALES.

JUJCTION

aardinor

—FOR—

son

BROTHERS,

sep23d3fc

to Desota.

From the

Illustrated $1,50.

MASON

The rebels have captured some property ini
Shepard Mountain, and are throwing shel
into the Fort and doing some execution.
Col. Mills was attacked at Mineral point last
night by a large body of rebels who were repulsed. Our troops subsequently withdiew

a

FERN.

real persons
distinction; as Walter ejeott, Napoleon and J sephine, Lord Byron, Dr Johnson,
Lord Chesterfield's Son, Robert Bums, Charlotte
Bronte, Andrew Jackson, Geo.
John
f Brown, and others, related in theStephenson,
inimitable style of
this distinguished authoress.

was

Capture of

BOOK,

the ycung, but int; resting to all;
INTENDED
containing mostly true stories ot the younger days
of
or

The Rebel Advance into Missouri.

Jb'rotn James River.

The Herald’s
writing on the

16mo«

Looking-Glass

on

ENTERTAINMENTS

R E C R U I T S Ring ing-

THH

Army and Navy, Attention ?

CITY OP

for

and.

From

FANNY

BY

will take place in the harbor.
Four hundred more Confederate prisoners
have been placed in the prison on Morris Isl-

Gen. Ewing

FOR

are

fob

Stores and

New York.
On the 1st of October

VOLUNTEERS

“all go in for Little

steamer.
A clergyman and five soldiers come into our
lines to-day.
from

MILITARY.

adopting.—[Worcester Transcript.

Washington Correspondence.

Rumors

Queen's English;
3—Results of Post Office Reform; 4—The
History of our Lord in Art; 5—English
Horses; 6—Public Schools; 7—Life of Edward Livingston; 8—De Rossi’s Christian and
Jewish Inscriptions; 9—Eugenie de Guevln;

Roads,

Stanton,
Secretary of War.

Richmond.

is, safety.

Edinburgh Review.—The July number
of this British Quarterly has been received
from the American re-publishers, Leonard
Scott & Co. Contents: 1—Mr. Foster’s Life

ton

E. M.

Million

they

that

delay

push on his campaign.
(Signed)

scribed.—The

loan

Stuuton

Washington, Sept. 29.
To Maj Gen. Dix. A dispatch
just received from Gen. Grant gives a
telegram contained in yesterdays Richmond
Whig dated at
Charlottesville, which states that our cavalry
entered Staunton on Monday at 7 A.
M., that
our forces were at
Waynesboro, and that no
damage had been done up to 5 P. M., but the
smoke indicated that they were
burning tho

their reach.

tors

tiff.

Official Dispatch from Secretary

old Latin maxim which these edi-

an

Items from Southern Sources.
New York, Sept. 29.
The Richmond papers of Monday state that
it was reported yesterday that Hood’s army
him and
was in (fen. Sherman’s rear, between

news

ters which are

There is

-----

rebels.

The Varian-Hoffman Concert.

to

Portland Daily Press.

Pilot Knob disguised at noon yesterday, ar- I
rived at Desota to-day, and reports Ewing
had concentrated his troops in front of the

establishment in New Eugland.

If these editors know
is geuerally believed,

and conversational powers had secured her
a uumberof male fii.mds from
among the
most respectable in town, was
recently visited
by a detective officer with a search warrant
for a $-00 diamond ring which she had stolen.
This article was not
only found, but in searching her trunks and boxes, a large quantity of
jewelry and about $16,000 in greenbacks were
also discovered. The
young gentlemen who
had loaned her a number of valuable rings
and other tokens of
love, etc., were so shocked
on
learning the character of the lady that
they declined to prosecute her, and advised
the “ wayward sister” to
depart in peace”—
a piece of advice which she was not slow in

TOTH*

Cbattauooga.

_MILITARY.

deportment

tions took

In the towns of Limerick and Limington
the authorities were of opinion that they could
All up their quota by volunteers, and a few

and school kooks, and are prepared to
supply
the trade on as favorable terms as any other

as

BY TELEGRAPB

sons;

Jr.

A fast Femenine.—A charming young
widow who was living in fine style at a St.
Louis hotel, and whose ladylike

Jo.

8

■ UIOCK, jaMJtei Dquaaro,
PORTLAND.

Clapp

rf Artificial Teeth Inserted on Oo.'d, Sih
KiueanUt bate. All operations *’n’Ta;f

satisfaction,_

|UneSQe«dlsl>

v®
b4

*lItoa'e'J “y'J^wThn

mHK Honse, Barn andI i«‘
«'•
s
■ of
( (j J
Congress and owal1
Wo t Congregational Chap I
fhe er„tlon ol
enough lor a good lurtner
arp v 'o
other houae. »or
>HKj,KY p willTK.

J-

“*r£|"»rt.cu'er.

e.ptl7*2w

OraUVJWIMuWU,

Three

My
BY

MBS.

AT TH«

Celebrated Mt. Zircon Mineral

C. N. THOMAS.

no pains
will be spared tnis season to meet the wants
and render pleasant and interesting the
stay of guests. And also as usual, 1 still
board cheaper than any other summer

iiuuov in New England.
For cases of
Complaint, Gravel, Stone in the Bladder, and others similar, I warrant a cure by the use of the water. Bplendid scenery and rides. At the short distance of four miles
oan be seen Rumford Falls, the
largest in New England. Horses and Carriages to let.
Good Trout
Ashing in streams and ponds. A new road was
built to the House last Juoe, making the access easier than to any other Mountain House. Daily coach
from Bryant’s Pond station of the Grand Trunk

how a living stream of men poured Into the
heart of the nation through all the great iron
arteries of the North.
It was then I gave my first offering.
The life of the nation trembled in the bals saiety in the
ance and I placed my husband
scale against it. I did it cheerfully, proudly,
but I did no more than others.
He came to me oue night with the light of
I knew
a great resolve in his piercing eye.
instinctively what it meant. My own fortune
was ample to secure me against want or de-

This elegant and commodious note! situated on the extremity ol
Neck, about half a mile
well-known Mansion
DSiOw the
has
Just been completed alter
House,

pendence upon friends, mv children were no
longer helpless, and I—what was I, that I
should bold him back V
He was born to be a leader and commander
of the people. The insignia of authority had
been God given, and everywhere his fellowHis
men recognized bis right to command.
presence seemed magnetic, and men crowded

be open lor

and will

clasp
untremuluos!
But oh, the loneliness and heartache that fellowed! My self-imposed courage and unnatural firmness utterly deserted me, and were

succeeded by a more thaa childish iear and
weakness.
Victor and Edith read the papers before they
were placed lu my hands, lest I might inadvertently stumble upon some paragraph which
in mv present state would add to my already
feverish excitement.
But this was not long. It was only the reactien after intense excitement—the outburst
of long repressed feeling. I was calmer then.
From my quiet home I watched my husband’s
proud career. His glory was mine—his success was mine, for he was successful.
Two brilliant engagements, through which
he bad passed unscathed, had won for him the
plaudits and thanks of a mighty people. I easily persuaded myself that He bore a charmed
life—that the Almighty had need of his pnny

BRADLEY'S

among
Bathing

Westbrook, May 21,1864.

onward.
The booming of guns, the tolling of bells,
the solemn music, and all the pageantry of a

REOPENE DI

HT* The public are specially informed that the
spacious, convenient ana well known Hallowbli
UoufiB, in the center of Hallowell, two miles from
Augusta, and four miles from Togus Spring, ha*
been refurnished, and is open for the
reception oj
oompany and permanent boarders.
Every attention will bo given to the oomfortoi
guests.

but 1 gave him no opportunity of expressing
it. I resolutely avoided the subject, but the

length.

STABLING,
and all the usual conveniences ef

popular hotel

a

amply provided.
Halloweli, Feb. 1 1864.

are

I

mch26 eodtf

THE AMERICAN

j

Hanover Street

HOUSE,

....

Boiton,

The Largest and Beet Arranged Hotel
IN NICW ENGLAND.
LEWIS RICE, Proprietor,

ooltly

MAINE INSURANCE CO.
Augusta, Maine.
Maine insurance Company insure against
loss or damage by Fire, Buildings, Merchandize and 1 nrniture, on terms as favorable as it can
be done by any solvent Company. Policies issuer
*
for One, Three, or Five years.
J. L. CUTLER, President.
J. H. WILLIAMS,Secretary.

THE

EDWARD

SHAW-Agent.

Fo. 102 Middle Street
MllMlb

American

Exchange

12 000
6 000

...

Nankin!
£»!*?'■ ^ed

Black Silk

8
10
18
18

000
000
000
000

Oapiial *200.000.
le.ore Balldiug., Merchandise. Haase,
hold Furniture. Rente. Lenses, Vessels an the Stocks, and other Personal Property at tne Lowest

PENSIONS!

Are obtained for Wounded Soldier* (discharged,
and the friends of deceased soldiers who are e titled
to the same by

BYRON

Attorney

VEHRIL.L,
ud Counsellor, it No. 117 flidu, Street,

8 000
Boots, pairs.
0 000
be made for one
Offers
may
ormorearticlrs at the
option of the bidder, and incase
one article is contained in this ofler, the chief
of the
will have the right to accept one or
of th
cles contained in such offer and reject the
The price must be uniform, and offers must
all of any one or more articles deliverable at all the
stations.
For the description of articles in the above
lint
bidders are referred to the samples at the said Navy
Yards, and to ibe advertisement of this bureau dated
July 8,1868; and for information as to the laws and

mor?than

bS?ean
“irfi

rem.inH.!'

regulations (in pamphlet form) regarding contracts,
to the officers or the several commandants of
navy
yards and navy agents
fUo Department reserves the right to reject any
propo a s not considered advantageous to the Government.

•uiSiS?* f?nn of proposal may be obtained on apat Boston, New York,
khVmPM?^>lhI!itlav>r
d
hiliuielphia, and at this
bureau,

sep91aw4w

Bale of Lands and
Timber lor the Benefit
of Normal

Schools.

Land Office,

)

TN pnwn.no. of the
„
establishment of Normal
Marob »6,1803, and the further report of'
m%de August 15th, 1W4: the Laud A"ftnt
for sale at public auction, at the Land Office in S*nf
go-, on Tuesday, March 14,1865. at 12
all the right, title and interest wh ch the State
has’
being one undivided half, owned in common w th
of townships numbered Sixteen, Ran»«
proprietors,
Eleven. (16 ft 11) and Sixteen. Range Twelve, ( 6 li
12) West from the Ea?t line of the State, in County
of Aroostook, at a minimum price of thirty cent*
per acre fjr either or both traots. Terms Cash.
ISAAC B. CLARK,
Sept 1ft—lawtd
Land Agent.

1

sShoSl.

*£?
wirtJSki

Lumber

undersigned has been appointed by the above
Compand Sole Agent for tne sale of lumber, for
the State of New York and all torts and places north
of New York, and is prepared to furnish hard pine
lumber in kny
quantities,by the cargo, sawed to any
desired dimensions, at the shortest notioe; also Black
Walnut, Baywood, &e.
JOB A. TURNER,
No. 66 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

THE

Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing between
Bweat and Cleaves as Attorneys at Law, is this
aay dissolved by mutual consent. The affairsol the
k® adjusted by either party.
fir?
will continue in business at office No
SSJj Btre®b
Mussey’s Row.
at the office °f Howard A Cleaves, No
Vl Middle I?
street, over Casco Bank

THE

L. D. M. 8 WE AT,
NATHAN CLEAVES.
Pnrti.ywi T«i
Portland.
July ]fith 1864.
Jyl8d8m

PORTLAND DRY DOCK COMPANY.

ansss

”

SKINNEB’S POLMONALES
immediately relieve Coughs

belonainJ fl’ !vC °(°*
Pownal./u aek^rmSS

Home,?elF

l.Ja'

Lkaxdk* F. Wood, Executor

Pownal, Sept, 6,1864,

Colds, H oareenes«, Loss of voice

Bronchitis, Lassitude, Thirst’

instant

relief

k,

.v

and every sympttom of the first
stages of --u'monary Consump.
tiou. they are whit«. in form
of a wafer, and as suitable for
the inf.<nt in ihecradleas apatient of three score years and
ten. Oratorsandsll who overthe T0C&1 organs receive
086
8old hT »*> Druggists

,tax

PreparedttW
suppw'inf

•trhSt,

log desc'ibed real estate,
of Charles Alien, late of
ot Cumberland deceased, viz., the
of paid Charles Allen, containing about ntti
with thebuildinga ther on. situated in said
together with about live ard one half acres of
situated in New Gloucester, in paid County bote
of land being thesame owned and occupied
y said deceased at tb* time of his death.

Earoels

f'Krit
Avib."i
Tr^uurcr.

-Ii.lv #nh. 1SU4

V Tremont
Boston
H 5'*,?**’ cb*mM,
oor- Fr« *"d Middle
streets,
nptytng agents.
s«p27eod$-eow6m

Sale.

»ept7w3w

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Bill-Head* Haled and Cut in the Neatest Manner,

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding #60 in value, and that personal, unless notiee is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every #600 additional value.
C. J. BRYDUES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
Portland, June 26, 1864.
nov6

Notice to Phys,clans.

at*a

Railroad, will be sold
^8,ate- on a
•boat retiring from business K “* as the owner is
F- PHILL1P8’ »«
“ «*~t

Pott10"

_septlflTTfc8tf

Chain Cable Tor Sale.

Cahte—new—for sale bv
A ONE inch Chain
McGILVeby, b k an *a davis.
-vpaedQw

For more extended iniormation, apply to J. O.
Kendrick, Bangor; tho local Agents at the various
landings; the Depot Masters of the P. 8. & P.,
Eastern, and B. ft M. Railroads; Abiel Somerby,
Portland; Lang k Delano, Boston, or
CHA6. SPEAR, General Agent.
June 4.—isdtf

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go.
One of
steamers of

the following first-class
this Line viz:—Peruvian,
Hibernia. North American, J ura, BelIYW1 ■iZgSu gian, Nova Scotian, Moravian, DamaecuB, ww sail Irom Quebec, rvkry Saturday

Morjnihg. lor Liverpool via Londonderry.
Also the 6teainers St. David. St. Gkorqk, St.
Abdrbw. St. Patrick, tri monthly ITom Quebec
for Glasgow. Prepaid and return tickets issued at
reduoed rates. For passage apply to H. & A. ALLJ. L. FARMER,
AN Montreal, or to
No. 10 Exchange street Portland.
mayl6dtf

International

Steamship Company,
Calais & St. John.

Eastport,

On and after Monday, Maroh 28,
the superior sea-gomg steamer

Bailrond, and other Corporation Work, done
with promptness and fidelity.
•

INSURANCE POLICIES, BILLS OF LADING,
TIME TABLES, and all sorts of LEGAL
DOCUMENTS, at ehort notice.

Sirmou, Reports, aid all kiidi of

Pamphlet*.

Put op in superior style.

Bronzed

and

Colored

Labels,

For Apothecaries, Merchants, and Fanoy Dealers
got up in the best style of the art.

Weddino-

Fork A Cumberland Railroad.
RUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Band-bills,

POSTERS,

Sbop-bills,

Progani-

mes, Circulars
plain printing of every description. Also,
Buie and Figure work, executed neatly, and on
terms that oannot ikil to satisfy.

And

Train with

Passenger

Gars) ana ».i& a. x., ana o.ov r. m.
Leave Portland for Saoo River, 7.46 a. x. and
2.00 and 6,20 p. m. The 2.00 p. m. train out, and 6.45
a. x. train into Portland, will be freight trains with
passenger oars attached.
Stages connect at 8acoarappa daily for South
Windham, Windham Center and Great Fails.
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish. Steep

Falls, Baldwin. 8ebago, Bridgton, Hiram, Limington, Cornish, Denmark, Brownfield. Lovel, Fryeburg, Conway,Bartlett, Albany, Jackson and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonney Eagle, South Limington, Limington and Limerick.
At Saco River tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipoe, Newfleld, Parsonsfield, Eifingnam, Freedom, Madison, Eaton, Cornish, Porter, &c.

THE DAILY PRESS
Printing Office

has one of Roper’ Improved Calorie
Engines for motive power, and is furnished with
improved and costly Presses—Cylinder and Platen—
from the most celebrated makers. We have in constant use one of HOE'S LARGE CYLINDER
PRESSES, oapableof throwing off 2500 Sheets
an hour; one of Adam's Power Presses—the best
book press in the world; Adam’s and Potter’s Fast
Machine Job Presses; Buggies’ superior Cord Pres ;
Adams’ and Union large Hand Presses] Standing
Presses, and all the machinery necessary far a well
appointed office.
The Daily Press Job Office is believed to be as well
tarnished as any similar establishment in the State.
Those sending order from the country may rely on
receiving prompt attention.
We execute all orders in the shortest possible time
and in the neatest and best manner.
We will do all kinds of printing as well and as

promptly, and as cheap as any other establishment
the City, County or State.
All orders for Job Printing must be directed te
the Daily Press Job Office, No. 82$ Exchange street,
Portland. Me.
The Job Office is under the personal supervision
of the senior proprietor, who is the CITY PRINTER, and is himself an experienced practical workman, and employs only well-skilled mechanics in
this department of his work.

The Portland

MONDAY, April

I 1th,, 1864, trains will leave as
It follows, until lhrther notice :
=*
Saco Kiver for Portland at 6.46
“(Freight

LARGE

Fares 6 cents less when tickets are purchased in
the Office, than when paid in the Cars,
DAN.

Portland

April 7,1864.

BAILBOAdT

Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk
Station, for Lewiston and Anbom, at

For Bangor and intermediate stations at I.2S F.x.
RETURNING—leave Lewiston at 8J0 A. x., and
arrive in Portland at 8.80 a. m. Leave Bangor at

7.80 a. x., and arrive in Portland at 2 16 f. x. Both
these trains oonnect at Portland with trains for
Boston.
Freight train loaves Portland at 8 A. X., and retuning is due inFortland at 1 r. x.
Stages oonnect with trains at prinolpal stations,
dally for most of the towns North and East of this
C. M. MORSE,Sup’t.
Uno.

Waterville, November, 1863.

deol4

PORTLAND. SACO & PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.

ARRANGEMENTS.
Commencing April 11th, 1864.
nuoami
Passenger Trains will leave the Btastv^im tion, Canal street, daily, (Sundays oxOepted) as iollcws:
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8.46 A. x. and 8.88
SUMMER

THE STEAMERS
Will,

LeaveBoeton for Portland at 7.88 A. X. and
F.x.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 A. x.

follows:

notloe, ran

THE MAINE STATE
largest

Fare in Cabin.....(2.00
Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding 860 in value, and that personal, unless notloe is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every 8600 additional value.
dtf
Feb. 18,1868.
L. BILLINGS, Agont

Portland and New York Steamers
SEMIWEEKLY

LINE.

splendid and fast Steamships
"LOCUBT POINT,” Capt.. Willutt,
<- T-.ti y»and “POTOMAC,” Captain SbbbxasHMSSSSwooD, will,until farther notioe, ran
M follows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNE8DAY, and SATURDAY', at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
• Morth River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’olook, P. M.
These vessels are flttod up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
oomfortable route fbr travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage 87,00, instating Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
Ohn
Shippers are requested to send their Height to the
steamers s*early as 8 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For Height or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., He. W WfSt Street,
Hew Tork.
Deo. 8,1861.
«tr
The

b.

Sueboo,

published
news

by

PRESS,

every
mail a

Marine List, Market Beports, Ac., of the
Daily Press, at the following prices, viz:—

matter.

Single copy, one year, Invariably
In advance..*2.00
Subscriptions solicited. Agents wanted in every
town. Postmasters requested to act as agents.
N. A. FOSTER & Co., Peopeietoes.
June 1, 1884.

dtf

INTISKNATIOlYAIs

Firo Insuranc0

Company

I

Of New York, Office 113 Broadway.

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.

WM. E. WARREN, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vic© President.
GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Secretary.
of Peferences:
John B. Brown & Son, Hkrsey Fletcher & Co.
H. J. Libby & Co.
John Lynch & Co.
Board

The undersigned having been appointed Aghnt
and Attorney for this Compary, is now prepared
to issue Policies on Insurable Property at current
rates.
ST Portland Office, 186 Pore Street.

JOHN W. HUNGER, Agent.
June 8.1884.—dtf

Seizure of

Goods.

is hereby given that the following described goods were seized at this port, on the
days hereinafter mentioned, for a violation of the
1864, on wharf from
Revenue Laws:—June 24.
steamer from St. John, N. B., 1 bbl. Whiskey, 2
cases Wine (of 12 bottles each)
July 16, 1864, on
board brig Tho*. Conner, 2 bbls Molasses, July 26,
1864, on board a team 1 bbl. bugar, 1 bag Sugar.—
August 6th, 1864, on board brig Martha A Berry, 1*
bbl Molasses
August 11,1864, on board brig Calmuck 2 bbls Molasses
August 10, 1864, on board
brig C. H. Kennedy 4 bbls. Molasses.
or
persons, desiring the same, are reAny person
quested to appear and make such claim,within ninehereof; otherwise
ty days from the day of the date
the said goods will be disposed of in accordance with
the act of Congress, appioved April 2, 1844.
I. WASHBURN, J*., Collector.
Sept 2—dlaw8w

NOTICE

1ST O T I C E

House aiul Lot No* 31 Danforth St., For
Sale.
The two and a half storied wooden dwelling
■1 House and lot, No. 81 Danforth St., oontainllLing ten good sized rooms, with a bathing
room—piped for gas throughout—a furnace that
will heat every part of the house. Cistern tor rain

tjfk.

water and a never failing well of drinking water.
On the premies are a good
Copper pumps, fco.
barn ana sheds. The lot is about 126 by 44 feet. The
house can be examined any day from 10 A. M. till 5
F. M., by calling on the subscriber who will furnish
particulars and terms of sale.
J. K. BRAZIER,

Ocean Insurance Company Building,
No. 27 Exchange St.

1
PROVOST MARSHAL'S OFFICE,
First District, State qf Maine,
1864
11th,
)
Portland, August
on all ordinary subjects connected
with the enrolment, draft, exemptions, liability
to draft, credits and accounts of men furnished,
should be addressed to the Provost Marshal of the
to
Congressional District, and in case he is not able
an?
er them he will ask information of the Provost
thus
be
Answers
the
State.
Mai. bal General of
may
secured more promptly than by addressing the Provost Marshal General at Washington, where more
important business often prevent prompt answers
to multitude of inquiries now addressed to the Bureau on personal and other matters of minor conse-

—

pied

Boston dally.

PROPOSALS

INQUIRIES

quence.

By Order of Major J.

W. T. GARDINER.
CHARLES H. DOUGHTY,
Capt. and Provost Marshal 1st District Maine.
Aug. 18—d8m

Department.
August 26,1864
j
be received at thi« department
November 1864, at 12 o'clook
until the
noon, for the construction ol the C ustoxn House authorized to be erected at Portland, Me, according to
the plane and specifications prepared at this Department; said proposals to be either lor the whole
building, or separate for different kinds of work: tbe
Department reserving the right to reject or accept
the proposals hereby invited, or any part thereof
where it deems the interest of the United StaUs requires it; the Department also reserving the right to
exclude the bid of any person or persons, whom
there is just cause to believe will not taitbfully perform the contract. Also all bids that upon investiwill
first

PROPOSALS

gation

are below a fair price lor the work.
Bids will not be received in gross, and the Department having prepared a schedule ot the approximate quantities of each kind of work and material
required, (which schedule may be had at tbe office
of the Supervising Architect, Treasury Department)
toe bidder will be required to affix his prices thereto
for such articles and kinds of work as he proposes to
bid for, and then carry the whole out in one gross
amount.
Ninety per cent, of the amount of the work done
and material delivered according to contract price,
(said amount to be ascertained by the estimate cf an
Agent ol the
appointed for that purpose) will be paid from time to time as the work progresses, and teu per cent, retained until the comple
tion of the contract, and acceptance ol the work
by
the Agent aforesaid, and be forfeited in the event of
the non-fulfillment of tbe contract.
Contracts will be awarded only to Master Builders
and Mechanics, and the assignment thereof.
except
by consent of the Secretary ol the Treasury, will be
a forfeiture of the same.
Each proposal must be accompanied by a guarantee, signed bv two responsible persons, (certified to
be so by the United States District Judge or Attorney of said District), in the sum of $5,000,00 for the
whole work, or of a proportionate amount if for any
part, that the bidder will, when required, if his proposal be accepted, enter into a contract and bond,
with suficient securities for its faithful performance.
Forms of the bond and certificate required; also

Department

the plans, specifications and working drawing- will
be furnisaed on application to the Supervising Architect of the Department.
No bid will be considered, unless it fully eomplies
in aU its details with the requirements ot this advertisement.
'The Proposals must be sent to this Department, addressed to isaiali Rogers, Supervising Architect,
and plainly eadorsesd:
“Proposals for the Portland Custom House."
Proposals will also be received at the same time
for too old Custom House building and materials
therein, (the four granite columns pn Fore s reet
excepted) to be removed within sixty (fioi days from
date of the award, and in case the sale of the same
be awarded to the successful bidder for the new Custom House, the amount of same will be taken as part
payment of his oontract.
ISAIAH ROGERS,

Supervising Architect.

Cords Wood and

Bailway.

I
Fbeiqht Agekcy,
Portland, Sept 8,1864.)
from
this ComA LL persons requiring receipt
A p.nv forthe de ivery of Freight, and payment
of freight chargee, above twenty dollar*, nut affix
Btamp. upon the aameor they will notbe »igned.
JOHN POBTEOU6, Agent.
Sept 6—dim

Logs Wanted.

desired for cargoes of the following woods, visWhite or Canadian Poplar
Hemlock, Baswood, or American Linden, Beech'
Yellow Birch, and Wkite or Red Elm and White
Spruoe—all to be sound and merchantable.
Offers may be made to furnish by .the cord, or In
the log of 8 or 13 or 16 feet long, lrom 0 inches in
diameter upward, to bo delivered ou navigable water
for vessels drawing when loaded nine feet. Parties
please state the kind of wood, and the amount they
can furnish, where they wish to deliver for shinment, and when it will bo delivered there, and the
lowest cash price porcord or 1000 feet, as they desire
to contract.
For further particulars, or sending proposals
please address

PROPOSALS

are

B.

Grand Trunk

andLumbermen.

BUFFUM,

Treasurer American Wood Paper Company,
Ang 38—dSm

NO.

Providence, ft.

1.

House to Let.
3 Cotton St,, suitable for a boarding house.

Cure the Worst of You,

DYSPEPSIA CURE!
Believe Ton

lav on mortgage if desired
property will be offered at Auction on the first
of August, if not sold before.
AC CRN HAINES.
Portland, July 21,1864.
can

Provision Store for Sale.
Stock and fixtures of

THE
favorably located in
the line of B.

a

R.,

a

Provision Store,

thriving manufacturing
a

few miles from Port-

good chance fpr a party with a small
capital. Expenses small; rent opjy five dollars a
month. Will be sold low lor oaeh—eiiaugp pt busia

Present quota of thetown ip be
ness cause of sale.
filled by enlistments. Call on or address lmmoalO. W. BURN HAM,
ately
International House, Portland, Me.
Ang. 23,1864.-dtf
on

Free street tor Sale.

valuable roai estate on Free street, known
as the “Furbish property." The lot is about UiS
feet on Free street and extends baek about 174 teet.
Said estate will be sold as a whole, or ttje easterly
half of the dwelling house, with lot about 40 by 176
feet, will be sold by itself.
Application may be made to James Furbish, Esq.,
on tua premises, or to
GEO.E. B. JACKaON,

THE

julyldtf

Exchange

69

street.

For Sale.
SQUARE blook ol'land, of about 73000

of wood land,
A
the south side
St. Lawrance, in Canada East. It is

acres

pf the river

on

int«V«ccded by

considerable rivers with eligible Mill sits. Wwl
wooded with every description of timber, such as
pine and spruce in large quantities, aod maple,
beroh, beech, tamarao and bass wondtoany amount.
H. T. MACHIN, Portland.
Enquire of
Portland, Feb. 1««4.
febiSeodtf

two

For Sale.
CUFF COTTAGE, containing Qygr 2D
rooms,large stablo and sheds—situated two
and one-half miles (tom Portland, and the
m finest situation in
Cape Elisabeth tor a waft tering plaoe, and summer boarders- For
-lars enquire of
GEO. OWEN,
101 Commercial Street, Portland
op7 dtf

I'or Sale.
TWO story House and Lot, situated

on

Port-

A land street, with Stable and otherout buildings.

Also two

adjoining

lots

containing about eight
feet. Enquire *f N. STEVENS,

thousand square
No. 47 Portland street.

jnppjtdtf

To Lei,
first class tenements at the corner of Salem
Brackett Sts.: also one tenement on Green
of JABEZ C. WOODMAN. Jr., Keal
81 Exchange St., or NATHAN M.
Broker,
Estate
WOODMAN, SB Oak St.
s-ptedti

and
TWO
Inquire

St

House For .Vale
TWO story wooden house, <». 13 Ajjjms street,

A 11 finished
rooms, convenient ler two'Emilies;
of
water.
For
good

plenty

particulars inquire

B. J. WILLARD.

Portland, May 14,1864.

of

mayl4eodtf

To Let.
WNOUR 0«e*s suettut in suites, over Stores Nos.
F 162 and 164 Exchange Street, opposite the International House. Apply on the premise* ip
A. L. BROWB.
Jy4 dtf

To Let.
now ocoapiod by us. Possession
given
immediately.

STORE
Also, Front
a

•a*8

Offloe in

8tore

Hanson Block.

H. J. LIBRE V A CO.

dtf_
now

To Let.
occupied by

THEMoobanlo Hall.

E.
Bnquire of
C. P.

ang26

E. Little, qnder
KIMBaLL,
Preble Street.

To Let.
STORE in Galt’s Block

ONE
an22 dtf

THE

Apply

to

3. T.

MACHIN,

For Sale at a Bargain.
three story, brown-stone mastic bouse
No

948 Cumberland, corner of Green street ’containing ten roome, with dining room, &o„ finished
in medern style, with gas; also an abundance ot
hard and soft water in kitchen Apply at 120 Commercial et.
sepl6d2w

To Let.
booms to let, with or with,
gnt board, at 884 Congress at.
seplMlw*

Unfurnished

he

oan

ad5re8«©,»
H°n °Tth0

jour

OOFS DYSPEPSIA CURE!
Fever and

Ague, Sick-Headache, Sickness at the
Stomach, Constipation, Heartburn, Colic Pains
in Stomach or Bowels,
Dysentery, Vomiting, a feeliug of Faintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,

will m>t and cannot exist where the cure ia used._
It removes the disease by removing the cause, not
like Alcoholic Bitters which cover
up your bad feelings for a tew moments by their exhilarating effeots.
Beware ofsuch remedies or beverages, but in their
place use a remedy that will restore the diseased
functions to their normal condition, and set in motion the entire human mechanism in perfect harmony, and upon principles synonymous with well
physological laws. That snob will be the ef-

Refined

COE'S DYSPEPSIA

earned

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know

that remedies handed out from general use should
have their ofbcaoy established by well-tested experienoe in the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose preparatory study fits him tor all the
duties he must fulfill; yettheoouutry is flooded with
poor nostrums and cure-alls, purporting to bo the
best in the world, whieb are not only useless, hot always injurious. The unfortunate should be pabtioulak in selecting his physician, as it is a lamentable
yet ineontrevertable faot that many syphilitio aptients are made miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment from inexperienced physicians in
general praotice; for it is a point generally conoeded
by the best syphilographers, that the study and management of these complaints should engross the
whole time of those who would be competent and
successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general praotltioner, having neither opnor time to make himself acquainted with
portunity
their pathology, commonly pnsruos one system of
treatment, In most cases making an indiscriminate
nse of that antiquated and
dangerous weapon, Heronry.

CURE,

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
AH wHo h*ve committed

CONTAINING HUTHIBR
INJURIOUS TO TB*
MOST

Young Men troubled with omissions In sloep, a
the result of a bad habit Is
scientifically, and a perfeot cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are oonsoltod by one
or moro young men with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they
had the consumption, and by their friends supposed
to have it. All such owes yield to the proper and
only oorreot coarse of treatment, and la a short time
are made to rejoioe In perfect health.

oan

Voice from home through our City Paper t.
New Haven, Conn June 18,1864.
Messrs. Editors:—Allow me, through yuur oolumuB, to acknowledge my gratitude lor the benefit 1
have reoeived from the use of Coe’s
Dyspepsia Cure.
Although 1 was a great sufferer trom Dyspepsia!
the first dose gave instant relief, and one ounce has
enabled me to eat anything 1 please, without
pain.
I fcqye now stopped using the mediotne, as I no
Palmika Lyman.
longer seed it.
A

From ...
the benefit derived by the gse of Coe's
Dysin my family, 1 am prepared to say that
intend to be without it and advise ail who
are afflicted with Dyspepsia to try it.
never

Pbidaxdxb Luwie.

Mr. Coe —The boUl. of Coe's
Cure y ou
me has backed up your statement
goucarning
t. I have
used half a bottle, and oan cat pine
apple short cake or anything el-e, without
It acta like a oharm. Thereuef it aflordB is instantaneous.
Janx A. Lowuby.
New Haven, June 18,1864.

Elixir !• the

an

abstract method of cure, Irrespective of all the old and worn-out systems.
This medicine has been tested by the most eminent medical men of the day, and by them pronounced to be one ot the greatest medical discoveries ol

entirely new

the

trouble.

Those Who know my constitution, what my condition has been tor the last thirty years, will believe
with mo that a mediums that will reach my cose, will
reach almost any one. Coe's Dyspepsia Cure has
enabled me to eat anything l please, and it is very
frildcm I now have to use the medicine.
Jt relieve#
me in an instant when 1 was iu
great pain
Mv
whole system is being strengthened by its use.
Bao®ott’
New Haven, June 29,1864.

lm ortant to Travelers.
While Journey mg an tfc9 oars, my stomach became badly deranged,
oausing spyere pain in my
head. Had it been on the water it wojijd have
beenoalled sea-sickness. A lady sitting by me
knowing my condition, reached out abott.e saying’
•‘txkp a swallow." 1 did so. and iu less than five
minutes my trouble was ended. The mecioine was
“Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure,” and from the effect it had
upon the Stomach, and wb»t J have learned of it
since. 1 think it must be ap excellent remedy for
6 »a-*iokae«s and Dj spepsja.
HJiS. SAMUEL FIELD.
Madison, June 80tb, 1864,
New Haven, June 28th, 1864.
Messrs. C. G. Clark k Co.—Gentlemen:—1 desire
to make known the almost instantaneous effects of
"Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure,” in eases of cholera morbne.
I h.ad been for twenty lour hours purging at the
atbmuub apd bowels, every fifteen minutes. I went
into your d,ug store to procure some brandy, as 1
bad always been told that it was a good remedy lor
Dysentery. My pallid foco apd mv weakness at
once attracted the attention oi the clerk ip
charge,
and be asked me at once ‘‘what is the matter!" I
replied: “I have been iOrtwentry-four hoars vomit1
and
and
am
unable to stand or walk,
ing
purging,
from weakness, and this deadly sickness at my stomach oomplgteiy prostrates me.” He produoed a bottle of Coe's
Cure, saying, "take a large
of tpa£, it I* pew 11 o'clock; taken another

Dyspepsia

iflpr dipper."
From the moment I took that first fioee of the
medicine my sickness at stomach was gone— its efibet
was instantaneous. In an hour I eat
my dinner with
as good a relish as ever
hungry man partook, (as I
was well cleared out of food.) and
followed by a
teaspoonftil of cure. I have not suffered a particle
of inoonvenience sinoe I took the remedy.
Its action was so wonderfol and so immediate,
that I could hardly believe the evidences of my own
senses, and I desire to publicly make known these
facts, lh$.t the whole world may avail themselves of
its use
Ififce brfiafi, Jt thould find a place in every
one's bouse, and f hclioyo that no one should go
from
home withouta buttle »f it to his pooket,
away
or where it eonld be quickly made avaifapre.
GEO. L. DRAKE.
Truly yours,
of the Twmty-flve.
New Haven, July 11th, 1864. V
Mr. Coe—Sir:—Having been troubled with the
Deepens;# for some eight or twelve months. I have
taken tbs usual kinds of medicines, which have done
me no good,
i t»w yopr advertisement of a medi-

age.

One bottle will
A few doses

firstT* driiL

Ee.pectiuiiy,

y. WOODEDFE.

JffW

Haven, June ilth, 1864
bottle of Dyspepsia
M?umior0fTffigr.S<r--n*
I received
HediolDO

lrom yon, gave instuntaneocs
distressed me.
.ufbd it when my
about like taking two doses
to-day, one fcomorroW’ then every other day, increasing the quantdy ot Ipod and decreasing the medicine.until I was
enabled to cat without taking anything at all. My
case was an extreme
one, baying suffered for seven
years. I now oonsider myself ouved, and by using
only one bottle of medicine in the spaoo qf tyro
months. The dose was a teaspoonftil.
Euu 8. Allkh.

food

ibo'y

Sold by Druggists in oity »nd country, everywhere.
Price 91.00 per Bottle.
Orders by mail, from either dealers or consumers,

promptly attended

to.

One bottle ouree Palpitation of the Heart.
A few doses restore the organs of generation.
From one to three bottles restores the manlines
and full vigor of youth.
A few doses restore the appetite.
Three bottles cure the worst case of
Impotency.
A few doses

oure

the

low-spirited.

One bottle restores mental power.
A few doses bring the rose to the oheek.
This medicine restores to manly vigor and robu
health the poor, debilitated, wcrn-down, and de
pairing devotee of sensual pleasure.
The listless, enervated youth, the overtasked men
of business, the victim of nervous depression, the
ndividual suffering from general debility, or from
weakness of a stupe organ, will all find immediate
and permanent relief by the use of this Elixir or Essence of Lift.
Price $2 per bottle, or three bottles tor B5, and
forwarded by Express, on rooeipt of monsy, to any
address.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
DH. W

H. MEBWIN * Co.,

SOLE PROPRIETORS.
Ho. 5# Liberty-et., New York.

CHEROKEE

PILLS!

MIDDLE AGED
SUGAR COATED.

There are many men at toe ag*
** M uJwnoare
troubled with too frequent ovoouauons from the
bladder, often aocompanied by a slight smarting oi
burning sensation, and weakening the system in a
manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or the oolor will be of a thin
milkish hne, again ohanging to a dark and turbid
appearance. There are many men who die of this
difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I oan warrant a perfect oure in such oases, and a
frill and healthy restoration of the nrinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
oan do so by writing in a plain manner a description
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence etriotiy confidential and wtlJ
be returned If desired.
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
Address,
No. 6 Temple St., [corner of Middle] Portland
V~Bend Stamp for droular.

Eclectic Medical

D&.

Infirmary,

TO THE LADIES.
HUGHES particularly Invites all Ladies wb«

need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
6 Temple Street, which they will find arranged foi
their especial accommodation.
Dr. EL’s

EclecticHenovating Medloinesareunrival-

led in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is speoifio and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
xiADlES will find it invaluable in all casos of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable., containing nothing in
the least injurious to ino health, and may betaken
with perfect safety at ail times.
Sent to any part ofthe country with fall dlreotloni
DK. HUGHES,
by addressing
Vo. 5 Temple fitreot, corner of Middle, Portland.
V.B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in oonstant attend

FEMALE

REGULATOR,

HEALTH PRESERVER,
CERTAIN AND SAFE,

For the removal of Obstructions, and the Insurano

Regularity in the RecurTenoe
Monthly Periods.

of

of the

They cure or obvlatethose numerous diseases thespring from irregularity, by removing the rregular

tty itself.

They euro Suppressed,Excessive and Palnftl Menstruation.

They oure Green 8iokneit (Chlorosis).
They oure Nervous and Spinal Afftotiona, pains in
the baok and lower parts of the body. Heaviness,
Fatigue on slight exertion. Palpitation of the Hoart
Lowness of Spirits, Hysteria, Siok Headache, Giddiness, ete., etc. In a word, by removing the Irregulartty, they remove the cause, and with it all the
effects that spring from it.
Composed of simple vegetable extracts, they contain nothing deleterious to any constitution, however delicate—their Auction being to substitute
strength for weakness, whieh, when properly used,
they never Ball to do.
All letters seeking information or advice will be
promptly, freely and discreetly answered.
Full directions accompany each box.
Price <1 per box, or tlx boxes for S6.
Bent by mail, free of pottage, on receipt of price.
Bold by all respectable Druggists.

own sex.

(anld&wly

anoe.

Dr. W. B. MEBWra * Co.,
SOLE PROPRIETORS,

DIRIGO

No. 69 IJb«rty*it., New York.

Insurance Co. of Portland, Me.
OFFICE

•

Loans on

fabflcodfceowlr

CATARRH!

28 EXCHANGE ST.

Capital,
PAJlT

Invested

as

$500,000.

IN

$200,000.

follows

Mortgages of Real Estate

-AID-

NOISES IN THE HEAP! !

at two-

tbirds its value,
856,300
on pledge of United States Securities,
61,800

Loans
Loans
Loans
Loans

84 600
pledge of City Scrip,
on pledge of Bank Stocks,
28,900
on pledge of State of Maine Bonds,
24,600
Loans on pledge of Androscoggin County
Bonds,
4,000
on

8200,000

This Company Is now prepared to lssne policies
upon all kinds of property in tbe oity or country,
liable to loss or damage by fire, at a. low rates as is
taken by any other office.
Tbe patronaee oi tbe
merchauts and citizens generally oi Portland and
is
most
.olicited.
vicinity,
respectfully
A. K. 8HURTLKFF, President.

CUBED BT INHALING

v

A

Harmless
OP

NO

Fluid,

AGREEABLE ODOR.

VIOLENT

SYRINGING

Of the Head.
THE SENSE OF TASTE AND SMELL

RESTORES

JEREMIAH DOW, Secretary.

DR.

directors:
J. B.
J. B

Brown,
Carroll,

S JO. Spring,

St. John

Smith,

PhilipH. lfrown,

D. W. Clark,
U. 1. Robinson.

Lynch,

John

H. M. payson,
Andrew Spring,

STATEMENT OF THE
J3tna Insurance

Company,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
On thelat day of November, A. p. LS58, as required
by tbe Law. of tho State of Maine.
The Capital 8took is.81.600.000
and with the turplut is forested at follow:
Real estate, uninoumbered,
887,968 18
Cash in hand, on deposit, and in agents'
hands,
216,960 66
United States Stooks,
512,847 60
State and City Stocks, and Town Bonds, 669.460 00
Bank and Trust Company Stocks,
1,047,270 00
8aj,9«0 00
Mortgage Bonds,
Atlantia Mutual Ins. Co’s scrip, 1862-3,
16,866 60
Total Assets,
88,026,379 74
Amount of Liabilities ior Losses not
due or adjusted,
8175,111 84
Amount at risk, estimated,
116,618,479 ty
TH08. A. ALEXANDER, President.
Luotue J. Hardee, Secretary.

Hartford, Nov. 7, 1868.

J. C.

R.

GOODALE'S

CATARRH

TRUSTEES:
H. J. Libby,
H. N Jose,
J. N. Winslow, G.W. Woodman,
Alvah Conant,
H I. Robinson,
C. H. Haskell, 8. C. Chase,
N. O. Cram,
Wm. Moulton.

Dow,
Portland, August 1, 1864. —isd8m

Jeremiah

CHURCHILL, Agent,

REMEDY.

Dr. Goodale has combatted Catarrh nntll bo baa

fought it down. It baa been a long war, but hia triumph ia complete. Through all coming time hia Catarrh Remedy will be known ae the only one antidote for a disease which auperficialieta have declared inourable. Catarrh doctors, so called,
spring np
like muahroons, on nil sides. The object of these
pocket practitioners la money. They use dangerous
instruments. Their violent manipulations irritate
the already inflamed membrane. They never care.
Dr. Goodale’8 treatment ia medicinal, not meohanioal. He does not believe in the force-pump system,
which ia working ao muoh mischief. His remedy
passes through the absorbents, to the aent of the disease, and obliterates it. It does not relieve merely
for a day, but for ail time. Lastly, it oosts a dollar
t bottle—no more.
Dr. Dodge of Auburn if. T.
After having witnessed tho elects of this Remedy
ia Catarrh, thus speaks of it;—it is
truly aud unconditionally a Herculean Speciilc lor the » hole disease.
Such an article ought not to be "bid nuoer a
busbel," and any man who can invent so truly an
efficient and positive a remedy fur such a loathsome
disease, ought to be considered one of the beneiactors of his raoe, and his name and the effects 01 hit
BkUl perpetuated.
Yours respoctfhllv,
D. L DODGE, A. M.
Pliny Milet, the well-known Traveller,
And whose family physician Dr. Goodale was tor
many years, save—"If Dr. Goodale cays he can euro
Catari h, he ean care it," he.

No. 4 Iron Block, Portland Pier,

eeier

deotdtf

Copartnership

Notice.

_—--diy

undersigned hftve this day formed 9 Copartnership under the name and stylo of Fling k

THE

Whittemore, and have taken the store formerly 00cepied by Henry Fling, No. 91, Commercial street,
where they intend doing a Commission and Wholesale business, in Teas, Tobacco, W. I Goods, Groceries and Provisions.
HENRY FLING.
STEPHEN

Portland July 8,1864.

Notice of

WU1TTKMORK.
dtf

Dissolution.

firm heretofore

emitting under the name and
of Cloudman. Stevens at Co.. la
THElit) lemutual
hereby dis-

solved by
consent. Messrs. Cloudman ft Stevens are authorized to settle and
adlnst the affairs of
the late Arm.
JOHN CLOUDMAN.
ALBERT B SIKVFNS,
JOSEVH WALKER.
...

Poland, Bept. 1,1864.
Messrs..Cloudman

ft

same business at the old
street.

Steyrps yvill continue the
u and So. 160 Commercial

scpltkodUw

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing
THE
the undersigned is hereby dissolvid by mutual
of the late lirm will he settled

between

consent The affairs
by the junior member whe will continue the Fleur,
Tea and Tobacco ousinev; under the name of p'Bzsman Bboxhebs, at the old place. No 8p CommerJaxis Fbizxa*,
cial street.
Samuel Kbkkmak.
Sept 20—d3w

Notice of Foreclosure.
ffTHEREAS, William F. Thomas. ofCapoEliza-

fy both, in the County of Cumberland, and State
of Maine, did on t)ie 6th day of February, A. D .1862
by Ills mortgagedeed of that date, convey to file, the
subscriber, a certain parcel of land with the buildings thereon. situated in said Cepe Elizabeth, being
Lots No. 813, and 8.8. on plan A of F'arms in said
Capo Elizabeth, drawn by Wm. Anson.
8aid deed recorded in Cumberland Registry, Book
811, Page 187.
Thp ponditions of said mortgage deed baying been
broken, I. by reason thereof, claim a foreclosure of
the same, according to the Statute.
w*w*
EL1A8 THOMAS.
Sept 7,1864-

ousufiun

^.RBBsas,f»s?-ai!~ss3!
MILLINER.
P.

O..

IvMtf

Cortland

R K M OV A L!
HEALD has removed his office from No. Ml
DR.Congress
St. to the opposite side of the street,

corner

oi

Congress and Temple streets, office

erly occupied by Drs.

Bacon ft Bredis.

form-

sepedtf

UKHMEAL

BUFflCl,

I

Washington City, June34,1864. )

_

VV -XNTED—-Surgerus
the Colored

and

Assistant

burgeons

/or
Troops—Candidates must be
Graduates of some Regular Medical College, and
must be examined
a Board of Medical Officers to
be convened by the
Burgeon General. The Board
will determine whether the candidate will be appointed Burgeon or Assistant Burgeon, according to
merit
Applications
by one or more
test monials from respectable persons, as to moral
character, fcc., should be addressed to the Surgeon
General, U. 8. A., Washington, D. C or to the Assistant Burgeon General, IJ. S. A., Louisville,
Boards are now in session at Boston, New York,
Washington, Cincinnati, fit. Louis, and New Orleans.
Also wanted, Hospital Stewards for Colored Regiments. Candidates must possess a fair English Education, and be familiar with the compounding and
dispensing of Medicines. Applications must beroada
as in the case of Burgeons and Assistant Burgeons.
Compensation from 833 00 to 833 00 per month, with
oiothing, rations, fuel and quarters.
job. x. barnes,

by

accompanied

Ky.

Julyl-UawSm

Acting Burgeon Oen.nl.

GRAHT’S COFFEE ft 8PICB MILLfc
ORIGINAL ESTABLISHMENT.

J.

G-R

ANT,
in

Vho)s,«|. Denier

nil kind, or

COFFEE, SPICES,
Salaeratus ft
Cream Tartar,

New Coffee and
Spice Millt, 13 and U Union itreet.
Portland, Me.
*nd 8picee put np *or the trede, with any
cad row, ip »n
variety of package., and warranted
aa repreeeuted.
Coffee routed end ground for the trade at anort
notiee.
BT" All gooda entrusted e t the owner’, rlak.
marohlOdtf

PARTICIPATION.

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

Dare Chance.

C. G. CLARK A CO.

WholetaU Drupgitlt, Mew Haven, Cmn.,
Proprietors.
Bold to Portland by W. F, Phillips, H. H. Hay,
and all other <? talers,
marohficodlyB

General Debility.
Hysterios in females.

core

oure

youth,

One

I bits Djpd it, and
cine to cure the Dyspepsia.
found it to be the medicine. The
;th»
7th of Juno.) that I took, relievtd me in one minute
I have taken it three or four times, bat have had no
distressing feeling in my stomach since takine the
first 16 drops; although beforo, I could not eat a
mc*l, and sometimes no more than three or f™,
our
mouthfolis v'thpat distressing mo

and

generally
eomplaint
treated

Dyspepsia

only

DSLIOATB.

Rejuvenating
result of modern
THE
discoveries in the vegetable kingdom, being

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY BIPMBIBNCB.

CAPITAL

From the Pastor of the Methodist X. Churoh, Madison, Conn.
I have used Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure in
my family

was

^ny kind,-

8RBK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

Authorized

It

of

The Fains and Aohes, and Lassitude and Nervous
Froetration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow, do not wait for Unsightly Uloers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Besiaty
and Complexion.

TESTIMONIALS.

swallcjv

exoc88

LIKE.

Prrp arid »0X Purr Vboxtabl* Extract*

and

Balsam,’’ if it is u,ed according i„ pjjr directions,
which may be found with eoph pqwe'.
We add below some Testimonials ft opt oar
neighbors and townsmen, to which we ask your oareiul
attention.

f'ave

„

whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the
sting*
lug rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,

instantaneously, we pledge our
WQrj} as men ofhouor—our reputation aa Pharmaceutialo -owr igyorable acquaintance witbfthe people as
proprietors of %e JYofI(}-rpnowned •■toe’s Cough

I

OK, ESSENCE OF

5? ,*

pepsia Cure

ALCarlton, Esq., and on tho line of the Horse
j&ailroad.
This house contains fourteen finished
and is well adapted to accommodate two families,
with seperate out buildings, stable, &o., and a well
of
ater in the yard. A large part of tho purchase

Land

Instantaneously.

MMitoo*, Cons .June 80,1864.

story dwelling house on Congresc St,
nearly opposite the castellated Villa of 8. L,

town, on
land. This is

WILL

thus enabling you, by hearty eating, and the use of
the cure after each meal, (aa often aa the food distresses you, or sours on your stomach,) you will
got
in a very lew days so that you oan do without fhe
medicine, except occasionally, and by the time the
is
used
first bottle
up, we will guarantee you free
from Dyspepsia, and able to eat, digest and enjoy
as hearty a breakiast as you ever sit down to in
healthiest hours, and we will forfeit to you the prioe
of the bottle, upon your showing that our statement
is not correct.
The medicine is powerful but harmless, and whilst
a single teaapooniul will at once relieve the
dyspeptiOBUfferer, the whole bottle would not materially
injure him, as it is eutiroly vegetable and contains
no opiates
All classes 01 disease that havetheir origin in a disordered stomach and bowels, are dispelled in the same instantaneous way, by the use or

Sept 29—dtf

11

statement,

not In a year—not in a month—nor in a week—but
you shall see its beneficial influence at once, immediately, and the day you take it. To you who have
lived lor years upon Uraham Bread and plain diet,
who dare not eat anv thing the loast-wise
heartyfirst, because the Doctor has ordered the plainest
food, and secondly for fear the distress it causes—
rising and souring on your stomaoh, wesaysit down
to your dinner, eat as hearty a meal as you wish,
and as soon as the food begins to distress you, follow it by a singlo teaspoonful of

Hotel for Sale.

This

10,000

Positively

our

willingly testify to Its value as a medicine’
Ubnuy Gidmand,Pastor M. E. Church.
Midis op, Conn., June 80th, 1864.

The ‘‘Caledonian House," situated on
C n on street, with a front on the street ol
86 feet and running through to canton Sr.,
{together with the buildings and lot on eastlerly tide of Canton street. Also the stable
anu 46 by 10J on the westerly ride of Greeu street
Thelo»scontain aoout 11,000 leer; ail the uqooou
laud is eu-ceptable to >n provementg. ifae buildings are in good oraer and now rent for 8600 pei
annum.
For terms inquire of
JOHN C. FROCTER, Lime street.

money

To Wood Dealers

"COE'S DYSPEPSIA CORE"
upon

REJUVENATING ELIXIR!

be ooniolted privately, and with
the utmost confidence
by the afflicted, at ali
nonre daily, from 8
A.n.to Up. x.
those who are suffering under the
ot Private disease, whether
arising from
^rrible vice of self-abuse.
entire time to that
branch of
the medical proiession, he feels particular
warranted in Guab
AMTBBINQ A CUBIC IB ALL
CASKS whnthar nflnni
®ontr»oteci, entirely removin
the dregs of disease from the
system, and maxing
making
perfect and PERMANENT CURB
He would oall the attention of the afflicted to
w* l0DK standing and well
fMt
reputation
inmishlngsumoient assoranoc of his skill and sue
O6M1

tion. To meet he terrible ravages of this worst of
all diseases, we have prepared

and

Aug. 3—dtf

and

FRANCIS CHASE, Superintendent.
oo81 edtf
Portland. Oot. 30.1863.

Sept 2—dtd

refusing its subjects a particle of nourishment or
hearty food, without paying the penalty in the most
agonizing distress, and oftentimes complete prostra-

immediately

Dwelling House for Hale.

Treasury

England, eight pages, Is
Wednesday, containing all the
d telegraph, important reading

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation, Nausea
at Stomach, and General Debility
of the whole System,

FOR SALE & TO LET.

A two

Custom House atPortland,Maine.

paper in New

Dyspepsia is not only the sore forerunner of death
but the companion ol am.serable life. It has well
Natlon’8 scourge; for more
cfi,e<1
Jhe
persons,
and
both old
young, male and lernale, suffer from Its
ravages, than from all oilier ailments combined
It
robs the whole system of its vigor and
energy gives
weariness and total indisposition to those once
strong and active; renders the stomach powerless to
digest the food, and has tor its attendants,

AND IT

Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7o’clock P. M., and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday ana
Friday, at 7 o’olook P.M.

3.80

trains will take and leave passengers at way
leave Portland and

Balsam.”

and we pledge our reputation
when we say it will

ISlixir

DR. WRIGHT’S

No. n Temple Street,

pf

Prepared by the Proprietors of “Coe’s Cough

ne

every

f. x.

Those

until farther

THE

STOMACH AND BOWELS.

Forest City, Lewiiton and Montreal

F.X.

8.80

OF

Elixir!

II*

®^.^f.ceiltly

Dioeaseo

COE’S

Portland and Boston Cine.

dtf

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Freight trains

Thelargest daily paper east of Buton, and having
a larger circulation than all the other dailiee in the
city combined, is published at the Office in Fox
Block, 821-2 Exchange Street, every morning—
Sunday excepted, at *8,00 per annum.

CARPENTER, Supt.

MAINE CENTRAL

Stations.

Daily Press,

state

M.

On and after

AND ALL

mayfl dtfC. C. EATON, Agent.

Portland for Bath, Augusta, Waterville.Kendall’s
Mills and Skowhegan, at 1.10 P. M.
Portland for Bath and AnguBta 8.16 P. M.
Passengers for scations on the Androscoggin Railroad will change cars at Brunswick.
The 110 y. M. train from Portland connects at
Kendall’s Mills with Maine Central Railroad for
Bangor, Ac., arriving same evening.
Stages leave Baih lor Rookland at 9 A. M. and 3
P M.
Stages leave AnguBta for Belfast at 4 P. M.
Stages leave Skowhegan at 6 10 P. M. for Anson,
Solon, Ac.
Through Tiokets for all the stations on this and
the Androscoggin Railroad, oan be procurred in
Boston at the Eastern or Boston and Maine stations.
B. H. CUSHMAN, Superintendent.
April 18, 1864.
ap28 tf

?

if

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

WHERE

Indigestion

and

Dyspepsia

Thursdays.

b

O ards,

B.
will leave Railroad
every Monday at 5

Winchester,
street,
o'clock P. M„ and the Steamer NEW ENGLAND,
Capt. E. Field, every Thursday at 6 o’clock P. M.,
for Eastport and St. John, N. B., connecting at
Eastport with steamer Queen, for ltobinson, St. An.
drewB and Calais, and with stage coaches for Ma*
Chios, and at st. John with steamers lor Frederioton and with steamer Emperor for Digby, Wind*
sor and Halifax, and with the E. A N.l. itailroad
for Shediao and all way stations.
Returning, will leave St. John every Monday and
Thursday at 8 o’clock A. M., for Eastport, Portland
and Boston.
Through tickets procured of the Agentsand Clerk
on board Steamers.
Freight reoeived till 4 o’dock P. M., Mondays and

SH?5BHl’ort,ana and BoBton.at 8.45 A. M., Augusta, ll.Oo A. M. and Bath 12.10 P. M. Augusts
for Portland and Boston at 6.80 A, k. ; Bath 6.30 A.

Notes of Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists qf Dances, etc., etc., of every variety and cost,
furnished at short notice.

BKUN8WICK, Capt. E.

•

wnuri, root oi

Passenger trains leave Skowhegan for

raraKI

_

NEW

SPRING t SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

Commencing Monday, April 25,1864

Remedy

-FOE-

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

PORTLAND AND KENNEBEC R.R.

eodSm

o^clock

Executor’s

Company.

Aug. 10,1864.

it All. WAV

On and after Monday, June 27, 1864,
ran daily,
(Sundays excepted ) until further notice, as follows:
Up Trains.
Leave Portland lor Island Pond. Montreal and
Quebec at 7.0c a. a. and 1.26 r. x.
Down Train*.
leave Island Pond for Portland, at 6 30 a. x. and
116 P. X.

Cards,

on

o'oiook.
Returning will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
street, Portland, every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday Evenings, at 10 o’olock. connecting with
the Eastern, Boston and Maine, and Portland, Saco
and Portsmouth Railroads, from Boston and Way
Stations, leaving Boston at 3 o’does, P. M.
The Boat will touch at Rockland, Camden, Bel
feat, Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden, both
ways. Passengers ticketed through to and from
Boston, Lowell, Lawrence, Salem and Lynn.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

|Of every variety, style and cost,

* Portland

LUMBER.

12 ^

6 000
4 000

Business and Professional

ROIX,

her Summer ArMONDAY MORN-

State

trains will

D.

-AMD-

°°°

THINK

Of Canada.

oity.

R.

oommence

range men t

-HHMan

Portland

Licensed Agent for all the Departments at
Washington.
Portland, April 28,1864.
ap26 eodfim

16 000
16 non

mo?e

BOUNTIES!

-AMD-

Carolina

Handkerchiefs...

rrtes.

SAMUEL BROWN,President.
WILLIAM RAYNOR, Seuretar.
EDWARD BHAW Agent, 102 Middle Street.
oct27 lyood

10.000

..

ment in the

The

100 non

Wo2o

!!!!!!!!!

Woolensock..10
Ma "tresses (with one cover lor

OF NEW YORK.

MATERIALS.

5 0W)

Fancy Types

jg—Will

HI mil

J.B.

OH.

PSIA CERE!

The World’s Great

for erecting the

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY!

B ueCloth
Trowsers,pairs.... 3 000
Blue Satinet
8 0j0
Trowsers,
.8 000
CanvaasDuokTrowsere, "
Barnsley Sheeting Frocks. 5 000
Blue S lannel Overshlrts. 6 000
B ue Flannel Undershirts.12
OOO
B ue F lannel Drawers,
pairs .12 000
y"d'.60 °°°
B
Blue I* lannel,
.60 000
■■
Blue
6 000
Shoes, pairs 10 000
Kip-skm Shoes.10 000
Orb

OBAS1I

In

to-nignt!

Charlestown. Brooklyn.
Pea Jackets.. 8000
7<X*>
Hound Jackets. 2 000
8 000

collection of

Will bear favorable comparison with any establish-

8.0. DENNIS, Proprietor.

Victor watched them with Intense and eager eyes. 1 knew the thought of bis heart.,

of the different articles, and at the places speci*
fied in the following list, via:

Book and

at this othoe.
rickets to Montreal and Quebec and return (via
the U rand Trunk Railway) may be obtained at this
agency on favorable terms.
may26dfc wtl

HEW FUKHITURE ft FIXTURES 1

steadily southward.

ties

by early application

MACHINERY,

And our

may21dtf

HALLOWELL HOUSE

1 heard and saw like one who
heard and saw not. Bo 1 laid my first offering
upon the altar of my country, and my home
was desolate.
And still the tide of war swept on. “Sand
us more men,’’ ticked the telegraph, and men
of all classes donned the army blue, turned
their backs upon .their homes, and tramped

military luneral,

delivering (on reoeiving thirty days’ nolioe) at the
United Stites Navy Kurds at Charlestown,
Mass.,
t-d Brooklyn, N. Y., in such numbers and
quantities ai d at such times as may be specified by tbeebiei
of this bureau, or by ti e eommandauts of the said
Navy Yards, respectively, the numbers aud quanti-

Mail Steamer

MODERN

Cor, of Commercial & India Sts.

call from his old friends.
The house is pleasant, retired and
quiet. The
lurniture and furnishings are all new, and therooms
cosy and sightly. The tables are supplied with all
the delaoaoies as well as the substantiafs of the
season, and the service of one of the very best cooks in
Mew England have been secured.
Extensive sheds and a fine stable with roomy stall*
are
the conveniences ol the establishment.
A mco
House sufficient for the acoommo
datlon of sevoraT bathers has been erected with
steps
into
ten
feet of water, and the whole seprojecting
cured from observation by a
floating screen.
Smoking Arbors grace the banks ol the Pond and
invite the indulgence of the
lounger.
Hoping for a share of the public patronagethe undersigned promises to spare no efl'ort lor the entertainment of his guests.
GEO. W. MUKCLL.

the carriage with me. My brain
whirled as the vast procession swept slowly |

will be received at tn s bureau until two o’clock f.m.
the i2tb day of Octobor next, lor
lurnishing and

or Passengers
California, by the Old Line
and Panama Railroad, may be secured
for

Of every description executed in the best style.

This elegant suburban Watering 'Place,
ccSEEfe located upon a pleasant eminence near CaPond, but 2} miles from Portland, havjjJj&feJMpiriobeen
placed in the most ample order by
hEWI1*11**
A£BLBtbe subscriber, be most respectfully solicits
the auention of the public, and
oordially invites a

Victor and Edith, my poor fatherless chil-

on

proved

WEST BROOK.

dren, rode in

J

(VP STAIB8,)
W. I>. LITTLE, Agent.

Onr Establishment is furnished with all the ap-

ca^isicThottse,

4'_—

September 1,1864. )
Separate Proposals, sealed and endorsed “proposals for Saw Clothing and Clothing Materials,’'

Travelers will find it greatly to their advantage to
procure their tickets at the
Union Tieket Office, 31 Exchange Street,

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING.

BLANKS AND BANK CHECKS,\

Junel6d6m

He looked like one in a calm and pleasant
sleep, and I thanked God that no disfiguring
wound had been allowed to mar that noble

)

lowest rates of tare, and all needful information

American and European Plans,

Pleasant Suburban Resort.

feet.

ITavt Defabtmkkt,
Bureau qf Provisions and Clothing,

of

HOTEL,

Jthe

LITTLE.

Agent for all the great leading routes to ChioaISgo.
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukie,
Galena, Oskosh, St. Paul, LaCroeso, (ireen Bay,
Quincy, St. Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
etc., etc., and is prepared to turniBh Theocgb
Tiokbtb from Portland to all the
principal cities
and towns in the loyal States and Canadas at the

—OH THH-

"This House Is situated directly opposite
Grand Trunk Railroad Depot, ana head
of Boston and Portland hteamers’ Wharf.
Conneoted with this Moubs is a first class
Oyster and Dining Mall.
J «.ftlE8 BRADLEY, Jr., A CO.,
Proprietors.
J. Bradley, Jr.
P. H. Bradley.

I

oheerfully granted.

Jy4tr1

There came a time when I was awakened
from this lulling dream of security. There
1
was a subdued excitement in the street.
felt a breathless hush in the very air. Men
crowded around the bulletin boards of the various newspapers, and blocked the ways leading to the telegraph office.
There was no need to inquire. I read the
sad news in every face—the news of victory,
bat victory dearly purchased.
What an array of names, “killed, wounded
and missing.
My husband’s name was on the
first list. 1 saw it in staring capitals. I saw
no other.
I was blind, fainting, dying I
thought. I the wife of a General—I, who had
been cited as a heroine, when the trial came
could only weep and pray like any other feeble woman.
I recovered in time to receive the dear, mutilated remains. I saw them laid in state beneath the dome of the capital, overshadowed
by the glorious flag in whose defence he had
fallen. The pall was covered with rich and
rare exotics, and the tall guard stood motionless, like carved statues, at his head and

AND CLOTHING

Every description

COE'S III

«HBiHP^^wLN<i, June 6th, Leaving Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday Mornings, at

Agent.

TO TKAVELEBS

D.

W.
unrivalled

our

WILLIAM

CAPT.

West, North We3t & South WestI

the best style of the art,

JOSH T. SMITH, Proprietor.
r

arm!

0LOTHING

Attention is respectfully invited to
facilities for executing in

NATION!

Built expressly for this route,

-TO THE-

PORTLAND, ME.

TEE

Oil Bl JTOUBD

STEAMER LADY LAUD,

St.,

REDUCEDlms

IMPOBTANT

by

Visitors coming from the Keunebeo and othei
parts of the interior, oan leave the railroad at Brunswick, and proceed by stage to Harpswell, or continue to Portland and take the steamer, whioh runt
down and baok twioe a day.

Exchange

FOK

River,

M EPICAL.

MEDICAL._

1864.

5

BM

Block, 821-2 Exchange St.,

Fox

by

firmly

There is a sacred spot somewhere in the
path that leads “On to Richmond,’’ which has
drank the blood of my soldier boy. Whether
his bones lie bleaching under a Southern sun,
whether they were tenderly buried by frieud,
or carelessly covered by foe I know not.
We
have only his memory—Edith and I.
Poor Edith! my frail flower,so tenderly nutured. She seems sinking under this last blow.
8elflsbly absorbed in my own grief, have I neglected to sustain and comfort her? It may
be so. Victor was her Idol. From infancy
they have been inseperable.
I thought my work was done; that my last
offering had been made; that my sacrifice was
complete. But it is not so. Edith droops like
a liliy, and I know, by unmistakable signs,that
my golden-haired, sunny-browed child, dies

M.

u.

OMi#nd niter the Fenrth ef July*
Xhe House is the largest establishment, constructed expressly lor the purpose ol a Motel, at any Watering Place on the coast ol Maine. It is situated in
the centre ol a dense grove ol old trees, with avenues and vistas opening to the waterB ol thu Bay,
hot a lew yards distant on either side.
Nearly surrounded by the sea, and abundantly
shaded
trees, the Mouse has a spacious and beautxlul verandah, extending over three hundred and
thirty leet on three sides ol the building, with wide
and tnoroughly ventilated halts and corridors in the
interior, so that visitors can enjoy the most complete
protection from the summer heat.
Xhe steamboat wharl and boat landings are on the
west side, but a lew steps from the House. Ample
facilities are at hand for boating ana fishing. On the
east side is a tine gravel beaoh, where the luxury ol
sea-bathing can be enjoyed at all times ol the tide.
At a short distance on the northeast, across an arm
of the sea, is Orr’s Island, celebrated by Mrs Beecher Stowe’s well known novel.
The St a Side House is accessible by land from
Brunswick, fifteen miles distant, by one ol tho fines!
drives in the State, and
daily steamboat from
Portland through the inside passages among tht
islands of the Bay.

to his standard.
With my own hands I adjusted the splendid
military trappings and the costly sword which
had been the gilt of his native State.
He went forth fearlessly, and I to was brave.
Indeed my partial heart almost deemed him
capable of coping alone with the whole rebellious South. My last prayers for him were
of my hand was
uttered—the last

ing.
My Victor, my raven-haired, eagle-eyed boy
was my second offering.

Proprietors,

oompany

enthusiastically

came at

oi

his superintendence,

Union Ticket Office, 31
W. D. Little,

_medical.

THE NEW, STAUNCH AND COMXODIOU8

K1LWAIK1K,

Juneitdtf

Ua’rpsweil

tbe ued.Kiio
under

CHICAGO,

WEST,

N. A. FOSTER & CO.,

BAY.

CASCO

TiCKITS ft

other points at the
SOUTH & NORTH WEST,
for s ale at the rednoed rates of Ore at the

JOB PRINTING OFFICE,

House.
<
Post Office address, Mt.Zircon, Me.
D. D. W. ABBOTT, Proprietor.
Mt. ZirooB, July g>, 1864.
Jya>d6w___

HABTSWEU MECK,

UCUUIM

Arrangement,

Summer

And all

Railway to the

Sea-Wide House,

Portland and Penobscot

And all parte of the Welt.

CALORIC POWER

Dyspepsia, Kidney

lic.
STou remember the volcanic upheaval of the
smouldering patriotism of the country when
the first numbness of despair had passed, and

The telegraph ticked again.
“Three hundred thousan dmore.”
Victor, my only son—my beautiful, curlyhaired boy, came and laid his bead on my lap,
and besought me to let him go. I know not
how it was. My tongue was truer than my
heart. He went, and went with my bless-

Springs,
6

CHICAGO, MILWAUKIE,

FOR

THE DAILY PRESS,

IHltonrUHUatvm.Ut.,
bow opened to the public, and

la

It was a day you all remember, when tidings of disaster and defeat were flashed electrically all over the North, and brave men mistook the measured, paralyzed beating or their
own hearts tor the death-knell of the repub-

crisis

HOUSE,

MOUNT ZIRUON

Offerings.

STEAMBOATS.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

HOTELS.

MISCELLANY.

Company.

Company will inane Pokcea to be free after the
payment oi six, eight or ten Premium, at the optioa
This

of the Inaured and at ratea ea low ee any other
Company. The laeue of Free Poliolea render, it at
O 'leant equal if not auperior to the participation
jpaniea.
Offloe No. 1(« Kiddle St.
CHABI.ES HOLDEN, Free.
CDWAKD SHAW. See.
Cafe It dftwtf.

